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SUMMARY 

Glancing  through  these  Proceedings of the  2nd REXX  Symposium,  one 
cannot  help  but  be  impressed  by  the  progress  and  accomplishments 
since  the  meeting  at  SLAC  last  year.  The  participants of the 
Asilomar  meeting  (and  many  more  who  could  not  attend)  show  a 
dedication  to  the  development of the  REXX  language  and  to  the 
contributions  which  they  believe  it  can  make  to  the  computing 
community  at  large. 

In  the  past year we have  seen: 

* the  beginning of a  REXX  standardization  effort; 

* the  emergence of REXX on  a wider  variety of computing  platforms 
and  supporting  multiple  operating  systems; 

* an  increasing  awareness  and  interest  in  REXX  as  demonstrated  by 
activity  in  the  Usenet  group  "comp.lang.rexx"  and  the  Listserv  list 
"REXX-L"; 

* beginning  interest  in  the  formation of an  international  REXX 
Users  Group. 

This  year's  symposium  had  something  for everybody-from the  humor 
of Linda  Green's  talk  on  "REXXoids"  to  the  demonstrations  of  the 
roles  that REXX can play  in  "cutting  edge"  programming  technologies 
such  as  Object-Oriented  Programming  (Simon  Nash)  and  Expert 
Systems  (Marc  Irwin).  The  panel  discussion  by  REXX  implementers 
showed  the  diversity  with  which  common  problems  were  solved on 
the  various  platforms  represented.  With  UNlX  expected  to  play  such 
a  major  role  in  systems of the  OS, the  UNlX  panel  discussion 
concentrated  on  the  inroads REXX is  making  in  that  arena.  Both  panel 
discussions  invoked  considerable  audience  participation. 

The  Symposium  was  also  delighted to welcome  back  Mike  Cowlishaw. 
His  insights  and  expertise  always  contribute  greatly. 

We  all  owe  a  debt of gratitude  to  those  persons  who  contributed so 
much to the  technical  content of this  year's  symposium.  Their  work 
is  presented  in  these  proceedings  for  closer  examination  and 
reference. 



Work  has  already  begun  on  next  year's  Symposium. All persons 
willing  to  help  in  any  capacity  should  make  themselves  known.  The 
success of the  Asilomar  Symposium  will be a  tough  act to follow, 
but  the  dedication of the REXX users,  developers  and  implementers 
will  make  it  happen. 

i i  i 
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The Design of REXX 
Mike  Cowlishaw 

ISM UK Laboratories,  Winchester, UK 

Introduction 
REXX is  a flexible personal  language that was designed with  particular  attention  to 
feedback from users. The electronic environment  used for its development has evolved 
a tool that seems to be effective and easy to use,  yet is sufficiently general  and powerful 
to fulfil the needs of many professional applications. As a result REXX is very widely 
used in IBM, and  has been implemented for a variety of operating  systems  and  ma- 
chines. 

The philosophy of the REXX language  reflects the environment in which it was devel- 
oped. A strong  emphasis on readability and usability  means that  the  language itself 
provides a  programming  environment that encourages  high productivity while reducing 
the occurrence of errors. 

RE= is useful for many applications,  including command and macro programming, 
prototyping, and personal programming. It  is a suitable  language for teaching the 
principles of programming, since it includes powerful control constructs  and modern 
data manipulation. It lets  the  student  concentrate on the algorithms being developed 
rather  than on language mechanics. 

The REXX programming  language has been designed with just one objective. It has been 
designed to  make  programming  easier than it was before, in  the belief that  the best 
way to encourage high  quality  programs  is  to  make  writing  them as simple and as en- 
joyable as possible. Each part of the  language  has been devised with this  in mind; 
providing a programming  language that is by nature comfortable to  use is more im- 
portant  than designing for easy  implementation. 

The first section of this  paper  introduces  the REXX language, and  the  other two sections 
describe the concepts and design environment that shaped  the  language. 
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Summary of the Language 
REX is a  language that is superficially  similar to  earlier languages. However. most 
aspects of the  language differ from previous designs in ways that make REXX more 
suited  to  general  users. It was possible to  make  these improvements  because REXX was 
designed as an  entirely new language,  without  the  requirement that it be compatible 
with  any  earlier design. 

The structure of a REXX program is extremely simple. This  sample  program, TOAST, 
is complete, documented, and executable as it stands. 

TOAST 

/* This wishes you the best  of health. */ 
say ‘Cheers!’ 

TOAST consists of two lines: the  first  is a comment that describes the purpose of the 
program, and  the second is an instance of the SAY instruction. SAY simply displays 
the  result of the expression following it - in  this  case a literal  string. 

Of course, REX can do more than  just display  a  character  string. Although the Ian- 
guage is composed of a  small  number of instructions  and options, it is powerful. Where 
a function is not  built-in it can be added by using one of the defined mechanisms for 
external  interfaces. 

The rest of this section introduces most of the  features of  RE=. 

REX provides a conventional selection of control  constructs. These include 
IF..  .THEN.. .ELSE, SELECT.. .WHEN.. .OTHERWISE.. .END, and several  varieties of 
DO.. .END for grouping and repetition.  These  constructs are  similar  to those of PUI, 
but with several  enhancements  and simplifications. The DO (looping) construct  can 
be used  to step a  variable TO some limit, FOR a specified number of iterations,  and 
WHILE or UNTIL  some condition is satisfied. DO  FOREVER is also provided. LOOP 
execution may be mohfied by  LEAVE and ITERATE instructions that significantly 
reduce the complexity of many  programs. No GOT0  instruction  is included, but a 
SIGNAL instruction is provided for abnormal  transfer of control, such as  error  exits  and 
computed branching. 

REXX expressions are general, in  that  any  operator combinations may be used (provided, 
of course, that  the  data values are valid for those  operations).  There are 9 arithmetic 
operators  (including  integer division, remainder,  and power operators), 3 concatenation 
operators, 12 comparative operators, and 4 logical operators. All the  operators  act upon 
strings of characters, which may be  of any  length (typically limited only by the  amount 
of storage  available). 

This  sample program shows both expressions and a conditional instruction: 
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GREET 

/* A short program t o  greet you. */ 
/* First display a prompt: */ 
say  ‘Please type your name and then  press ENTER:‘ 
parse  pull  answer /* Get the   reply   into  ANSWER */ 
/* If nothing w a s  typed,  then  use  a  fixed  greeting, */ 
/* otherwise  echo  the name p o l i t e l y .  */ 
i f  answer=“ then  say  ‘Hello  Stranger!‘ 

else say ‘Hello‘ answer‘ !‘ 

The expression on the  last SAY (display)  instruction  concatenates  the  string ‘Hello‘ 
to the variable ANSWER with  a  blank in between  them (the  blank  is  here a valid op- 
erator, meaning  “concatenate  with blank”). The  string ‘ ! ‘ is  then directly concat- 
enated  to  the  result  built  up so far.  These  simple  and  unobtrusive  concatenation 
operators  make it very easy to build up  strings  and commands, and may be freely mixed 
with  arithmetic  operations. 

In RExx, any  string or symbol may be a number. Numbers are  all “real” and may be 
specified in exponential  notation if desired. ( A n  implementation may use appropriately 
efficient internal  representations, of course.) The arithmetic  operations in REXX are 
completely defined, so that different implementations  must always give the  same  re- 
sults. 

The NUMERIC instruction may be used to select the arbitrary  precision of calculations 
(you may calculate  with one thousand  significant  digits, for example). The same  in- 
struction may also be used  to set  the fuzz to be used for comparisons, and  the expo- 
nential  notation (scientific or  engineering) that RExx will use to  present  results. The 
term fuzz refers to the  number of significant digits of error  permitted when malung  a 
numerical comparison. 

Variables all hold strings of characters,  and  cannot  have  aliases  under  any circum- 
stances. The simple compound  variable mechanism allows the use of arrays  (many- 
dimensional) that have the property of being indexed by arbitrary  character  strings. 
These are  in effect content-addressable data  structures, which can be used for building 
lists  and  trees. Groups of variables (arrays) with a common stem to their  name can 
be set,  reset,  or  manipulated by references to that stem alone. 

This example is a  routine that removes all  duplicate words  from a string of words: 
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JUSTONE 

/* This r o u t i n e  removes d u p l i c a t e  words  from a s t r i n g ,   a n d  
/* i l l u s t r a t e s  t h e  use of a compound v a r i a b l e  (HADWORD) 
/* which i s  indexed by a r b i t r a r y  data (words). 
Justone:  procedure /* make a l l  v a r i a b l e s   p r i v a t e  

pa r se  arg wordl i s t  /* g e t  the  list of words 
hadword.=O /* show a l l  p o s s i b l e  words as new 
o u t l i s t = “  /* i n i t i a l i z e  the  output  l ist 
do while  wordlistT=‘ /* loop while w e  have data 

/* s p l i t  WORDLIST i n t o  the first word  and the  remainder  
pa r se   va r   word l i s t  word word l i s t  
if hadword.word  then iterate /* loop i f  had word before  
hadword.word=l /* record  that  w e  have  had t h i s  word 
o u t l i s t = o u t l i s t  word /* add t h i s  word t o   o u t p u t  l ist  
end 

r e t u r n   o u t l i s t  /* f i n a l l y   r e t u r n  t h e  r e s u l t  

*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 
*/ 

This example also shows some of the  built-in string  parsing available  with the PARSE 
instruction.  This provides a fast  and simple way of decomposing strings of characters 
using  a primitive form of pattern matching. A string may be split  into  parts using 
various forms of patterns,  and  then assigned to variables by words or as a whole. 

A variety of internal  and  external calling mechanisms are defined. The most primitive 
is the command (which is similar  to  a message in  the Smalltalk-801  system), in which 
a clause that consists of just an expression is evaluated.  The  resulting  string of char- 
acters  is  passed  to  the  currently selected external environment, which might be an OP- 
erating system, an editor,  or  any  other  functional object. The REXX programmer  can 
also invoke functions and subroutines. These may be internal to the program,  built-in 
(part of the  language), or external.  Within an  internal  routine,  variables may be shared 
with the caller,  or protected by the PROCEDURE instruction (that is, be made local to 
the routine). If protected, selected variables  or  groups of variables belonging to the 
caller may be  exposed to the routine for read or write access. 

Certain  types of exception handzing are supported. A simple mechanism (associated 
with the SIGNAL instruction) allows the  trapping of run-time  errors,  halt conditions 
(external  interrupts), command errors  (errors  resulting from external commands), and 
the use of uninitialized  variables. No method of return from an exception is provided 
in  this language definition. 

The INTERPRET instruction  (intended  to be supported by interpreters only) allows m y  
string of REXX instructions  to be interpreted dynamically. It is useful for  some kinds 
of interactive  or  interpretive  environments, and can be used to build the following 
SHOWME program - an almost  trivial “instant calculator”: 

1 See, for example: Xerox Learning  Research  Group, The  Smalltalk-80  System, Byte 6, No. 8,  
~ ~ 3 6 - 4 7  (August 1981). 
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SHOWME 

/* Simple calculator,  interprets  input as a h x x  

numeric digits 20 /* Work t o  20 s i g n i f i c a n t   d i g i t s  */ 
parse arg input /* Get user‘s   expression  into INPUT */ 
interpret ‘Say‘  input /* Build and execute SAY instruction */ 

expression */ 

This program first sets REXX arithmetic  to work to 20 digits. It  then  assigns  the first 
argument  string  (perhaps  typed by a user) to the variable INPUT. The final  instruction 
evaluates  the expression following the keyword INTERPRET to build  a SAY instruction 
which is then executed. If you were to call this program with  the  argument “22/7” then 
the  instruction “Say 22/7” would  be built  and executed. This would therefore  display 
the  result 

3.1428571428571428571 

Input and output functions in REXX are defined only for simple  character-based  oper- 
ations. Included in  the  language  are  the concepts of named  character  streams (whose 
actual source or destination  are  determined  externally). These streams may be ac- 
cessed on a  character  basis  or on a  line-by-line  basis.  One input  stream is linked  with 
the concept of an external data queue that provides for limited communication with 
external programs. 

The  language defines an extensive tracing (debugging) mechanism,  though it is 
recognised that some implementations  may be unable  to  support  the whole package. 
The  tracing options allow various  subsets of instructions  to be traced (Commands, La- 
bels, All, and so on), and also control the  tracing of various levels of expression evalu- 
ation  results  (intermediate calculation results, or just  the  final  results).  Furthermore, 
for a  suitable  implementation, the  language describes an interactive  tracing environ- 
ment, in which the execution of the program  may be halted selectively. Once execution 
has paused, you may then type in  any RExx instructions  (to  display  or  alter  variables, 
and so on), step  to  the  next  pause, or  re-execute the  last clause  traced. 

Fundamental  Language Concepts 
Language design is always subtly affected by unconscious biases and by historical 
precedent. To minimize these  effects a number of concepts were chosen and used as 
guidelines for the design of the RExx language. The following list includes the major 
concepts that were consciously  followed during  the design of kxx. 

Readability 

If there is one concept that  has dominated the evolution of REXX syntax, it is 
readability (used  here  in  the sense of perceived legibility). Readability in  this sense 
is a rather subjective quality,  but  the  general principle followed in REXX is  that  the 
tokens which  form a program can be written much as one might  write  them in 
European  languages  (English,  French, and so forth). Although the  semantics of RE= is, of course, more formal than  that of a natural  language, RE= is lexically 
similar  to  normal  text. 
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The structure of the  syntax  means  that  the  language readily adapts itself to a va- 
riety of programming  styles and layouts.  This  helps  satisfy user preferences and 
allows a lexical familiarity that also increases  readability. Good readability  leads 
to  enhanced  understandability,  thus yielding fewer errors both while writing a 
program and while reading it for debug  or  maintenance.  Important  factors  here 
are : 

1. There is deliberate  support  throughout the  language for upper  and lower case 
letters, both for processing data  and for the program  itself. 

2. The essentially  free  format of the  language  (and  the way blanks  are  treated 
around  tokens and so on) lets you lay out  the program in  the style that you feel 
is the most  readable. 

3. Punctuation is required only when absolutely necessary to remove ambiguity 
(though it may often be added according to  personal preference, so long as it 
is syntactically correct). This relatively  tolerant  syntax proves less frustrating 
than  the  syntax of languages  such as Pascal. 

4. Modern concepts of structured programming are available in RE=, and  can 
undoubtedly lead to programs that  are  easier to read  than they  might  other- 
wise be. The structured programming  constructs also make REXX a good lan- 
guage for teaching the concepts of structured programming. 

5. Loose binding between lines and program source ensure  that even though 
programs are affected by line  ends,  they  are not irrevocably so. You may 
spread a  clause over several  lines  or  put it on just one line.  Clause separators 
are optional (except where more than one clause  is  put on a  line),  again letting 
you adjust  the language to your own preferred  style. 

Natural  data  typing 

“Strong typing”, in which the values that a  variable  may take  are tightly con- 
strained,  has become a  fashionable attribute for languages over the last ten years. 
I believe that  the  greatest  advantage of strong typing is for the  interfaces between 
program modules, where errors may be difficult to  catch. Errors within modules 
that would  be detected by strong typing (and would not be detected from context) 
are much rarer,  and  in  the majority of cases do not  justify  the  added  program 
complexity. 

REXX , therefore, treats types as  naturally as possible. The  meaning of data de- 
pends entirely on its usage. All values are defined in  the form of the symbolic  no- 
tation  (strings of characters) that a user would normally write  to  represent that 
data. Since no internal or machine representation is exposed in  the language, the 
need for many  data types is reduced. There  are, for example, no fundamentally 
different concepts of integer and real; there  is  just  the single concept of number. 
The  results of all operations  have a defined symbolic representation, SO you can 
always inspect  values (for example, the  intermediate  results of an expression 
evaluation).  Numeric  computations and  all  other operations are precisely defined, 
and will therefore  act  consistently and predictably for every correct implementa- 
tion. 
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This  language definition does not exclude the  future addition of a data typing 
mechanism for those applications that  require it, though there seems to be little 
call for this.  The mechanism would be in  the form of ASSERT-like instructions 
that assign data type checking to  variables  during execution flow. An optional re- 
striction,  similar to  the existing trap for uninitialized  variables, could  be defined 
to provide enforced assertion for all variables. 

Emphasis on symbolic  manipulation 

The  values that RExx manipulates  are (from the user’s point of view, at least)  in 
the form of strings of characters. It is extremely  desirable to be able to manage  this 
data  as  naturally  as you would manipulate words in  other environments,  such as 
on a page or in a text  editor.  The  language  therefore has a rich set of character 
manipulation  operators and functions. 

Concatenation is  treated specially in RExx. In addition to a conventional concat- 
enate operator (“I I ”), there is a novel blank  operator that concatenates two data 
strings  together  with  a  blank in between. Furthermore, if two syntactically  distinct 
terms (such as a string  and a  variable name)  are  abutted,  then  the  data  strings  are 
concatenated directly. These  operators  make it especially easy to build up complex 
character  strings,  and may at any  time be combined with the  other  operators 
available. 

For example, the SAY instruction  consists of the keyword SAY followed  by any 
expression. In this  instance of the  instruction, if the  variable N has  the value ’ 6‘ 
then 

say n*100/50‘%‘ ARE REJECTS 

would display the  string 

12% ARE REJECTS 

Concatenation has a lower priority than  the  arithmetic operators.  The  order of 
evaluation of the expression is  therefore first the multiplication, then  the division, 
then  the direct concatenation, and  finally  the two “concatenate  with blank” oper- 
ations. 

Dynamic  scoping 

Most languages (especially those designed to be compiled) rely on static scoping, 
where the physical position of an instruction  in  the program source may alter its 
meaning. Languages that  are  interpreted (or that have  intelligent compilers) 
generally have dynamic  scoping. Here, the  meaning of an  instruction is only af- 
fected by the  instructions that have  already  been executed (rather  than those that 
precede or follow it in  the program source). 

RE= scoping is purely dynamic. This  implies that it may be eficiently  interpreted 
because only minimal look-ahead is needed. It also implies that a compiler is 
harder  to implement, so the  semantics includes  restrictions that considerably ease 
the  task of the compiler writer. Most importantly,  though, it implies that a  person 
readmg  the program need only be aware of the program above the point which is 
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being studied. Not only does this  aid comprehension, but  it  also  makes program- 
ming and  maintenance  easier when only a computer  &splay terminal  is being used. 

The GOTO instruction is a  necessary casualty of dynamic scoping. In a truly dy- 
namic scoped language, a GOTO cannot be used as an error  exit from a loop.  If it 
were, the loop  would never become inactive. (Some interpreted languages  detect 
control jumping outside the body of the loop and  terminate  the loop  if this occurs. 
These languages are therefore  relying on static scoping.) REXX instead provides an 
“abnormal  transfer of control” instruction, SIGNAL, that  terminates  all active 
control structures when it is executed. Note that it is not just a synonym for GOTO 
since it cannot be used to  transfer control within a loop (for which alternative  in- 
structions  are provided). 

Nothing  to  declare 

Consistent  with the philosophy of simplicity, REXX provides no mechanism for de- 
claring  variables.  Variables  may of course be documented and initialized at the 
start of a  program, and  this covers the  primary  advantages of declarations. The 
other,  data typing, is discussed above. 

Implicit declarations do take place during execution, but  the only true declarations 
in  the REXX language are  the  markers (labels) that identify  points  in the program 
that may be used as  the  targets of signals  or  internal routine calls. 

System  independence 

The RE= language is independent of both system and  hardware. RE= programs, 
though, must be able to interact with their environment.  Such  interactions nec- 
essarily have system  dependent attributes. However, these  system dependencies 
are clearly bounded and  the  rest of the  language  has no such dependencies. In 
some cases this leads  to  added  expense in implementation (and  in language usage), 
but  the  advantages  are obvious and well worth the penalties. 

As an example, string-of-characters comparison is normally  independent of leading 
and  trailing  blanks.  (The  string “ Yes ” means  the  same as “Yes” in most appli- 
cations.) However, the influence of underlying  hardware has subtly affected this 
kind of decision, so that many  languages only  allow trailing  blanks  but not leading 
blanks. By contrast, Fbxx permits  both  leading  and  trailing  blanks  during  general 
comparisons. 

Limited  span  syntactic units 

The fundamental  unit of syntax  in  the RExx language  is  the  clause, which is a piece 
of program text  terminated by a semicolon (usually implied by the  end of a line). 
The span of syntactic units  is therefore  small,  usually one line or less.  This  means 
that  the  parser can  rapidly  detect errors  in  syntax, which in  turn means  that  error 
messages can be both precise and concise. 

It is difficult to provide good diagnostics for languages  (such as Pascal  and its de- 
rivatives) that have large  fundamental  syntactic  units.  For  these  languages, a 
small  error  can often have  a major and unexpected effect on the  parser. 
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Dealing  with  reality 

A computer language is a tool  for use by real people to do real work. Any  tool must, 
above all, be reliable. In  the case of a language  this  means  that it should do what 
the  user expects. User  expectations are generally  based on prior experience, in- 
cludmg the use of various  programming and  natural  languages,  and on the  human 
ability to  abstract  and generalize. 

It is difficult to define exactly how to  meet  user  expectations,  but it helps to  ask  the 
question “Could there be a  high astonishment  factor associated  with this 
feature?”. If a  feature, accidentally misused, gives apparently  unpredictable re- 
sults,  then it has a high  astonishment  factor  and is therefore  undesirable. 

Another important  attribute of a reliable  software tool is consistency. A consistent 
language is by definition predictable and  is often elegant.  The  danger  here is to 
assume that because a rule is consistent and easily described, it is therefore  simple 
to  understand.  Unfortunately, some of the most elegant rules  can  lead  to effects 
that  are completely alien to  the  intuition  and expectations of a user; who, after  all, 
is human. 

Consistency applied for its own sake  can easily  lead to rules that  are  either too 
restrictive or too  powerful  for general human use.  During  the design process, I 
found that simple  rules for Rmx syntax  quite often had  to be rethought to make 
the language a more usable tool. 

Originally, RExx allowed almost  all options on instructions  to be variable (and even 
the  names of functions were variable),  but many users fell into  the pitfalls that 
were the side-effects of this powerful generality. For example, the TRACE in- 
struction allows its options to be abbreviated  to  a  single letter (as it needs  to be 
typed often during debugging sessions).  Users  therefore often used the  instruction 
“TRACE I”, but when “I” had been used as a variable (perhaps  as a loop counter) 
then  this  instruction could  become  “TRACE 10” - a correct but unexpected action. 
The TRACE instruction was therefore  changed to  treat  the symbol as a  constant 
(and  the language became more complex as a consequence) to protect users  against 
such  happenings. A VALUE option on TRACE allows variability for the experi- 
enced user.  There is a fine line to tread between concise (terse)  syntax  and  usa- 
bility. 

Be  adaptable 

Wherever possible the language allows for extension of instructions  and  other  lan- 
guage constructs. For example, there is a  large set of characters available for fu- 
ture extensions, since only a  restricted set is allowed for the  names of variables 
(symbols). Similarly, the  rules for keyword recognition allow instructions  to be 
added whenever required  without compromising the  integrity of existing  programs 
that  are written  in  the  appropriate style.  There are no globally reserved words 
(though a few are reserved  within the local context of a single  clause). 

A language  needs  to be adaptable  because it  certainly  will be used for  applications 
not foreseen by the designer. Although proven effective as a command programming 
and personal  language, RExx may (indeed, probably will) prove inadequate  in cer- 
tain  future applications. Room for expansion and change is included to make  the 
language more adaptable. 
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Keep  the  language  small 

Every suggested  addition  to the  language was considered only if it would be of use 
to  a significant number of users. My intention  has been to  keep the  language as 
small as possible, so that users  can  rapidly  grasp  most of the language.  This  means 
that: 

The language  appears  less formidable to  the new user. 

Documentation is smaller  and simpler. 

The experienced user can be aware of all  the abilities of the language, and SO 
has  the whole  tool at  his disposal to achieve results. 

There are few exceptions, special cases,  or  rarely  used  embellishments. 

The  language is easier  to implement. 

No defined  size or shape limits 

The language does not  define  limits on the size or  shape of any of its tokens or data 
(although  there may be implementation  restrictions). It does, however, define the 
minimum requirements that  must be satisfied by an implementation. Wherever 
an implementation  restriction has  to be applied, it is recommended that it should 
be of such a magnitude that few (if any)  users will  be affected. 

Where implementation  limits are necessary, the language  encourages the imple- 
menter  to  use  familiar  and memorable values for the limits.  For  example 250 is 
preferred to 255, 500 to 512, and so on. There is no longer any excuse for forcing 
the  artifacts of the  binary  system  onto a population that uses only the decimal 
system. Only a  tiny  minority of future programmers will need to deal  with  base- 
two-derived number  systems. 

History and  Design Principles 
The REXX language (originally called ‘’REX”) borrows from many earlier languages; 
PWI, Algol, and even APL have  had  their  influences, as have  several  unpublished lan- 
guages that I developed during  the 1970’s. REXX itself  was designed as a  personal 
project in about four thousand  hours  during  the  years 1979 through 1982, at the IBM 
UK Laboratories near Winchester (England)  and at the IBM T. J. Watson  Research 
Center  in New  York (USA). As might be expected REXX has  an  international flavour, 
with roots in both the European and  North American programming  cultures. 

There are several  implementations of the REXX language  available from IBM,  for both 
large and small machines. My own Systed370 implementation has become a part of 
the  Virtual Machine/System Product, as  the System  Product Interpreter for the Con- 
versational Monitor System (CMS), and is also part of the TSOE product. This  im- 
plementation of the language is described in  the Reference Manuals for these products. 
A hfferent IBM implementation,  written in C, provides a subset of the language as  part 
of the IBM PCNM Bond product, running on various models of the IBM Personal 
Computer. In 1989, the IBM VM REXX Compiler for CMS was  announced, and also 



REXX for OS/2. The AS/400 version - completing the four SAA implementations - was 
added  in 1990. 

There are now many  other  implementations of REXX and,  in 1991, the process of ANSI 
standardization  was  started. 

The design process for RExx began in a conventional manner.  The REXX language was 
first designed and documented; this  initial informal specification was then circulated 
to a number of appropriate reviewers. The  revised initial description then became the 
basis for the first specification and implementation. 

From then on, other less common design principles were followed, strongly  influenced 
by the development environment. The most  significant was the  intense  use of a com- 
munications  network, but all three  items  in  this list have had a considerable influence 
on the evolution of Fbxx. 
Communications 

Once an initial implementation was complete, the most important factor in  the 
development of F&XX began to take effect. IBM has an internal network, known 
as WET,  that  now links over 3100 main-frame  computers in 58 countries. RE= 
rapidly spread  throughout this network, so from the start many  hundreds of people 
were using the language. All the  users, from temporary staff to professional pro- 
grammers, were able to provide immediate feedback to  the designer on their pref- 
erences,  needs, and suggestions for changes. (At times it seemed as though most 
of them did - at peak periods I was replying to  an average of 350 pieces of elec- 
tronic mail each day.) 

An informal  language committee soon appeared  spontaneously, communicating 
entirely electronically, and  the  language discussions grew to be hundreds of thou- 
sands of lines. 

On  occasions it became clear as time  passed that incompatible changes  to the  lan- 
guage were needed. Here  the network  was both a  hindrance  and  a help. It was a 
hindrance as its size meant  that RExx was enjoying very wide usage and hence 
many people had a heavy investment  in existing  programs. It was a  help because 
it was possible to communicate directly with the  users to  explain why the change 
was necessary, and  to provide aids  to  help  and  persuade people to change to  the 
new version of the language. The decision to make an incompatible change was 
never taken lightly, but because  changes could be made  relatively easily the Ian- 
guage was able to evolve much further  than would have  been the case if only up- 
wards compatible extensions were considered. 
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Documentation  before  implementation 

Every major section of the REXX language  was documented (and circulated for re- 
view)  before implementation.  The  documentation was not in  the form of a func- 
tional specification, but was instead complete reference documentation that  in due 
course became part of this language  definition. At the  same  time (before imple- 
mentation)  sample  programs were written  to explore the usability of any proposed 
new feature.  This  approach  resulted in  the following benefits: 

The majority of usability problems were discovered before they became em- 
bedded in  the language and before any  implementation  included  them. 

Writing the documentation was found to be the most effective way of spotting 
inconsistencies, ambiguities,  or  incompleteness in a design. (But  the doc- 
umentation  must  itself be complete, to “final draft”  standard.) 

I deliberately did not consider the implementation  details until  the documen- 
tation was complete. This minimized the implementation’s influence upon the 
language. 

Reference documentation  written after implementation  is likely to be inaccu- 
rate or incomplete, since at  that stage  the  author will  know the implementation 
too  well to write an objective description. 

The  language  user is usually  right 

User feedback was fundamental  to  the process of evolution of the RE= language. 
Although users  can be unwise in  their suggestions, even those suggestions which 
appeared  to be shallow were considered carefully since they often acted as pointers 
to deficiencies in  the language or documentation. The language  has often been 
tuned  to  meet  user expectations; some of the desirable quirks of the language are 
a  direct result of this necessary  tuning. Much  would have  remained unimproved 
if users  had  had  to go though a formal  suggestions procedure, rather  than  just 
sending  a piece of electronic mail directly to me. All  of this mail  was reviewed some 
time  after  the  initial correspondence in  an effort to perceive trends  and generalities 
that might  not have been apparent on a  day-to-day basis. 

Many (if not most) of the good ideas embodied in  the  language came directly or 
indirectly from suggestions  made by users. It is impossible to  overestimate  the 
value of the direct feedback from users  that was available while REXX was being 
designed. 

Conclusions 
A vital part of the environment provided to programmers is  the programming  language 
itself. Most of our  programming  languages  have, for various  historical  reasons, been 
designed for the benefit of the  target machines and compilers rather  than for the ben- 
efit of people.  As a result  they  are more demanding of the programmer than  they need 
be, and  this often leads  to  errors. 
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REXX is an attempt to  redress  this balance; it is designed specifically to provide a com- 
fortable programming  environment. If the  user - the programmer - finds it easy to 
program, then fewer mistakes  and  errors  are made. 
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REXX ORACLE INTERFACE 
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SLAC DB ENVIRONMENT 

Currently  support  three  mainframe  database 
systems. 

SPIRES Stanford  university  product, 
hierarchical,  acquired  1970, 
library,  inventory  etc. 

NOMAD2 Must  Software,  acquired  1985, 
accounting  type  applications 

ORACLE Acquired  1989, all platforms, 
variety of applications. 
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INTERFACE TOOLS 

* All 3 DB  products  allow 3GL type  interfaces 
via FORTRAN, PL/1, etc. 

- In reality (at least in the SLAC 
environment)  they  are  used  very  little. 

* SPIRES  additionally allows SUBCOM entry 
commands,  very  useful. 

- Issue any SPIRES command with 
Address SPIRES '.... I 

- Data  can be exchanged via stack, files, 
or Xedit in both  directions. 

* Pro*Rexx for Oracle. 
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USER VIEW OF THE WORLD 

* Not  everyone  wants to learn a DB procedural 
language. 

* Existing Rexx exec’s  can be enhanced  with DB 
capabilities. 

* Comfort  level is higher  within  Rexx 

* Development faster than  with  3GL 

* Large  production  systems  can  more  easily 
migrate. 
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PRO*REXX  IMPLEMENTATION 

* Command  driven  interface  between Rexx and 
Oracle 

* Runs under VM/SP, VM/HPO, VM/XA 

* No 3GL language, No pre-compilers, No 
compilers, No linking , much  less  confusing. 

* Communicates  with Rexx applications  through 
Rexx variables. 

* Has  built-in  "control"  RDBMS  variables 
structures  which  are  always  available  after a 
database connect. 

* Certain SQL statements  are  optimized to 
return data  in Rexx arrays such as SELECT 
and FETCH. 
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PRO*REXX  IMPLEMENTATION 

* Implementation  almost  identical to RX/SQL 
for SQL/DS. 

* Static  and  Dynamic  SQL  statements - allows 
building of SQL statement at runtime. 

* Supports  concurrent  Oracle  connections & 
access  to  remote  data  bases  via SQL*Net. 

* No  data  conversions  are  performed  by 
Pro*Rexx, data is  passed  in CHAR format  to 
and from Oracle. 

* All necessary RDBMS entities  are "in line", 
what you see is what you  execute. 
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EXAMPLE 

/* Dynamic  command  to  retrieve data */ 

RXS CONNECT userid/password 

RXS  PREP  stmt  SELECT * FROM table 

RXS  OPEN  stmt 

RXS FETCH  stmt  INTO  OUTPUT. 

EN3 

RXS  CLOSE  stmt 

RXS  COMMIT  WORK  RELEASE 
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HOW SLAC IS USING PRO*REXX 

* As an interface  tool  between SPIRES, NOMAD 
and ORACLE 

- Refresh Oracle tables using a SPIRES table. 

- Update  Oracle  tables from data collected  via 
non-Oracle screen tools such as Xmenu, 
GDDM and Xedit macros when database 
editors such as  SQL*Forms  are  not 
practical. 

- As user exit  routine via SQL*Forms to  issue 
SQL commands normally prohibited  in 
Oracle  forms. 

* To update  Oracle  tables  on  multiple 
platforms. 
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ADVANTAGES 

* Multiple  product  functionality. 

* Eliminates  need for multiple  components. 

* Maintenance, documentation, debugging. 

* Work in  familiar  territory. 
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ISSUES IN THE  SPECIFICATION OF REXX 

CHARLES DANEY 
WERCUS SYSTEMS 
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Issues in the  specification of REXX 

Charles  Daney 
Quercus  Systems 
P. 0. Box 2157 
Saratoga, CA 95070 
(408) 867-REXX 

REXX is,  for the  most part, clearly and thoroughly  specified  in The R E X X  
Language. This presentation deals  with  a  few areas which  have  been found to be 
less  completely  specified. 

File I/O facilities 

File "opening" 

Many operating systems  require an explicit  "open" operation before  performing 
file I/O functions.  This  operation  is important for  specifying  file sharing and 
processing  options. REXX permits an open to be done in the STREAM() 
function, but does  not  specify any standard syntax for  widely  applicable 
options. 

File read/write pointers 

REXX specifies that independent read and write  pointers  shall be maintained 
for 1 / 0  positioning. But the specification  isn't  sufficiently  clear and emphatic, 
with  the  result that significant  implementations, such as IBMs OS/2 REXX, do 
not  maintain independent pointers.  This  can  cause  serious and difficult to 
detect  problems  when  applications  are ported to different  platforms. 

File  "closing" 

Although LINEOUTO and CHAROUT0  can  be used to close  a  file,  their  use  is 
not  intuitive  for input files. In addition,  the  specific  syntax  used  makes it 
impossible  to  close  the default input stream. 

Ambiguities  in LINESO and CHARSO 

These  functions  permit an application to determine whether any data remains 
to be read in an input stream. It  is  recognized that a  given file system  may 
have  difficulty  implementing both precisely.  But there is no way  for an 
application to determine when the results  may  be  inexact.  The  behavior of 
these  functions on "transient" streams needs to be  clarified to distinguish 
whether  a  value of 0 means no data currently  available,  or  whether an "end of 
file"  indication has been  received.  (This  is an issue,  for  instance, with "pipes".) 
A  related  problem  is  to  specify when CHARIN()  may return with  fewer than 
the requested number of characters (as opposed to  when it should wait). 
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Lack  of  STREAM() standardization 

The  STREAM0 function  was  recently added to the  language.  While it does 
provide a  means of performing  certain I/O operations like  opening,  closing, 
seeking, and obtaining file  information, it uses an un-REXX-like command 
syntax.  In addition, because the exact  command syntax isn't  specified, 
STREAM() is  useless  for writing portable  applications. 

Lack  of  file maintenance  functions 

There should be standard functions  for  common  file  maintenance  operations, 
such as  "create",  "delete",  "rename", and the  like.  Most  systems where REXX is 
currently  implemented  also support the  hierarchical  file  directory  concept, and 
REXX needs  analogous standard maintenance  functions  for  directories  as  well. 

Implementation  capability determination 

While it is clear that implementations of REXX in  different  environments  cannot 
be  expected to  support fully  equivalent  file I/O capabilities, there is  no  means 
for an application to determine  in  a  portable  way what is supported. The 
capabilities  which are likely  to be of interest  include  line or character 
orientation of files,  read  or  write  protection,  end-of-file  detection, and ability to 
perform random access. 

1 / 0  error handling with NOTREADY 

The recently-added NOTREADY condition  behaves  differently  from  all other 
conditions  (except HALT),  in that it can  occur  multiple  times  within  a  single 
clause.  It  is  not  specified whether the  condition  will  be  raised independently for 
each  occurrence, nor in what order in relation to other possible  conditions. 

Independence of file  operations  in REXX programs 

Because there  is no explicit  open  operation  in REXX, it  is  unclear  how 
operations on the same file  by separate REXX programs should be handled. If a 
file  is "opened" in  one  program, it is  also  "open"  in  another program called 
from  the  first? This  affects  the handling of file status information such as  the 
read/write pointers.  Some  environments  (e. g. OS/2 and Unix)  allow  child 
processes to "inherit"  open  files but also  permit independent access  to the same 
files.  Which  way should REXX go?  And at what point  can  a  file  be  assumed to 
be  closed  automatically if an  explicit  close  isn't done? 

Miscellaneous  language  issues 

External data queue 

The  concept of an  external data queue is  firmly embedded in the REXX 
definition,  yet  system support for it varies  greatly  across operating systems.  It 
is  not  very  clear  how  the queue should interact  with  a  keyboard input stream, 
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particularly  for programs run by REXX. Important queue facilities, such as  the 
ability to have independently named queues or separate "buffers"  within  a 
queue are outside the  scope of the language definition,  making it impossible  for 
applications  to  use such features and remain  portable. The problems are similar 
to I/O portability  problems. 

Recommended  function return values 

There are two incompatible  ways of representing "success" and "failure" in the 
values returned by functions  which  are  called  primarily  for  their side effects. 1 
to represent  success and 0 to represent failure  makes  sense by  analogy with the 
representation of "true" and "false".  Yet 0 for  success and 1 (or  non-zero)  makes 
sense by  analogy with command return codes. REXX should have  a 
recommended  representation  in order to  avoid widespread confusion. 

Internal  numeric  precision of built-in  functions 

REXX specifies  that, with the  exception of "mathematical"  functions, NUMERIC 
DIGITS 9 is  assumed  for internal operations regardless of what prevails 
otherwise  in the program.  This  is  untenable  for I/O functions  like 
CHARIN()/CHAROUT()  already, and may  be so for other functions in the 
future (e. g. very  long  character strings). 

Byte ordering of D2C(),  C2D(),  etc. 

REXX takes no position  on  byte ordering issues, despite the  differences  existing 
between  various  CPU  types.  This  causes  problems  primarily  when REXX 
programs must access data from other sources at a  byte  level.  The  lack of a 
REXX standard for  this  means that a REXX program,  even if it knows what 
type of  CPU it is running on,  cannot  tell what byte order is  in  use.  This 
problem  is  more  acute  for REXX than for other languages,  because  all REXX 
data is untyped and nominally  treated  as strings of characters.  Most  CPU  types 
lay out character strings in  ascending address order, regardless of how  they 
represent numbers. But REXX has  no  way to tell  the  difference. 

Confusing  terminology  for  condition handling 

There  are two separate events  in  the handling of one  condition  which are not 
clearly  distinguished.  The  first  is  the  occurrence of the  circumstances  which 
define  the  condition  (e. g. an I/O error for  NOTREADY), and the second  is  the 
invocation of a handler (either default or  user-defined).  These two events can 
be  separate, at least  for NOTREADY and HALT.  Consequently, it is not 
possible to speak precisely  about how REXX actually  processes such conditions. 
The term "trapped" is  sometimes  used  to  describe either event, and in addition 
the situation that a  user-defined handler has been  enabled  for  the  condition. 
"Enabled"  itself  is used ambiguously  to  mean  the  event  can  occur, or that a 
condition handler has  been  defined. 

Labels  allowed  within IF,  SELECT, and DO instructions 
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There  is  no  clear  prohibition of labels  in inappropriate contexts, and most 
implementations  seem to allow  them. Yet there seems to be little  legitimate  use 
for  labels  within IF,  SELECT, and DO instructions,  as  actual  use would almost 
always lead to errors. Perhaps they should be prohibited. A similar  question  is 
whether  duplicate  labels  within a program should cause a syntax error. 

API capability guidelines 

Although  capabilities of the API (application programming interface) are normally 
outside of the  scope of a language  definition,  the unique position of REXX as a 
"glue"  language  between  applications and the operating system  raises the API to a 
level of importance  it would not  otherwise  have.  There  is substantial informal 
agreement on a minimal set of capabilities that need  to  be  present, such as 
interfaces  for the variable  pool,  command  invocation, and function  packages. 
(Though  even in these  cases, there is  much  more  vagueness than precision.) But 
various other interfaces appear desirable,  yet  haven't  even  begun to be defined 
well. 

Service  exits 

A service  exit  allows  the REXX language  processor to make a call to a handler 
defined  by an application  in order to process  commonly used services such as 
keyboard and screen I/O. At least  one  implementation that does provide service 
exits (IBMs OS/2 REXX) seems  to provide exits  for keyboard/screen I/O at some 
times but not  others,  defeating  the purpose of allowing  an  application to control 
the  keyboard and screen. 

Exits  for raising  conditions 

When  an  application  is  called  from REXX for  either  command  or  function 
handling, it should be  able  to  raise REXX conditions  which  will be  recognized 
upon return to REXX, the HALT condition  most  especially.  It would be  nice if 
applications  could  raise appropriate conditions  not  already  defined by REXX. This 
would require that REXX allow  the  enablement of "non-standard" condition 
handlers.  Clarification of condition handling terminology  to  cover such cases  is 
also  needed. 

Specification of search order for  external routines 

Each REXX implementation currently defines a search order for  external  routines, 
and the order necessarily  is  implementation dependent. There  is,  however, no 
recognized  API  for an application to change the search order, other than (perhaps) 
allowing  for the execution of programs already loaded into memory. 
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Platform-Specific  Standards for REXX: 
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Introduction 

Standards  are  important  to  the  growth  and  acceptance of a programming  language. However, standards 
cannot - and should not - specify everything about  language  implementations.  Many  details - type 
sizes, calling conventions, file manipulation  methods - will change  with the machine  architecture  and 
operating  system,  and sometimes at the whim of the  implementation  team.  This is why standards 
documents  are  littered  with  the  phrase “implementation-defined  behaviour”. 

REXX is no different from  any  other  language  in  this respect. For example,  REXX  has  the  capability 
to  send an  arbitrary command to a host  environment and  to receive a return code  in reply. The hows of 
registering the host  environment,  sending  the  command,  and receiving the reply are all implementation- 
defined. Even the  command  strings  and reply codes have different meanings  on different systems. 

REXX is different from  other languages, however, in that  it explicitly provides the means for integration 
and  expandability. A  typical use for REXX is to tie  together  two  applications  from different vendors. 
The REXX  implementation  should  make  this  integration as painless and seamless as possible, for both 
the  application developers and  the  end users. And on a given machine/OS  pair it shouldn’t matter 
which REXX  implementation a user uses - each version of REXX  should  be  “plug  compatible”  with 
the  other. Similarly, different applications  should  support similar  REXX  interfaces and  command sets. 

This  paper discusses the  idea of platform-specific standards as they  apply  both  to  REXX  implementors 
and  to developers of REXX-compatible  products. The emphasis is on  co-operation and  the  adaptation 
of existing standards  to meet the needs of the  REXX community. 

Many of the examples  in this  paper will center around  ARexx, an implementation of REXX for the 
Commodore Amiga. A brief description of the Amiga and ARexx  can  be  found in  the appendix. OS/2  
REXX  and CMS  REXX  are also mentioned. 
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1. The Host Interface 

There  are  four basic  problems  in using or implementing the REXX  host  command interface. 

Finding hosts: The use and  syntax of the ADDRESS instruction is well-documented, but  not  what  the 
host  address  actually  means, or how REXX  locates the  host. 

On  the Amiga,  host  addresses  correspond to named message ports.  When an ARexx-compatible  appli- 
cation starts execution it opens a message port  to which commands  may  be  sent.  This  ARexx  port is a 
public  resource that other  applications,  including  ARexx,  can  search for by name.’ 

OS/2 and CMS  require  applications to register subcommand  handlers  with  the  REXX  system. Each 
handler is a library/program  entry  point. 

Naming hosts: When multiple copies of the  same  application  are  running, which host  does the user 
actually  want to talk  to,  and how do they specify it? 

Naming  rules are  not enforced under ARexx. The system  ports list is prioritized, but a friendly  appli- 
cation  should not  duplicate or override any  name  already in the list.  Commodore’s  developer guidelines 
advocate  letting  the user set  whatever port  name  they desire. If the user doesn’t assign a specific 
port  name,  then  the  application should use its own name,  stripped of non-alphanumeric  characters  and 
converted to uppercase.  Applications that  support multiple  projects/documents  should  append a slot 
number  to  the  name, as in EDIT.01,  EDIT.02, and so on  (in other words, an ARexx  port  can  be  allocated 
for each document). The  actual slot  numbers  are  searched for and assigned dynamically.  Slot  numbers 
should also be used when two or more copies of an application  are  executing  simultaneously. 

Under O S / 2  REXX a user can  append  the handler’s library name  to  the host  address, as in ADDRESS 
’Edit  .Qedit’, to differentiate between applications using the  same host  address. 

Sending commands: Some  form of inter-application  communication is necessary for sending  host 
commands  and receiving the  return codes in reply. On  systems  without  inter-process  communication 
the  interface is obviously much harder to implement. 

ARexx  simply  sends the  command as a message to  the  appropriate  port.  The message structure is fixed 
and includes fields for strings,  results, and  action codes. When  the  application receives a message at  
its  port, it retrieves the message and parses the  command  string.  The  ARexx  program  that sent the 
message is suspended  until a reply arrives (each ARexx  program is a separate  task). 

O S / 2  and CMS call the handler  function that was registered with  the  REXX  system. 

Starting REXX macros: How does an application access and  start  the REXX  interpreter when it 
wishes to  invoke a REXX  macro  program? 

An  Amiga  application merely sends a message (using the  same message structure described  above) to 
the  ARexx resident  process. The resident process spawns  the  ARexx  program as a new task. The 
application  has the option of waiting for the  program  to finish execution or of continuing  on  with its 
work. The application  must always be ready to process incoming  ARexx command messages as well. 

OS/2  and CMS  applications call a system  function to  start a REXX  program. 

‘Note  that unlike OS/2 REXX, there is no  formal  registration  to  be made. ARexx  will  search  for  and locate the 
appropriate  message  port  each  time it has a  message to send. 
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Note that all macros that  are  started by an application  should  have  the  application’s  port/handler  set 
as their  default  host  address.  This  minimizes  the  naming  problems  discussed  above. 

2. Command  Standards 

REXX  performs  minimal  processing for commands: it merely  evaluates an expression and sends  the 
resulting  string to  a host  application for processing. It’s the application’s responsibility to parse  this 
string  and  act  on  its  contents. This is as it should be: it is not REXX’s mandate  to assign  meaning to 
these  strings. 

It would be nice, however, if REXX-aware  applications used similar command sets.’ A  simple text  editor 
macro  such as: 

/* Load  a f i l e ,  search f o r  a s t r i n g  */ 
’open’ arg(I)  
search’ arg(2) 

should  be  simple to adapt for another  text  editor.  This makes it possible for developers to include 
fairly complete  sets of REXX  macros  with  their  applications  without  having to explicitly support every 
programming  tool  on  the  market.  Command  standards  make  application  integration much  simpler. 

As an example of what  can  happen  without a set of guidelines, consider the  text  editors available 
for the Amiga.  These days all Amiga text  editors  (and  most  other  applications)  are ARexx-aware. 
Unfortunately,  their  ARexx  command  sets  are  completely  incompatible.  While  there  are  many  interesting 
macros available for various  purposes  (automatic  tracking of compiler  errors, for example),  the  macros 
have to  be  rewritten  from  scratch for each text  editor. Telecommunication  utilities are  in  the  same  boat. 

To  address  this  situation,  Commodore  has  just released a set of ARexx  command guidelines to developers 
as part of the  Amiga User Interface  Style  Guide.  The guidelines list  suggested commands  (names  and 
options) for common  operations.  Hopefully new applications will include  these  commands  in  their 
command  set  and ease the confusion that prevails right now. 

3. Returning Command Results 

It isn’t enough to send commands  to  an  application - a REXX  program  must  be  able  to receive and 
process data from  those  commands as well,  if only to know whether  the  command failed or succeeded. 

“Vanilla” REXX only defines the concept of a return  code when it comes to  command  results.  When  a 
command  has been  executed,  the special variable RC will hold a numeric  value which the  program  can 
then use as basis for  further  action: 

/* Run a program */ 
address  command 
’run rxtoo1s:rxtools’  

2Commands to the underlying  operating  system  being an obvious exception. 
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if ( 

end 

The value 

rc -= 0 )then do 
say "Could  not  start  RxTools. 
exit 1 

in RC is (of course)  implementation-defined.  A  general  convention is that non-zero values 
indicate  warning or error  conditions. 

ARexx  implements an extension that allows applications to  return result strings as well as return codes. 
Result strings  must  be requested before sending a command by using the OP?IONS RESULTS instruction. 
After a command  has been sent,  the special  variable RESULT may have been set to a value if no  error 
occurred (RC is 0): 

/* Ask user  for a string */ 
options  results 
address 'rexx-ced' 
'getstring "Please  enter  search pattern:"' 
if ( result -= @*'( 8 result -= "RESULT" )then do 

...... /* do  stuff */ 
end 

Note that RC doesn't  actually need to be checked since if an error  occurred the value of RESULT will be 
DROPped automatically. 

The OPTIONS RESULTS extension is a useful one  because it allows commands  to  act like function calls. 
Another way of passing back data is to use RVI/VPI, as discussed below. 

Using a clipboard is also an effective way  of passing information between applications.  A 'PASTE' 
command  could  be  sent to  an application to place its  data  into  the clipboard.  A set of functions  (either 
built-in or part of a function package) could then  be used from  within a REXX  program to  manipulate 
this  data.  The  paste  operation could even be  performed  manually by the user for applications that aren't 
REXX-aware. 

4. Function  Packages 

A  simple but effective way  of extending  the  REXX  language is to allow developers to create  their own 
function packages. REXX  programs  can  then call the  functions in a package as if they were built-in 
functions. Unlike external  functions,  the  functions in these packages are  probably  not  written  in  REXX. 

An  obvious use for function packages is to extend  REXX to include user interface  support. At  least 
two  such packages (one freeware, one  commercial)  already exist on  the Amiga. Another  ARexx  function 
package provides  transcendental  mathematics f ~ n c t i o n s . ~  ARexx even allows applications to  act as 
function packages (function hosts) as well as accepting  command messages. 

The user can  run  into  trouble using function packages, however, through  namespace pollution. Sooner 

SFor serious  mathematics an ARexx-aware  application program such as Maple is recommended instead. 
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or later  one  function package is going to use a name  already used by another  function package. Which 
function will get  called? Can  function packages override built-in  functions? 

5. RVI/VPI 

The last important issue has  to  do with  the  sharing of data between REXX and application  programs. 
Under  ARexx this  capability is known as the REXX Variables  Interface (RVI), while OS/2 and CMS 
refer to it as the Variable Pool Interface (VPI). 

RVI can only  be used by  REXX-aware  applications. RVI allows these  applications to  set  and examine 
the value of REXX variables. These  alterations  can only happen when a REXX  program  has  sent a host 
command  and is waiting for a reply. During  the processing of the  command  the  host  application  can 
use RVI to  modify the REXX  program’s  symbol  tables. 

RVI is a simple way to pass back complex information to a REXX  program. For example,  on  CMS  the 
XEDIT ’EXTRACT’ command  can  be used to copy state information  into a stem variable  in the calling 
program. 

When processing a command, a host  application  must  be  careful to ensure that  the command  came  from 
a REXX  program  and  not some  other  application before using the RVI routines.  Some  method  must  be 
built into  the  host addressing to differentiate between REXX  and non-REXX callers. 

And of course, user documentation is very important. If an application  can  change a variable, the user 
should  be made  aware of the  fact. Preferably, the user will have control over which variables are  changed. 
Commodore’s  command standards, for example,  include ’VAR’ and ’STEM’ options to allow the user to 
specify variables for command  results. 

Conclusions 

This  paper doesn’t  pretend to present any  startling conclusions, but only  some  observations and some 
simple  advice for any implementor: check out  current  REXX  implementations, especially the ones on 
the  platform you’re developing for. If possible, offer a similar  set of capabilities and interfaces, at least 
as an option.  Consider the interfaces other  macro languages - BASIC, for example - offer, especially 
if REXX is not  the  predominant  macro  language for your system. You can’t expect every application to 
be  REXX-aware, so it certainly helps if they  can still use REXX even on the most  rudimentary level. 

A. ARexx: A Sample Platform 

The Commodore  Amiga is a microcomputer  based  on the Motorola 680x0 architecture. The base  oper- 
ating  system, Exec, is a message-based,  preemptive  multitasking  system. File 1/0  and command shells 
are provided by AmigaDOS, while graphics  and user interface support  are provided by Intuition. 

ARexx is an implementation of REXX 3.5 with  some Amiga-specific extensions. The ARexx  interpreter 
is stored as a shared library and is about 33K in size. A resident  process of about 3K runs as a 
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background  task. The resident process is the  master ARexx  control  program: it launches new ARexx 
programs and keeps track of global resources. 

To  start an ARexx  program, a message is sent to  the resident process. It spawns a new process which 
invokes the interpreter.  Each  ARexx  program  runs as a separate  task  and  performs  its own resource 
tracking. 

Messages are at the  heart of ARexx  program  interaction.  ARexx defines its own message protocol as 
an extension of the Exec message structure.  (The Amiga’s memory  space is shared between all tasks. 
Message ports  are really just linked lists.) An  ARexx message is defined as follows: 

struct RexxMsg 
c 
struct Message. rm-Node ; /* Exec message structure */ 
APTR rm-TaskBlock; /* g loba l  structure ( p r i v a t e )  */ 
APTR rm-LibBase; /* l i b r a r y  base (p r iva t e )  */ 
LONG rm-Action; /* command (action)  code */ 
LONG rm-Resultl; /* pr imary   resu l t  (return code) */ 
LONG rm-Result2; /* secondary   resu l t  */ 
STRPTR rm_Args[I6] ; /* argument block (ARGO-ARGIS) */ 

/* Extens ion   f i e lds  (not modified  by ARexx) */ 
struct MsgPort *rm-Passport; /* forwarding  port  */ 
STRPTR rm-CommAddr; /* hos t  address (po r t  name) */ 
STRPTR rm-FileExt; /* f i l e  extension */ 
LONG rm-Stdin; /* input  stream (filehandle) */ 
LONG rm-Stdout; /* output stream ( f i l ehand le )  */ 
LONG rm-avail;  /* future  expansion */ 

1; 
The message structure includes fields for setting various  action  codes  (whether a message is a host 
command or  function  call) and modifier flags (is a result string required? how many  arguments  are 
being passed?), a return code, a result string,  and  the  arguments for the  command Or function call. 
Arguments  are always  passed as strings. 

To  send a host command,  an ARexx  program  allocates a RexxMsg structure, fills in the  appropriate values, 
and  sends  the message to  the host’s port.  The host will  receive the message, parse  the  command  string, 
execute the  command,  set a return code (and if requested, a result string)  and reply to  the message. 
The ARexx  program  remains blocked until  the reply message arrives. 

Function calls are also  handled  with messages. If a  function call cannot  be resolved by an  internal or 
built-in  function,  ARexx will search a prioritized library  list maintained by the resident process. Each 
entry  in  the  library list is either a function Library or a function host. A  function  library is a shared 
library  with a public entry  point, while a function  host is an application  program  with a public message 
port. ARew will query each library/host in turn (by calling the library’s entry  point directly  or by 
sending a message to  the  host) until  the desired function is found. If this fails, a search is made for an 
external  function. 
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T h i s   p r e s e n t a t i o n   i s   t o  be   g iven   a t   the  second  annual REXX Symposium 
held  a t   As i lomar i n  C a l i f o r n i a  on May 8-9 ,  1991. 

REXXoid i s   n o t  an Eng l ish  word t o  be  found i n  the   d i c t i ona ry .  REXXoid 
i s  meant t o  be l i t t l e   b i t s   o f   i n f o r m a t i o n   1 . h a v e   c o l l e c t e d   a b o u t  REXX. 

If there  were a Jeopardy  category on REXX, t h i s  informat ion  would 
probably show up  there. Most o f  t h i s  in fo rmat ion  will change as  t ime 
passes. T h i s   p r e s e n t a t i o n   i s  meant t o  be a snapshot when I c o l l e c t e d   t h e  
in format ion.  
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I REX becomes REXX I 

In  the  beginning,  there  was 

REX 

which  eventually  became 

REXX 

(REfonned  executor) 

(REstructured extended  executor) 
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+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

1979 - Mike Cowlishaw (MFC) starts work on REX 

1981 - First SHARE presentation  on REX by  Mike 

1982 - First non-IBM location to get REX is SLAC 

1983 - First REXX interpreter  shipped by IBM  for VM 

1985 - First non-IBM implementation of REXX shipped 

1985 - First REXX trade  press book published 

1987 - IBM Selects REXX as  the SAA Procedures Language 

1989 - First REXX compiler  shipped by IBM  for VM 

1990 - SHARE REXX committee becomes a project 

+ 1990 - First SHARE presentation  on Object Oriented REXX 

+ 1990 - First  Annual REXX symposium held  (organized by 
SLACs Cathie Dager) 

+ 1991 - First REXX ANSI committee  meeting  held 
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I Jeopardy: REXX for $1000 I 

Answer  is: 

Question  is: 

How many 
Note  that 

programming languages  has MFC designed? 
REXX is his latest!!!! 
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I Jeopardy: REXX for $800 I 

Answer is: 

350 

Question  is: 

What is the  peak  amount of REXX electronic  mail 
MFC received  per working day? 
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I Jeopardy: REXX for $600 I 

Answer is: 

4000 

Question is: 

What  is  the  approximate  number of hours 
M.FC spent'on REXX before  the  first  product 
shipped? 
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I Jeopardy: REXX for $400 I 

Answer  is: 

500,000 

Question  is: 

What are the  approximate  number of REXX related 
electronic  mail MFC has read since REXX started? 
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I Jeopardy: REXX for $200 I 

Answer  is: 

over 6,000,000 

Question  is: 

What is the  largest  known  total  number of lines 
of REXX code  used  in  any  one  company? 
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Customer  Created: 

is not 1 
ePlsrC,' / 

h a s  n 
\ 

.. ..-..- . . - 
d 
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I 

i 

I REXX Buttons m m m  1 
Customer  Created: 

TS01E TYRANNOSAURUS 

I5 

IBM Created: 

SAA Procedures 
Language/REXX 
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I Text of the REXX Buttons I 

+ General 

REX is not BASIC 

REXX is not BASIC 

The beginning /* of the  end 

+ VM 

/* Best Language of the Year */ VM SHARE  AWARD 

VM/SP has REXX Appeal 

RXSQL good medicine! 

+ SAA 

SAA Procedures Language/REXX 

+ TSO/E 

I practice safe REXX (TSO/E v2) 

TSO/E is REXX rated! 

Tyrannosaurus REXX TSO/E v2 

TSO/E Puttin’ on the REXX 
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REXX  Excitements 
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I REXX  Excitement! I 

+ ANSI committee  started 

+ REXX Users  start  a  yearly REXX Symposium in I990 

+ SHARE  elevated REXX to  a  Project 

+ Increasing  number of books  and  articles  on REXX 

+ Increasing  number of REXX Implementations  on  different 
platforms  by  increasing  number of companies 
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REXX is  one of 15 languages  to  be  worked  on  as an ANSI 
standardized  language.  Others  are: 

APL 
APT 
BASIC 
C 
C + +  
COBOL 
DATABUS 
DIBOL 
FORTH 
FORTRAN 
LISP 
PASCAL 
PL/I 
PROLOG 

Note  that  the  languages  listed are at  different  levels of 
standardization. 

@Copyright IBM Corporation 1991 
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1 SHARE Interest  in REXX I 

SHARE Meeting 

72 C 3/89 1 

73 C 8/89 1 

74 C 3/90 1 

74.5 15/90) 

75 C 8/90 I 

76 C3/911 

~~~~~ _ _ _ _ ~  ~~~ 

Number of R E X X  S e s s i o n s  

9 

13 

23 

R E X X  P r o j e c t  approved  

25 

20 

Note  that  the  sessions are in the REXX Project, MVS Project, and 
CMS Project. 
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1 Publications 1 

As of 12/90, REXX has  been  the  subject of: 

+ 4 books  (plus 4 in  the  works) 

+ 40 User Group Presentations 

+ 40 product  manuals 

+ 40 articles 
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Published: 

+ The REXX Language,  A Practical Approach to Programming 
by Mike Cowlishaw (1985,  1990) 

+ Modern Programming Using REXX by  Bob O’Hara and Dave 
Gomberg (1985,1988) 

+ REXX in the TSO Environment by Gabriel F. Gargiulo (1990) 

+ Practical Usage of REXX by Anthony Rudd (1990) 

Planned: 

+ REXX Handbook edited by Gabe Goldberg and  Phil  Smith 

+ Amiga Programmers Guide to AREXX by Eric Giguere 

+ 2 others 
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I REXX is International I 

REXX books and  manuals  have  been  translated  into  many 
languages,  including: 

+ Chinese 

+ French 

+ German 

+ Japanese 

+ Portuguese 

+ Spanish 
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I REXX is International - Part 2 I 
REXX presentations  have  been  given  in  the  following  countries: 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

+ 

Austria 

Australia 

Belgium 

Canada 

England 

France 

Germany 

Holland 

Japan 

Jersey 

Scotland 

Spain 

United  States 

Wales 

As of 1982, MFC had  received  mail  from  over 30 countries! 
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REXX Trade  Press  Article  Titles 

EXOTIC LANGUAGE 
OF THE MONTH CLUB 

REXX-Portrait of a 
New Procedures language 

Capture cross-system cupabilities with REXX 
--.. 

----* __.(. . 
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I REXX Trade Press Article Titles I 
1 I 

- 

Analysis \Powerful REXX 'us. Popular BASIC 
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1 REXX Trade Press  Article  Titles 1':; 
b 

The 
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r 

R EXX 
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I REXX Language Level I 

REXX Level 

3.20 

3.40 

3.45 

3.46 

3.50 

4.00 

Usage 

CMS release 3 

CMS release 4, 5,  5.5 
MUSIC/SP version 2.2 

CMS release 6 
TSO/E version 2, release 1 

CMS release 6 with  SPE 
TSO/E ver 2,  re1 1 with APAR 
CMS  compiler 

SAA Procedures  Language level 1 

OS/400 re1 1.3 

Cowlishaw 1985 book 
Portable  REXX ver 1.05 CDOSI 
uniREXX  CUNIX, AIX, DEC/VMSI 
Personal REXX version 2.0 

COS/2, DOSI 
AREXX CAmigaI 
TREXX (Tandem) 

OS/2 release 1.3 
Cowlishaw 1990 book 

SAA Procedures Language 1evc.l 2 
Personal REXX version 3.0 

COS/2, DOSI 
Portable  REXX ver 1.10 CDOSI 
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There are REXX implementations  for: 

AIX 

Amiga 

DOS 

os12 

os/400 

Tandem 

TSO 

UNlX 

VM 

VMS 

from 7 different  sources. 
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I REXX Implementations by year  First Available I 

Year 

1983 

1985 

1987 

1988 

1989 

1990 

1991 

future 

New Platform 

VM CIBMI  

PC-DOS  CMansfieldl 

Amiga CW. S. Hawesl 

PC-DOS CKilowattl 
TSO CIBMI 

OS/2 CMansfieldl 
VM Compiler CIBMl 

Amiga  CCommodorel 
UNIX CWorkstation  Group) 
AIX [Workstation  Group) 
Tandem CKilowattl 
OS/2 C IBMI 
AS/400 CIBMI 

DEC/VMS [Workstation  Group) 

VM Compiler 
[Systems  Center) 

370 Compiler CIBMI 
Windows  CQuercusl 
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REXX Curiosities 
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I 

I Name of a REXX Entity I 

What  is  the  name of a REXX entity??? Is it: 

+ Program 

+ Exec 

+ Macro 

+ Procedure 

+ Shell 

+ Script 
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I Name of a REXX Entity ... I 

Term definitions are: 

Program: A sequence  of instructions suitable for processing 
by  a  computer.  Processing  may include the use  of 
an  assembler,  a  compiler, an interpreter, or a 
translator to prepare the program for execution,  as 
well as to execute it. 

Exec  procedure: In VM, a CMS function that allows.users  to 
create new  commands  by setting up frequently 
used  sequences  of CP commands,  CMS 
commands, or both, together with conditional 
branching facilities, into special procedures to 
eliminate the repetitious rekeying of those 
command  sequences. 

Macro instruction: An instruction that when executed causes the 
execution of a predefined sequence of instructions 
in the same  source  language. 

Procedure: A set of related control statements that cause  one 
or more programs to be performed. 
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I Name of a REXX  Entity ... I 

shell: A software  interface between a user and the 
operating system  of  a  computer.  Shell programs 
interpret commands and user interactions on 
devices  such  as  keyboards, pointing devices,  and 
touch-sensitive  screens and communicate them to 
the operating system. 

script: In artificial intelligence,  a  data structure pertaining 
to a particular area of knowledge and consisting of 
slots which represent a  set  of  events which can 
occur under a given situation. 

Note: definitions come from the IBM ”Dictionary of Computing”. 
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I Is REXX a....? I 

Programming  language 

Exec  language 

Macro  language 

Procedure  language 

Command  procedures  language 

Extension  language 

System  Extension  language 

Glue  language 

Shell  language 

Batch  language 

Scripting  language 
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I Cowlishaw Book Cover I 

The 1990 edition of the  Cowlishaw  book  has  a  new  cover  which 
includes  the  following  changes: 

+ King now  matches the playing  cards  King of Spades 
meaning 

King  faces  the  opposite  way 

King  holds  the  sword  differently 

King  was  chosen  because REX is Latin for King! 
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I Relationship of REXX/PL/ BM Implementations I 

Box 

REXX language  level 3.46 
REXX language  level 3.5 
REXX language  level 4 . 0  

S A A  Procedures  Language 
Level 1 CPL11 

S A A  Procedures  Language 
Level 2 CPL21 

IBM VM interpreter 
IBM TSO/E interpreter 
IBM OS/2 interpreter 
IBM A S / 4 0 0  interpreter 

- 
1 
- 
X 

X 

X 
- 

X 

X 
- 
X 

X 

X 

X - 

- 
4 9 - 
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I Relationship of REXX/PL/IBM  Implementations ... I 
- 
3.5 - 
X 
- 

- 

X 

- 
4.0 - 
X - 

X 

- 
PL1 - 
X 

- 
PL2 - 
X 

- 
VM - 
X 

- 
TSO - 
X 

- 
400 - Base  REXX  lang 
X - 

X - 

- 
X 
- 

X 

Level 3.46 adds 
eg. CONDITION X X 

Level 3.5 adds 
eg  STREAM 1/0 

SAA PL1 adds 
eg  DBCS support 

Level 4.0 adds 
eg binary data 

SAA PL2  adds 
eg  REXX exits 

VM adds 
eg.  DIAG 

TSO adds 
eg. DELSTACK 

370 adds 
eg.  UPPER 

O S / 2  adds 
eg. BEEP 

A S / 4 0 0  adds 
eg.  SETMSGRC 

X - 
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I REXXoids Summary 1 

+ REXX is an international  language 

+ REXX is growing  in  numbers of 
4, 

implementers 

different  platforms  available 

e users 

books/articles. 

+ REXX is in the process of being  formally standardized. 

+ REXX usage is in  the  "eyes of the  beholder"! 
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How CMS Got 1t.s Plumbing Fixed 

.John 1’. 1Iartm;tnn 113M FSC, Nymmllevej 8 5 ,  1)K-2800 I,yngby, T>enmark 

Abstract 
An overview of pipeline  conc~:pts is followed by a clescription o f  llow  these  concepts were adapted  to 
single-tasking CMS, and  how  the  implementation  cvolved. 

The data flow model of programming is well stlitcd for  many (hut not all) programming  problerns. C‘MS 
Pipelines is a simple, robust,  and efficient tool  to use (lata flow tcchniqurs i n  VM/CMS. 

Programs  running  in  a pipelinc: read and writc records on a symmetrical device-independent  interface. A 
non-trivial  problem is oftcn  solved by running a nutnbcr of simplc  programs,  each  doing a little  bit of the 
big problem;  the  pipeline  cornbincs  programs,  often to accomplish  tasks  that  arc  not  imagined when a 
particular  progratn is written.  Pipelines arc enfercd from the terminal o r  issued as commands in RIIXX 
programs. 

CMS Pipelines has  features  not  found  in  most  other  systems  supporting  pipelines: 

Multistream pipelines support  any numtm of concurrent  strcams  through a program; a simple 
example is the  master-file-tlpdate  pxradigm. 

A program  can  temporarily  replace itself with a subrolltine pipcline. 

A pipeline is tun only wl-lcn  all stages o f  it are specified correctly; the  syntax of built-in filters is 
checked  before  the  pipeline is started. 

0 Copyright 1990, 1991. 1 1 3 M  1)antn:lrk AjS. 0 Copyriji4t  1990, S I l A R E  Inc. r? <’opyright  1990, SIIAIII’ l k r o p e  SA.  Permis- 
sion is grantcd  to  thc REXX Sympoa:iunl t u  publish an cxnct copy t r l  this  paper  in  its  proceedings. II3M retains  the title to  the 
copyright in this paper as well as the  title to the copy~ight  to a11 undel-lying  work. I I 3 M  ttstains the  right to make  derivative  works 
and to puhlish  and  distrihut?  this paper to whon~ever it clrcroses i n  any way it chonsc.;. 

1)isclaimers: ‘This material  may  conlnin rc!ferenc:e to, or illformation  about, IIIM ploducts  Ihat are not  announccd in all countries 
in  which  Inhl  operates;  this  should llot be construed  to mean that IllM intentis to announce  thesc  product(s) i n  your  countty. 
This  paper is intcnded to give an overview of C M S  l ’ i p ~ / i ~ x s .  The  inrormation i n  this  paper is not  intended as thc  specification of 
any  programming  interfaces  that  are  povided  by CAf.7 1’iprlinP.r. Ilel‘er I n  the apptopri 11e documenlation  for  the  description of 
such  interfaces. 
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Introduction 
When  programs  run in a pipeline,  the  output  from 
one program  is  automatically  presented as input to 
the  next  program  in  the  pipeline. T’ach program 
reads  its  input  and writes it?  output  through a 
device-indcpendent  interface 3,vithout concern for 
other  programs in the pipeline  ‘I’hus the  standard 
output from a program  can  be read by the standard 
input  of any program. 

Why CMS Pipelines? 
‘Things get done  that  might  not be done  other- 
wise. The ease  with  which standard  programs 
are  bolted  together  means  that  users  can 
perform  ad-hoc processing o f  thcir  data in 
ways  that  would  not  be  as  economical with 
traditional  programming. 

IJsers can solve problems  by  functional  pro- 
gramming. By selecting appropriatc filters, 
users  can  apply  functions to  a stream  of  data 
and  not worry  about  how  to  perform a partic- 
ular  function t o  all records in a file. 

Code is  re-used  each time a program is run in 
a pipeline;  unlike  traditional  software  cngi- 
neering,  cock  re-usc with CMtY Pipelines 
requires no modification or  cornpil a t’ 1on. 

Pipeline programs  are device-inclependent. 
This  takes  the  drudgcry  out of writing pro- 
grams. All pipeline  programs  can  usc new  host 
interfaces as  soon as a single device driver is 
written t o  support  the interface in question. 

A complcx  task is often  broken into  simpler 
tasks,  some o r  all of  which  are  performed  by 
built-in programs.  What  programs rernain to 
be written, if any,  are  often significmtly 
simpler  than a program  to perform  the original 
task directly. 

A simple, eficier~t intr.1frc.r supports RIIXX 
programs  in a pipeline,  bringing  device- 
indeperdent l/O to RI1XS. 

CAIS Pipc1ine.y supports  most CI’/CMS devices 
and interfaces, many of which  are not available 
to RI’XX programs using  standard CMS inter- 
faces. 

Sample Pipeline 
Though C Y  has a command  to display the  number 
of uscrs loggcd on  to  a system,  there is no 
command t o  display the  number o f  disconnected 
users. Itigure 1 shows how to  obtain  this  informa- 
tion with C M S  I’ipelines. 

The first. u.ord is the CMS command  to  run a 
pipeline. ‘I‘he rest of the line  is a pipeline 
specipcatior? defining  which programs  to select and 
r u n .  ‘I’hcrc arc five programs in this  example;  they 
are  scparatctl by a solid vertical bar ( I ) .  
cp issues thc  query  command t o  CP and writes the 
responsc  to  thc  pipeline, with a line for each  line  of 
CP responsc.  Iiour users  are shown on each  line. 

split splits lincs at the  commas  that separate the 
four  users.  ‘l’hc  comma is discarded. 

locate sclecls lines  with the  string I -  D S C ‘ .  ‘l’his 
selects all disconnected  users. 

count counts  the  number of lines  in the  input 
stream.  ‘I’his  count is the  number  of  disconnected 
users  because  there  is  a  line  for  each  user,  and  eon- 
nected uscrs have  been  discarded  from the file. 

con.ro1e copies  its  input  stream  to  the  terminal of 
the virtual machine. It also copies the  input lincs 
to  the  output,  but in this  example  the  output  from 
console is not connected. 

IIow docs onc  count  the  number of disccmnectrd 
users  with  standard CMS commands‘?  With 
dificulty, i t  would  appear,  and certainly not 
without writing  a program. 

cp  query  nameslsplit  ,Ilocate / -  DSC/(count  lineslconsole 

Ready; 

1;igut-e I .  Sample Pipeline 
Ilartmann 
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What is CMS /’ ipdim~s  

CMS Pipelines Structure 
The user sees three  parts of CAIS Pipelines: 

Command  Parser: Scans  the  argument  string to 
the PIPE command  to  build :I control  block  struc- 
ture  describing  the  pipelinc to  run. I t  ensures  that 
the  pipeline spccification is well formed,  that all 
programs  exist,  and  that  the  syntax is correct  for 
thosc  programs  where  a  syntax  description is avail- 
able to  the  parser. 

Library of BuiZt-in Programs: Conlains device 
drivers, filters, and  many  utility  functions  that  can 
be selected by  the  parser. 

Di.ypatcher: Starts  programs  and  passes  control 
bctween  programs  to  maintain  an  ordcrly flow of 
data  through  the  pipeline. I’rograms call the  pipe- 
line  dispatcher to read and write the  pipeline. Thc 
dispatchcr  runs  programs  as co-routines; control 
passes from one program to  mother  only whcn a 
program calls the  dispatchcr  to  transport  data. 

REXX Programs 
’Though many  tasks  can  be  pcrformed with a com- 
bination of built-in  programs,  there  arc  boulld to 
be times  when C M S  I’ipelines (does not  providc  the 
primitive  function  needed  for a particular task. A 
program  must  be  written t o  perform  the missing 
function  whcn pipethink (chipping  sub-problems 
off a  big  problem) does not  come  up  with a useful 
solution. 

llowcver,  the  program to he  writtcn  needs  only to 
solve one  particular  little  problem;  most  of  thc task 
should  be  performed  with  built-in  programs. 

Programs  to  proccss pipclirlc data can  he writt.cm i n  
RfiXX, l’I,/l, 113M (:/370, Asscmbler, arid othcr 
languages  that llse Assctnbkr calling convcnt.ions. 
RTXX is used  exclusively in the examples in this 
paper. 

A REXX  proglatn  processing  data in the  pipclinc 
is stored  as  a disk file;  it has file type RFTXX to dis- 
tinguish it  from  IiXlIC  proccdures. ‘I’hc Rl’XX 
program  can  be I?XI~CI,OAl~’~ed or installed in a 
shared  segment  just like all othcr R.I1XX programs. 

The default command  cnvir:~nment  for  RPXX 
pipeline  programs proccsscs ppclirle cornnmr7rh to 
move  data  from  the pipelint: into  the  program’s 

variable p o o l ,  and  to write output lincs into  the 
pipeline. 

As an  example of a  function  that is not readily 
made with built-in  programs,  consider  how to 
display  the  number of terminals  that  are  in  the 
state  between  displaying  the VM logo  and  having a 
user logged on. Local terminals in this  statc  are 
shown  with  the  a  user 111 cornpriscd  of LOGO fol- 
lowed  by  thc  four-digit device  address. 

I NO‘1’1,OG HEXX 
/* S e l e c t  LOGOxxxx userIDs */ 
s i g n a l  on nova1 ue 
s i g n a l  on e r r o r  
do f o r e v e r  

‘ r e a d t o   i n ’  
parse   var   in   user+8 I - ’  device  . 
I f  user = ‘LOGO’device 

Then ‘output  ’ i n  
end 
e r r o r :   e x i t  RC*(RC-=12)  

The program in the  sample  above  rcads  input lincs 
into  thc  variable i n  which is parsed to  obtain  the 
user 111 and  the device  address. The input line is 
copied t o  the  output with the output  command 
whcn  the linc represents a terminal  in  limbo.  Note 
that. thc  two  commands  arc  not  symmetrical:  the 
name o f  thc  variable to receive thc  next  input line 
is a  literal;  the  variable is sct as  a sidc effect of thc 
command. ‘I’hc line  to  write is the  argument  string 
to  the output  command. ‘I’hc loop tcrtninatcs 
whcn  eithcr  of  the two  commands gives a non-zcro 
return  code. ‘I’he return  code  from  the filter is 0 at 
normal  end-of-filc or  the  return  code  from  the 
pipcline. 

pipe cp q nlsplit  ,Istriplnotlog(console 
LOGOL097 - LO97 
Ready; 

It becomcs curnhersotnc to writc  long  pipelines on 
the  terminal, especially whcn fine-tuning  a  suite o f  
filtcrs: put  thcm  into  a RI’XX I < X l K  instcad. 
Commands on the terminal  arc in landscape format 
(a single line);  when  writing I’XISCs, it is more 
convenient t o  write  pipclincs in portrzit form with 
one line  per  program.  This is the  sample  above in 
portrait  form: 



/* Limbo samp 
'PIPE' ,  

' C P  q n l ' ,  
' s p l i t  , I '  
' s t r i p ! ' ,  
' n o t l o g ! ' ,  
' c o n s o l e '  

e x i t  RC 

l e  */ 

3 

C,'MS P@eline.r supplies a sample XEl>l'I macro  to 
convert  from  landscape  to  portrait  form. 

Using CMS Pipelines in REXX EXECS 
It is easy to  augment REXX E X I X s  with  pipe- 
lines: use the PIPE command  with dcvicc drivers 
to  read and write RT7XX varial)les. 

Sort: 'The example  bclow s o r t s  the  contents  of  the 
stemmed  array unsorted.  .rtcrn reads  and  writes a 
stemmed  array. The variable unsor ted .0  h a s  the 
number of variables i n  the  array;  the first variable 
is unsorted.  1, and so on.  The result is stored  in 
the array s o r t e d .  

'PIPE stem unsor ted .   1sor t I s t : lm  sor ted . '  

Di.wovering Stemmed Variahles: 'l'he device driver 
rexxvars writes the  source s t h g  and all exposed 
variables in a REXX program  into  the pipclinc:. It 
writes the  name  and value of a variable 011 separate 
lines. The first column is the record type (n for a 
variable name);  the  source  string,  name, or  value 
begins  in column  3.  Given  this, finding all vari- 
ables  with a common stem is a matter of find. 'To 
find the  names o f  all variables that  have  the  stem 
ar ray :  

'PIPE' ,  
' r e x x v a r s l ' ,  /* Read a1 1 v a r i a b l e s  */  
' f i n d  n A R R A Y .  I ' , /* Names 01 a r r a y  */  
' spec  3-* 11 I ,  /* Discnrd   type   p ref ix*/  
' b u f f e r !  I ,  /* Ensu:.e no i n t e r f .  */ 
' s tem  vars .  ' /* Store  i n  stemmed */ 

I~X.YVCIY.T Reads  the  names and values of a l l  
exposed  variables in  the RICXX program. 

j?nd selects name lines for variables with  stem 
a r r a y .  Discard the lines wit'] the values  of the 
strmmed variables and information :tbout other 
variables. 

.spec moves the  name (from cc!lumn 3 onwards) to 
the  beginning of thc record. 

Ixcffer stores all lines in a b u l k  before  writing any 
to  the  output. I'his c~~sures  that  the variables to be 
set  with t h e  result do not interfere  with the vari- 
ables  being  queried. 

stem writes  the names  of all variables  with the stem 
a r r a y  into  the  stemmed  array v a r s  where they  can 
be accesscd with a nutneric  index. 

Trnnspwting P'arinhfes Between REEXX Propanu: 
The device drivers supporting R F X X  variables can 
manipulate RI'XX cnvironmcnts  prior to  the  one 
issuing the P I P E  command. '1'0 copy  the  stemtned 
array parms from  the caller to  the  current III3XX 
program: 

'PIPE  stem  parrns.  llstem  parms. ' 
'The nurnber after the first stern indicates that  the 
I ~ X I ~ , C C O h l M  before the  current  onc is t o  be  read. 

Find the Caller-: The first line of output  from 
Y ~ X X V ~ I - . ~  has  the  letter s in the first column  and  the 
source  string (the  string parsed  with Parse  Source) 
from  column 3 onwards.  When rexxvar.~ is applied 
to  the  environment before  the current  one,  the first 
line  is the  source string for  the callcr.  'I'his  can be 
parsed to detcrmine  the caller of a RTlXX program. 
w r  sets  the  variable to  the first line on the  input 
st ream. 

'PIPE  rexxvars 11 t a k e   l l v a r   s o u r c e '  
pa r se   va r   sou rce  3 . . c-fn  c - f t  c fm . 
parse   source  . . m fn m f t  m-frn . 
say  m-fn m-ft ' c a l r e d  fFom' c-fn  c - f t  c-frn'. ' 

- 

Mdtistream Pipelines 
Imagination  sets the limits  for  multistream  pipe- 
lines;  here we show  two simple  examples  without 
attempting t o  explain how rnultistream  pipclines 
work in gcncral. Refer to  the tutorial or reference 
manuals for  further  information. 

A program rcnds and writes the pipeline through a 
.rtrcmm. \Vhcn thc  program  has access t o  several 
streams, thry are named the pritnwy .rtrcnm, the 
semndnry .stworn, and s o  on. A stream has an 
input sidc  and an output side.  'I'he input side reads 
from  the  Irft-hand  neighbour  (what is before the 
previous I ) ;  the  output side writes to  the right- 
hand  ncighhour  (what is after the next I ) .  
CMS 1'ipclinc.r has many  built-in selection pro- 
g r a m  t o  select subsets o f  the  input file that satisfy 
some sclcction  criterion. (locate has  alreadv  bcen 
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used.)  Selection stages discard records  that are not 
selected when  the  program is i 1  a  straight  pipeline. 
With  multistrearn  pipelines,  sclection  stages  direct 
rejected  records to  the altermlte  output stream, if 
defined. 

Count Connected  and  Disconnected IJsevs: As an 
example,  the pipcline in  Figure 3 displays the 
count  of  connected users and  the  count. of discon- 
nected  users. 1;igure 2 shows  the  topology o f  the 
pipeline. 

'I'here are  two pipelines  in this  example:  the Ieft- 
hand  one is the primary .stream for  the  programs in 
it.  The wide  boxes represent programs  that use 
two  data strea.ms: the  right-hand  pipeline is the .rec- 
ondury  stream for  thcsc  programs. (Both  of tllr 
counf and change filters read  and  write  their 
primary  streams.) 

Some trickery is needed to  transform  this  two- 
dimensional  picture  into a parameter  string  which 
must of nature  be  one-dimmsional.  An end- 
charactar separates  pipelincs in a  pipcline 

0 spl it . faninany 
__-___. 

/* Count  logged  and  disconnected */ 
signal  on  novalue 
address  command 
'PIPE (end \) I ,  

I 

I 

I 

I 

,I 

I 

I 

1 

I 

I 

I 

exit 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 

I 
I 
I 

cp  query  names', 
split , I y  

1 :locate /- DSC/l, 
count 1 i nes I ,  

change  //Discld: /", 
f:faninanyI, 
consol e I 

l:!, 
count  lines', 
change //Logged: / I ,  

f: I 

RC 

Figure 3.  1,NI) IrXFiC:: <:ot~nt. Users 

specification. It ends  one  pipeline  and  begins  the 
next.  'I'here is no default end-character; it must be 
declared  in  cach  multistream  pipeline. 

Parentheses  at  the  beginning  of  the  pipeline 
specification  enclose global  options. 'The end- 
character is one  such.  The  backslant (\) is defined 
as  the  end-character in Figure 3. 

1 : and f: arc labels. Both  are used  twice in  this 
sample. 'I'he first time a label  is used declares the 
primary stream for  the  particular  invocation of the 
program  writtcn aftcr the label.  In  the case of 
locate, it reads from  the  primary  input  stream 
(what is before  it);  it writes lines  with the  string to  
the primary output streatn  (what is after it). Iocatc 
writes  records  without  the  required  string to  the 
secondary output .stream. 'I'he  secondary output 
stream is dcclared the next  time the label is used 
(aftcr the cnd-character  in  this  sample).  Whereas 
I m l t a  reads one  input  stream  and writes to  two 
output streams, faninany reads  records  from  which- 
ever input  stream  has  one. faninany writes all 
rccords to  the  primary  output  stream.  In  this 
example it  merges the lincs  with the  count  of 
selected and discarded  records. 

1 nd 
Discld: 130 
Logged: 46 
Ready; 
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Update:  Many  built-in progwns  support  multi- 
stream  pipelines. As an  e:ulmple,  the update 
built-in  program  provides  a  schset of the  function 
of  the CMS IJI’DATE comtland. It reads  the 
master file from  the primar!: input  stream  and 
writes  the  updated file to Ihe primary output 
stream. It reads  the upda.te from  the srco/rtiary 
input strcam and writes the  ul&ttc log to  thc sec- 
ondary output stream. 

update does  not  perform rnuhilcvel updatm  undcr 
the  control of a control file. As a typical  example 
of applied pipethink, update programs  are  cascaded 
(written one after  the  other)  to  implement  multi- 
level updates. A controlling  program  reads  the 
control file and  auxiliary  control file(s) to deter- 
mine  which  updates  to  apply  and  their  order. 

7 p+~+pq 
[ p q . m ; ; + p ]  -. . 

< mstr 

El > mstr 

Changing Pipeline Topology  Dynamically 
A pipeline  program  can issuc! pipeline  commands 
to  change  the  topology of its  connections to other 
pipeline  programs. .I’ll(; command C A I  ,I ,l’II’l? 
runs  a suhroutine pipeline;  the  program issuing! the 
command resumes  when  the  subroutine 11.3s com- 
pleted. AI>I)I’IPTI adds  a new pipelirrc to  the set 
of running  pipelines. 

Sukoutine Pipeline: Subroutine  pipelincs  often 
hide  the  details of a  task;  they art: the easiest way 
to create  new  pipeline filters. 

In  the  previous  examples, the xquence of c p ,  vplit, 
and strip was  used over am1 over  again.  ‘I‘his 
example  shows  how to put  these  programs  into a 
subroutine, IJSERS REXX, tllat  can be callcd as a 
program. 

J lartmann 

A subroutine  pipeline is likely to see more use than 
a cascade ot’ filters in any  one  pipeline.  Make  sure 
it works in general,  not  just in the  context  where 
the  cascade of filters comes  from. In this  case,  the 
CP respnnsc is too long for  the  default buffer size 
whcn  the  system  has  between 400 and 500 users 
logged on. ‘I‘o ruggrdisc IJSISIIS RGXX,  a  pipc- 
line is adtlcd to  query  the  number  of  users logged 
on,  and  allocate  suficient buffer  space to hold  the 
reply to  thc  query.  The  second  pipeline is the sub- 
routine  implementing  the  cascade of filters. (It  also 
deletes lines listing  virtual  machines  connected to 
the +CCS system service.) 

IJSERS RF:XX 
/* USERS REXX: Write  a Line  for   each user */ 
s i g n a l  on e r r o r  

‘ c a l l  p i  p e l ,  
’ cp   query   users ’ ,  
‘ I s t r i p ’ ,  
Ilchop  before 40 ’ ,  
I I var   u se r s  

‘ c a l l  p i  pel ,  
I 1 i t e r a l  QUERY  NAMES’, /* Command * /  
I Icp’  1users*25+100, /* I s s u e  CP */ 
‘ I n f i n d  VSM--’, /* Ignore VTAMS */ 
1 l s p l i t  , I ,  /* One l i n e   f o r   e a c h  */ 
I Is t r ip’ ,  /* St r ip   l ead ing   b l ank  */ 
I X .  1 I .  /* Pass on t o  next  */ 

e r r o r :   e x i t  RC 
_ _ _  

The  argument to CAI,I~,PII’R is a pipeline 
spccification like the  argument to  the I ’ I I ’ l ~  
command, with  a difference. *: is a connector’ to 
show wherr: to connect  the  input  and  output 
streams  of  the calling program. As used in this 
example, it specifies that  the  output  stream of  the 
subroutine  pipcline is to be connected  instead of 
the  output  stream of the calling program. ‘I’he 
calling program’s output streatn is restored  whcn 
the  subroutine  retllrns  and  the caller continues after 
the CAI ,I  ,l’llT, command is complete. 

Using I!SI;.RS RI’XX, the  combined  function is 
prrforrncd b y  the  command  below.  (It is late  in 
the day ,  w the  nmnber of  disconnected  users  has 
gone up since the last sample.) 



pipe users I locate / -  DSC/ I count 1 ines I consol e 
131 
Ready; 

r INC1,PACK REXX 
/* Inc lude   package   f i l e s   r ecu r s ive ly  */ 
s i g n a l  on novalue 

c a l l   d o f i  1 e 
e x i t  

dof i   l e :   p rocedure  
p a r s e   a r g   s t a c k  
do f o r e v e r  

' r e a d t o   i n '  
I f  RC-O 

Then l e a v e  
I f   l e f t ( i n , 7 ) - = = '  &1 &2 ' 

Then i t e r a t e  /* Comment */ 
' ou tpu t   i n  /* W r i t e   l i n e  */ 
par se   va r   i n  . . fn f t  fm . 
I f  ft-='PACKAGE' 

f i d = f n i . ' l e f t ( f m , l )  
I f   f i n d ( s t a c k ,   f i d ) > O  

Then i t e r a t e  /* Recursion */ 
' addpipe 4 '  fn  f t  fm ' I * . i n p u t :  I 

I f  RC/=O 

c a l l   d o f i l e   s t a c k   f i d  
' s e v e r   i n p u t  I 

end 
I f  RC=12 /* EOF? */ 

e x i t  RC 

Then i t e r a t e  /* Not a package */ 

Then e x i t  RC 

Then r e t u r n  

ParalZcl l'iplines: The ADIIPIPF pipcline 
command  adds a pipeline specification to  the 
current sct of  pipelines  without  suspcnding  the 
program  that issues the command. It can  add pro- 
grams, for instance, to process  the  input  strcam or 
divert the  olltput  stream  temporarily. 

As an  example, INCIPACK RI'XX processes  an 
input  strcam i n  the format used to describe files on  
the C M S  J'ipclines distribution tape (a I'ACKA(;I;, 
filc).  Such  a file has ' &1 &2 ' in columns 1 to 7; 
the file name.  type,  and  mode  are in the  next 20 
columns. 

'I'his program  has a rccursive procedure to proccss 
a file. 'I'he argumcnt  string to the procedure is the 
path of open  package files. The loop body reads a 
line,  chccks if it identifies a filc (otherwise it is 
assumed t o  bc  a comment  that is discardcd). 'I'hc 
input  line is copied to  thc  output stream  and 
inspccted  to  determine if it represents  a  nested 
package filc that has not  already  been  processcd in 
this  path. 

AIIIIPIPTS puts  the  current  input  stream on a 
stack o f  dormant  primary  input  streams  for  the 
stage and  connects  the  primary  input  strcam  to 
which  rcads  the  package filc. The procedure 
dof i 1 e is  cnllcd to process  the  packagc file. When 
done,  the  input  stream  (which is now  at 
end-of-filc) is severed. 'I'his re-instatcs  the  stream 
on  top of the dormant stack to continue  reading 
thc file that rcferenccd the  one  just done. 

p ipe  < a l lp ipe   package lcoun t   l i nes l conso le  

>Ready; 

p ipe  4 a l lp ipe   package ( inc lpack1coun t   l i nes l conso le  
>126 
>Ready; 

p ipe  < a1 1 pipe  package I i ncl  pack 1 so r t   un ique  I count  1 i nes I consol e 
>126 
>Ready; 

Figure 4. Processing R Package 1,:ccursively 
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pipe 1 i teral  601dup *JdelayJspec /‘I nd/ 1 lsubcom cms 

Figure 5. Sample Event-driven Pipeline 

Event-driven Pipelines 
Most pipelines  process lines a<: quickly as they  are 
read from  the  host interface ( f h  instance a tapc  or 
a CMS file). A few device drivers,  however, wait 
for  events  and write a line to  the pipeline  when  the 
event  occurs: 

delay writes a line  after at? intcrval has elapsed 
or  at a particular  time-of-day. 

immcmd writes  a  line  with the argument  string 
when a particular  irnrnediate command is 
issued by the user at  the tertninal. 

stanmg connccts  to  the message system 
service. It  writes a line  whenever (;I’ presents 
a message or  response to  it. 

These device drivers support pipelines in service 
machines to process  user requwsts sent,  for  instance 
with  SMSG, as well as authorised  commands 
entered  from  the  terminal  when  the virtual machine 
is connected, or sent  with the SI’NII command 
from  the  secondary  user. 

The example  of  an  eveni-driven  pipeline in 
Figure 5 shows  how  to issue the 1,NII command 
in  Figure 3 on  page 5 once a 1 ninute. 

Iileral writes a literal 60 (the  nymber of seconds to 
wait)  into  the  pipeline. 

dup makes  an infinite number  af  copies of the line. 
(nut  only  one  at a time; thi: does not flood the 
pipeline.) 

delay reads a line;  the first word specifies whc:n it 
must  copy  the line to  the  output. In l.his example 
it  is the  nurnber  of seconds to  wait. The input line 
is copied to the  output after the  delay.  Ilaving 
written the line delay reads  anothcr  input linc and 
waits for 60 seconds  once  more. ‘I’hus, t fehy 
writes a line every 60 seconds. 

spec is a program  modelled on  the ~ X l I ~ Y ~ ~ l l ~ l ~  
option SI’ECS. As uqed here!  it  writes an  output 
record  with the literal  string 1 n d  for each input 
record  (it does  not reference fields in the input 
record). spec does  not delay the rccord; in this 
pipeline  it  writes a rccord  oncc every 60 seconds. 

subcom passes input lines to  the  CMS  subcom- 
mand  environment  which issues them with full 
command  resolution. ‘I’he response is written 
directly to  the terminal by CMS. 

Nors CA4S Pipelimy Works 
CA4S Pipe/inP.r is in  two  module files: P I P E  
MOD1JI,F, is a small  transient  bootstrap  module; 
the  main pipeline module is PIPEI,INIT 
MOIITJI ,E. ‘I’he main  module  can be disk resident 
or  installed in a shared  segment. A disk  residcnt 
module is installed as a  system  nucleus extension; it 
is called from PIPE MOIlIJ1,E to install a 1’11’1; 
user  nucleus  cxtension. ‘I’he hootstrap  module is 
not called by CMS  once  the  main  module is 
installed. 

With  this  sct-up,  the  pipeline  code is protected,  but 
CMS considers pipclirle programs as user  programs 
and recovers  from an AREND. 

Filter P m k q e :  A filter package  is a module file 
that  contains filters with an  entry  point  table 
defining  its programs  and  optionally a message 
table  for messages specific to  programs in the filter 
package. ‘T‘he filter package also has a glue module 
that  attachcs i t  to  the  main  pipeline  module. A 
filtcr package is in a shared  segment o r  
NIlCX1,OAlJed. Once  loaded,  the filter package 
identifies itself t o  the pipeline module using an 
unpublished  protocol;  from  then on programs in 
the filter package  are  considered an  extension  to 
the  main pipt:line module. 

Four filtcr packages  are  installed automatically, if 
present, when the main  pipeline  module is 
initialised: 

l ’ l I ~ I ’ ~ l ’ l ~ l ~  IGlters i n  this  package  replace  built-in 
filters. This allows the replacement of 
some l)uilt.-in programs  without regen- 
crating  the  main pipeline module. It 
also provides a convenient way to test 
fixes to  huilt-in  programs. 

J’II)SYSI; System filter package. This is intended 
fbr programs to be available  enterprise- 
wide. 
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P I I ’ 1 , O C ~ I ~  I ,oca1 filter package. 1;iltcrs availal.de to  
all users in a particlular system or instal- 
lation. 

PIPIJSHRI; IJscr filter packagc. A user  can  create 
a user filter package  with  private filters 
that  are used oftrn  and  thus  should 
remain in storage. 

A filter package can  have  any  name. If a liltcr 
package is invoked as a CMS command, it installs 
itself as a nucleus  extension (if not already one) 
and  attaches  its  tables to  the  main pipeline modulc. 
Thus, to emure  that the conter~ts of a filter package 
are  available,  one  only  has  to issue the  name o f  the 
package as a CMS command. 

/* p o s t  processor  */ 
address  command 
’PIPLSTPP’ /* Ensure i n s t a l l / ? d  */ 
‘PIPE < some l i s t i n g l p o s t p r o c  . . . I  

Scanning a Pipeline Specification 
‘Ihe argument  string  to  the PIPE command, as 
well as the CAI,I,PIP‘E and , ~ I ~ I ~ P l I T ,  subcom- 
mands, is a pipeline  specification that is proccsscd 
by the  parser.  IIaving  determined  the  ovct-all 
topology of  the pipeline network,  the  parser 
resolves entry  points  and allocates  working  storage 
for  programs  that specify their  requirements  in  a 
program  descriptor.  When t.he parscr  finds no 
errors  in  the pipeline  specification, the  control 
block  structure is passed to  the dispatcher  for exc- 
cution. 

Resohe Entry Points: 13ntry points are resolved 
via e n t y  point tables; each  entry has the  external 
name, flags, and a pointer. 

I7ntry point tables  are searched in  this  order: 

1. I‘he PII’P”’F1~ filter package. ‘I’his liltcr 
package  is intcndcci to hold replacements  for 
built-in  programs. 

2. Built-in programs. ‘I’hcw programs  are i n  
PTPE1,INI’: MOII~JI , I< .  

3.  The I’II’SYSF, PIP1 , O C y F ,  and I ’ I P ~ J S I R  I ;  
function packages  and other filtcr packages 

- 

installetl by  thc user or installation. The  pack- 
ages arc  searched  in the  order  they  are installed; 
by default, PII’SYSF is searched  first. 

4. Programs in the  PIPPRV entry  point  table. 
This  entry  point  table is intended  for installa- 
tion use to identify programs linked into  the 
PII’l-il ,INIS MOIIIJI,E. The module  shipped 
has  no PII’I’RV entry  point  table. 

If an  entry  point is not resolved in any of thcse 
entry  point  tables, C‘MS Piyclines looks  for a file 
with filc type REXX (using I3XIKS‘lA’I‘) and 
invokes  the  program  as a RRXX filter if onc is 
found. 

‘I’hc entry  point as rrsolvcd  by look-up in an  entry 
point  table is not necessarily the first instruction  of 
the  program  to  run. ‘I‘hc entry  point  table  can 
spccify that the entry  point requires a high-level 
languagc runtime  environment,  or  that  thc  partic- 
ular  type of  eniry point be determined  from 
inspection of  storage  at  the  address rcsolved so far. 

When  no high-lcvel language is indicated,  the  entry 
can be an :dtcrnate format  ISXIK, an cxecutable 
instruction,  or a byte of binary  zeros  indicating an 
entry  descriptor. 

An  alternate  format  EXFK is assumed to  be a 
REXX filter. It is invoked  with  suitable parameter 
lists’. Other  executable  entry  points  are assutncd 
to  requirc (:MS parameter lists (both  extended  and 
tokenised). 

Entry Ilmcriptor: An  entry  descriptor  is defined 
by C M S  Pipclines conventions. It has a byte  of 
binary  zero  followed by three  bytes o f  lowercase 
characters  dcfining the type  of  descriptor: 

ctnd A pipeline command  to be issued. ’I’he fol- 
lowing  fullword is the length  of the command 
which  follows. ’I‘hc comtnand is usually 
CAI ,I ,I’Il’F, to  invoke a subroutinc pipeline 
to  implement the function. 

ept  Another lcvcl of entry  point  table. ‘I’he next 
word o f  the filter definition is looked up in 
the  table  that  follows  the  descriptor. 
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A look-up  routine (for  instance ldrtbls to find 
an entry  point in the  CMS loader  tables). 
‘The next  word  of the filter definition is 
passed to the  look-up  routine. It returns  the 
resolved  entry point adtlress, or zero  when 
the  entry  point  cannot be fonnd. 

A RRXX program  that  has  been proccsscd 
by the PII’GRIXX filter to  generate an  in- 
storage  program. ‘T’he next  word in  storage is 
the  length  of  the list that  follows, in bytes. 
The  program list (pails of addresses and 
lengths)  follows. 

The entry  address  is !he beginning  of  a 
program  descriptor. 

‘T’he entry  point resolved by a  second level of entry 
point  table or by a look-up  routine is inspected for 
an  entry  descriptor. ‘These c:m I x  nested to  any 
depth. 

Program Descriptor: The  program dcscriptor 
defines  a  built-in  program to C h 4 S  l‘ipclines. It 
specifies attributes  of  the  prqrar-n  that allow the 
pipeline  parser to: 

Perform  checks  that  are  donc by the  program 
itself in a traditional  implementation. For 
instance,  does  the  program require arguments, 
must  there  not  be  arguments, or are  arguments 
optional?  Checking  syntax  before  starting  the 
pipeline means  that  the cc.vnplete pipeline can 
be  aborted  when  an  error is found in the 
parameters to  a singlc program. 

Allocate  storage  for all programs with one call 
to the host  system storagc management. The 
descriptor  states  the  amorlnt  of  storage t o  he 
allocated on  the initial en‘ry.  Work areaq for 
neighbouring  invocations of programs are allo- 
cated  adjacent;  this  may  reduce the wot,king 
set. 

Call a syntax  exit, if specilied, to  pcrfortn 
further  argument  scan. For instance,  the 
syntax  exit  can  ensure  thxt :I disk file t o  be 
read does exist. 

Obtain  the  address  of  the  main entry to call 
when no syntax  check  fails 

Commit Level 
The  commit lcvel is an integer. A program  starts 
on a particular  commit level. The  program 
advances  its  commit level t o  co-ordinate  its 
progress  with other  programs.  When a program 
returns  on its  original invocation,  the  return  code is 
inspcct.ed and  an aggregate return  code is computed 
for  the  pipelinc spccific a  t’ ]on. 

The programs  that  start  at  the lowest commit level 
are invoked first. This set of  programs  run  until 
each of them  returns or issues  a COMMIT request 
to  incrcasc  its  cornrnit level. ‘The commit level is 
increased  when  there  are no  programs left at  the 
original commit level. Programs on the new 
commit Icvtl  are  started only if the aggregate return 
code is zero at the  time  the  commit level is 
reached;  programs  that  start on a commit level are 
abandoned if any  program  has  returned with a 
non-zero  commit  code  at a  lower level of  commit. 
Programs  that were started  at a lower  commit lcvel 
reccive the aggregate return  code  as  the  return  code 
for  the  commit  when  the  requested  commit level is 
reached. 

‘l‘hc convcntion for all C’MS Pipe/ine.r built-in pro- 
grams  is  that  they  transport  data on  commit level 
0 ;  most of the  built-in  programs  start on  commit 
level 0 as well. 

‘I‘he syntax exit can be considered to  be  commit 
lcvel minus infinity. 

‘I‘he syntax exit must  not  allocate resources  (for 
instancc  open filcs o r  obtain storage)  because  these 
resources  arc not released if some  other  syntax exit 
fails. On  the  other  hand a program  can allocatc a 
resource o n .  for  instance,  commit level - 1. It can 
then increase  its commit level to 0. If the  return 
code on  thr  commit is not  zero,  the  program  can 
de-allocate  thc  resource  and  exit; it can  continue if 
the  return c tdc  is  xcro. 

When a suhroutinc  pipeline  commits t o  a level that 
is higher than  the  one of its  caller, the caller 
comrnits t o  this  higher level before the  subroutinc’s 
commit  completes. A subroutine pipeline  can be 
ahandoncd before it commits  its caller when  there 
arc errors i n  the  subroutine;  the  return  code  can 
cause the caller’s  pipeline to  be  abandonned  too. 

Most  built-in  programs  process records of any 
length. ‘1’0 do this,  they typically  process  a  record 
this  way. I’roccssing stops  when a non-zero  return 
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code is received. A positive ,etum  code indioatcs 
end-of-file;  a  negative one indicates  a stall (dead- 
lock). 

Preview the  input  record. ‘I’he address  and 
length  of  the  record is provided.  ’Ihe  record is 
not  moved  in  storage. 

Process  the  record. If thc  output record is a 
subset,  the  address  and  length  from  the prcvicw 
are  modified without  moving  the  record. A 
record that is modificd  tnllst  be  loaded  into  a 
buffer in the  program  that processes it. 

Write  the  output  record. An unmodified 
record is written  from  thc  produccr’s buffcr; a 
modified  record is written  from  the  program’s 
own buffer. 

Releasc  the  input  record  with  a read into  a 
buffer of length  zero. ‘1‘1 is lets  the  producer 
continue. 

Data  Transport 
CMS Pipelines transports  records between  pipeline 
programs  without buffering. A record is m o v d  in 
the  pipeline  when  the  left-hand side of  a con- 
nection i s  writing  and  the  right-hand side is 
reading. 

7‘he  most  important  functions o f  the dcvice- 
independent  interface  are: 

Writc  a  line.  ‘l’hc  program  provides  thc 
address and length  of a buffcr  wherc the rccord 
is stored. The program is  su:;pendcd until  the 
right-hand side performs  a read operation.  The 
number of  bytes  read by the other side of  the 
connection is returned. 

Read  a  line,  moving it irlm ;I bulTcr or work 
area.  The  program specifies the  address and 
length of the  area  into v, hich the next inplut 
rccord is stored. ‘I’hc  pl’ogrrtrn is suspcndt:d 
until  the Icft-hand side performs a writc opera- 
tion. ‘I’he number of byte:: stored is returncd. 

Preview thc  next  line. TI? :  address  and  length 
of the  next  line  are  rcturncd.  ‘Ihe  prograrn is 
suspended  until  the  left-h:tnd side perforrns  a 
write  operation. ‘I’his funrf.ion  doe?  not read a 
line;  successivc  previews  return thc: mmc 
record.  The  program 011 the  left-hand side 
remains  suspended  in  its  write call until  the 
record is read into a buffc’r o r  telcased with a 
read call for  zero ttytes. 

Select a particular  strcam  for  subsequent  reads 
or writcs, or  both.  The  program  can also 
select whichever  input  stream  has  a  record 
availablc; in ihis  case,  it is suspended if no 
input  stream  has  a  record  available. 

Sever  a stream. ‘I’he connection to  the  other 
side is lmken.  13nd-of-file  is reflected on the 
other side. 

Short-circuit  the  currently selected input  and 
output  streams. ‘The streams  on  the  left-hand 
and  right-hand  neighbour  are  connected 
directly as if the  program  has ncver been  in  the 
pipeline.  This is convenient  for  programs  that 
inspect  thc  beginning o f  a file to determine if 
any  particular  processing is required.  Shorting 
the  connections  avoids  the  overhead of copying 
the rcst of the filc. 

REXX Interfaces 
CA4S 1’ipc.linc.r supports RI3XX in  two ways: 

RI;XX  programs  can  process  pipeline  data. I n  
this  case,  the  program issues commands to 
transmit  data to and from  the  pipeline.  Such 
programs  are  started on  commit level -1; they 
are  committed  to level 0 when  they issue a 
pipelinc  comrnand to transport  data,  or  an 
explicit COMMIT pipeline command.  Thus, 
if the  program discovers an  error  in  its  argu- 
ments, it can  return with  a return  code  before 
the  implied  commit;  this  causes  the  pipelinc  to 
be  abandoned I ikewise  an  error  that  causes  a 
subroufinc  pipcline to be abandoned cCm  be 
propagated  to  the calling pipeline  which  can 
thcn  also  bc  abandoned. 

* I>c:vicc drivers  can  access variahlcs in a RT<XX 
environment  that is active  at  the  time  the  pipe- 
line spccificaiion is parsed. The RITXX 
progranl is passive; i t  performs no action to 
make tllis happen. 

R E X X  Pipcline Contntands: k c a u s e  filters run as 
cn--routines, RllXX filters do not in general rcturn 
to the caller in thc reverse o f  the  order  they  are 
started. R l i X X  filters are  invoked by a branch to 
the  addrcss i n  A1;XISC in NIJCON instead  of an 
SVC (or (:MSCAI.I .); thus, all RF,XX programs 
in a  pipeline  run on  the  same SV<: Icvel. On 
MVS, I<IiS?( filters run in reentrant  environ- 
tnents. 
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This is thc reason  why r e a d t o  and peekto (which 
previews the ncxt  record)  arc commands with side 
effects rather than  function calls: REXX calls an 
external  function with SVC (or CMSCAI ,I .). 

Commands  in  the  REXX filter arc processccl using 
Non-SVC Suhcotntnarld invocation. IZEXX pro- 
grams  use  the  Address  instruction  to isslle com- 
mands  to  other  environments. 

As REXX programs  are  dispatched, CA4S Pipclines 
maintains  the CMS subcommand stack to ensur’c 
that  the  topmost  EXIK-XOMM reprcsents the 
running  program. 

A c c e ~ s  to REXX Variables: ’I’hc addrcss of the 
most  current EXEC or RFXX environment is 
obtained (using SIJnCOM) when a pipclinc 
specification is parsed.  This is the base envircln- 
mcnt  for all device drivers thal acccss R L X X  vari- 
ables. To avoid  interference fr.:)m RBXX stages in 
the pipeline, device drivers branch directly to  
EXIICCOMM using  this environment  (or  an 
earlier one if requested). 

Dispatcher Strategy 
At  the  current  commit level, Ihe dispatcher  main- 
tains a stack of programs  that  have  not  started, or  
are  ready to  run. Programs  that  are  committed to  
a higher level than  the  current  one  are  kept  on a 
separate  list;  they are moved to the dispatch  stack 
when the  dispatcher  commit level is incrcaserl to  
the level that  the  program  are  committed  to. 

Initially the  dispatcher stack has  the  righttnost 
program in the pipelinc  spccification at  the  bottom; 
the leftmost  program  is stat-ted first. 

A program  runs until it calls thc  pipeline  dispatcher 
t o  transport  data or perform  :‘ome  other  function. 
As an  example, refer to the pillcline in Figure 1 on 
page 2. 

cp issucs the  command  to (3’ and gets the 
response  in a buffer. I t  calls t1;c pipeline  dispnlchcr 
to  write the first line into thc: pipeline.  ‘I’hc  dis- 
patcher  checks  the  program  at  the  other  end o f  the 
connection  to see if it is ready to  read thc linc. 
.rplit is not waiting  for input, ii is  ready to run and 
not started, so cp is suspended  (waiting  for output 
to  be  consumed)  and .sp& is started. 

split calls the  pipeliae  dispatcher  to get the atl~lress 
and length of the next input  line. (‘T’hc line is not 
moved  in  storage.) The line is available to  the dis- 
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patcher, so the  information is returned  and split is 
resumed. I t  locates the first comma in the  input 
line  and calls the dispatcher to write the  part  of  the 
line up  to  the  comma. 

In the  same  way, locate is started. It inspccts the 
line.  Assuming the first line is for a connected 
user, locate calls thc dispatcher to indicate  that it 
has finished with the  input line. I’hc  dispatcher 
makes  both  programs ready to run. ‘1’0 pump  data 
out of the pipeline as quickly as possible, the clis- 
patcher  puts  the  right-hand  program last on  the 
ready  stack, so locate is  resumed  once  more. It 
calls the dispatcher to get another  record  and is 
suspended  waiting  for  input t o  be  rnade available 
becausc .split has not yet written the next  line. 

split is rcmmed  to  provide  the  second  rccord. ‘I’his 
process is rrpcated  for  each rccord i n  the  input file. 

rp rcturns on the initial  invocation  when all lines 
are  proccssed. ‘The pipelinc  dispatcher severs all 
streams  availahle to a program  (in  this case  thcre  is 
only  thc  primary  output  stream). Severing the 
stream  which split is  waiting  for  sets return  code 12 
and  makes  the  program ready to  run. 

split is  rcsumcd. It notes  the  return  code  meaning 
end-of-filc and  rcturns as well. ‘This reflects 
end-of-file to  locate which  also  rcturns. count gets 
end-of-file and writes a line  with thc  count  on its 
primary output  stream. console is finally started to 
process  the line and write the  response to  the ter- 
minal. 

How CMS Pipelines Evolved 
CA.lL5‘ Pi/rclinc..c evolved over  the 1980s. ‘I’he first 
implementafion  ran on VM/System Product 
Release 1; thc parser used the  tokenised  pararnetcr 
list -the  untokeniscd  command  string was not 
availahlc t o  a CMS command i n  those  days.  The 
first built-in  programs  supported  thc  console, disk 
files, and til-tual  unit record output devices. Filters 
wcre rcsolvttl  from a fcw built-in dcvicc drivers  and 
the  CMS loader  tahlcs. A pipeline  was  run by 
calling the parscr (with a 13AI)R instruction). ‘I‘his 
implementation was  convenient to  write CMS user 
area  modules. 

VM/Systcln Product Release 2 introduced 
NIJCXI , O A l )  to  load  relocatable modules  from a 
I,OAlI~.~II3 into frce  storage as commands. A 



command interface  was  written to  support  this. 
Because  NIJCX1,OAI:)  was a fransient  modulc  ori- 
ginally,  it  was  not  practical 10 have a bootstrap 
module;  an BXI2C was  used insicad. It ensured 
that  the  pipeline  module was  installed  in  storage 
before  invoking  it. 

R y  early 1982 it was clear t o  insiders  that RlrXX 
would  be  part of VM/System  Product  Release 3. 
A n  interface was  quickly  written  when it was 
realised that: 

The language is attractive I O  process  data. 

‘T’he interpreter is re-entrant. 

The  mechanism  for Norl-SVC Subcommand 
lnvocation  allows  subcomtnands  to  be issued 
on  one  CMS nesting level. 

The system  interfaces  (after  some  tweaking)  are 
suitable to maintain  concttrrent  invocations of 
REXX  programs. 

’I’he parser  was  rewritten to use  the  extended 
parameter list on VM/Systetn I’roduct  Release 3 .  

There were sevrral  attempts at multistream  pipe- 
lines  and  dynamic  reconfiguTation  at  this  time. 
After some  experimentati!)n,  the  pipcline 
specification  found  its  current form in the  summer 
of 1985. 

VM/System  Product CA4,3 J‘ipclina J’rogram 
Offering (5785-RAC) was announced  on  October 
6, 1986. 

NIJCX1,OAII was made  nucleus resident. i n  
VM/System  Product Release 4. The PlPli  boot- 
strap was  written to avoid  going  through  an FXEC 
to  run a  pipeline. 

‘I’he program  descriptor \*;as introduced i n  
Modification 1,evel 2 which  sltipped in Novcrnbcr 
1987. XA toleration was shipped in Modificatic>n 
1 ,eve1 3 in Ilecernber 1988. Modification 1 c’, c.1 4, 
shipped in October 1989, provided XA exploitation 
and  support of PL/I and IBM (:/370. 
Modification level 5, shipped in August 1990, pro- 
vided support  for  commit level:; and  VMjEtsA. 

Virtual  Machine CMS Pipelines r?PQ P8105‘) was 
announced  October 31, 1989. 

CMS Pipelines moves  CMS  away  from  the single- 
task  single-program  model. CMS Pipelines is 
attractive  because  it: 

Makes  the  systcm more  eficient  and  respon- 
sive. I’assing data (in storage)  between  pro- 
grams saves l/O operations.  Running 
co-routines saves  processor  time relative to 
calling suhroutines. 

Makes  the  programmer  more  eficient.  The 
user  and  the  programmer  can  often  plug  func- 
tional  building  blocks  together  without  having 
to worry  about  procedural  code. A solution is 
often  expressed as  a  subroutine  pipeline  that 
can  be called from  other  programs.  Filters  are 
easily atltlcd to tailor  existing  solutions. 

Makes  programs  more  robust. A filter is tested 
out of context,  and  often  exhaustively.  It is 
easy to  perform a regression test. 

Supports  REXX  as a programming  language 
both  to write command  procedures  that use 
pipelines  for  processing,  and as programs in the 
pipeline  processing  data. 

I’rovitlcs multistream  pipelines.  Selection 
filters can split a file  in streams  that  are  proc- 
essed in tlifferent ways. Programs  using  mul- 
tiple  strcarns  can  be  cascaded. 

Supplies a library of more  than 100 built-in 
programs to access host interfaces and  operate 
on  data. 

Refevences 
CMS I’ipclincs Tutorial, GG66-3 158, explains 
Ch4,Y I ’ i p / i w s  in 15 easy chapters  with  many 
examples. 

CMS I’ipclincs IJser’s Guide  and Filter Refercnce, 
SI ,26-0018, has  a  task-orientcd  guide to Ch!S 
Pipelines and a reference  section  describing built-in 
programs  and messages. 

CMS Pipclincs  ‘I’oolsmith’s  Guide  and  Filter J’ro- 
gramming I<cfcrence, SL26-0020, dcscribcs  multi- 
stream  pipelines,  the REXX interface,  and  the 
original  Assembler programming  interface. 
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CMS Pipelines  Installation  and  h4aintenance Ref- 
erence, SI ,264019, describes  maintenancc:  proce- 
dures,  and how to gencrate  a filter package. 
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Preamble added  April 1991, was  not part of the  original  handout. 

In addition t o  the caveats  embedded  in  this  document,  note  that: 

‘I’hc  reaction o f  SlIAIiTI members included  rejection of  somc o f  these  suggestions 
and  ideas for variations which were improvements. 

’l’he examples  tend to  hc examples of the simplest  case. I t  is a  rcasonahlc rule t o  
assume  that the generalizations  which  seem  natural t o  you were also  intended. 

This Handout. 
‘l’his handout  acccmpanics  the SIIARII session number A636 - I i I?XX Design 
Jlialogue, spcakcr J h  Brian Marks, o n  ‘I’uesday 1;chruary  26th 1901. 

‘I’he Procedures I mguage Architecture Review T3oarci is a n  IDM committee  that 
defines the  programming Iangltage and the  intrrfarcs  that makc up I’rcmdwcs 1 ,an- 
guagc. ’I’he I’rocedures I ,anguagc Interface Owner, 1 ,inda (ireen, selects particular 
parts  of  the  committee’s output as the SAA I’roccciures J,anguagc levels; so far there 
have  been  two levels, SAA level 1 .0  announced in hlarch 1987 and lcvcl 2.0 
announced in .lune 1990. ‘I‘he  committee  members all tvork for 113M and 1 am the 
chairman. 

’I’he work of the  committee  naturally divides  into work o n  rcconciliation,  (wherever 
there is doubt about  what  implementations  should do to  honour  the  architectural 
definition),  and  work t o  continue  thc original design principles of  R l rXX into  extcn- 
sions. ‘I’oday lve are going  to discllss the design o f  extensions. l ’h r  (lcsign I will 
present is at a very early stage; i t  is i n  the  minds of  the Doard tnernbcrs. ‘I’hcrc are 
no  itn~~lrrnrt1t:~tion  plans  and  only o11c part  of i t  is being prototypcd. So 1Dh.l is 
making no  committnents  that  any of this w i l l  he dclivcrcd, or that if it is it will he i n  
the form  that we arc going t o  discuss totlay.  

‘l‘he purpose, of today’s session is t o  begin a dinlog w i t h  you about the I3oard’s view 
of what  might be appropriate; wc call this  ’Architected Iil;,XX’. ‘l‘he remainder of 
i h i s  session w i l l  be split i n t o  parts.  In each of thc parts I will describe a  component 
of ’Architectcd R17XX’ and you will have the opportunity t o  discuss i t .  In order to 
keep t o  the  timetable it  may  be necessary to guillotine  discussion hut I am sure 
thcre w i l l  he other  opportunities. 
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External  Procedures  and Parameter Passing. 
‘Ihe first o f  these  parts  relates to the  trend  for  the  problems  that  programmers  are 
solving to be more  complex.  Although  programmers  today  have  better  equipment 
than ever  before,  there is still a challenge  in programming bccallsc our  ambitions 
have  increased. In the case of RIIXX, writing big programs  exposes  some  limita- 
tions in the way variables  are handled. As the  number of  variablcs i n  a program 
increases  it  bccomcs difficult to  control  the scope o f  variables with simple P R O ( X -  
I>1JRTi IIXPOSI’ statements.  The recent  cxtcnsion of F,XI’OSl< to allow a list of 
variables to be  named is an  improvement but usrrs still tell 11s that  better facilities 
for  sharing  and  scoping  arc  required. 

Ar-chitected R E X X  postulates thr addition o f  external  procedures  that  share  vari- 
ables  and parameter  passing ’by reference’. Ilere is a foil with syntax. In  the 
example thc variable A13C is shared  by the  main  program and the  subroutine 
A1,PIIA. 
/* Main Proyranl * /  

c a l l  ALPHA 
say  ABC 

e x i t  

/* External  procedure */  
ALPHA:PROCEDURE  EXPOSE ABC 

ABC=66 

r e t u r n  

This is the  same  syntax  and  meaning  as is currently used for  intctnal  subroutines, 
but external routincs  today  cannot  start with a l ’ l ~ O ~ ~ l ~ l > I J R l ~  stntcmcnt. So this is 
a ’clcan’ extension - no correct  existing  program is ’broken’, ie given a diffcrent 
meaning, by the extension. Also it introduces little in the way of new terminology 
and  concepts. 

I3y-refercncc addressing is not s o  ’clcan’ 

/* Calling code */ 
c a l l  BETA  MYVAR. 
say  MYVAR. 33 

/* Cal l ed   rou t ine  */ 
BETA: 

use arg  GAMMA. 
GAE.lFIA.33=’Sornethinq’ 
r e t u r n  

7‘his ncw  sort of external routine,  that  starts with a procctlrlrc statcrncnt, is also 
more like an  internal  procedure in thc way that  intcrnal values (like  the  current 
number of  NI IMF,RI(: III(~1TS) arc  handled. ‘I‘oday’s extern:tl routines reset these 
intcrnal values when the  routine starts; the new sort of proccdurc  inhcrits  the caller’s 
scttings i n  the way tlmt an intcrnal procrdurr  docs  today 



We will take our first discussion  period now. I believe the essential questions  are: 

Does  the  expcctation of more  complex prograrnrning justify additions  to 
RI'X X? 

Is adding  I7xternal-like-lntem;ll and  Ry-Refercncc-Argutncnts cno11gh to alle- 
viate the difliculties in  sharing  that  people  have expericnced? 

Are  there  hctter designs  of  language  with the samc power? 

___.._________ ___. 

National  Language  Sensitivity. 
___-_____ ___.___-..- 

Our second  area for design dialog is National I mguagc Scnsitivity. Our meeting 
today  has a majority of people whosr  natural language is ISnglish, and RLXX is 
optitnizcd to  people who  know Amcrican-IThglish, so this  tnay sccm sccm a minor 
& s i p  issuc. llowevcr,  thcrc  arc  two  trends of the nineties that  make it incrcasingly 
important. 'l'lle first is an incrcasing nurnhcr o f  non-I~nglish speaking  programmers. 
Thc second is the  explosion in communications which is making  our world into a 
village and  making  possible indiviclual applications  which  have widely spread parts. 

Wc all know this is a  hard  problem to tacklc - the  complexities o f  code pages and 
character  scts  togcther  with  the varicty o f  dialects  and customs  makes  a  daunting 
challcngc. Fortunately we are not  on  our  own - all the  Programming  I,anguages, 
the  operating systcms, and  thc  components like SQI, arc  involved. A n  1I3M archi- 
tecture is emerging - the  Character  Data  Rcprescntation  Architecture which you can 
hear  more  about at other SIIARE sessions. 

RlSXX has the  advantage  ovcr  some  programming languages that  i t  is dcfincd in 
terms of characters  rathcr  than  bytes, arid the definition stands  up  whether  the  char- 
acters  are  physically  reprcscntcd as one,  two  or a variable number of bytes. 'I'he 
extensions in Architected RT3XX provide  for: 

I .  Source  programs written i n  the characters  scts itlcntificd hy ('1)RA. ('l'hosc 
that implementations  support - \vc would expect that  to he a large numbcr.) 

2. A set of rules  for coping with the specialities of particlllar  character  sets - eg 
which  charactcrs  arc  allowed i n  names,  how  substitutes  arc used for  unavailahlc 
character  scts,  what  [Jppcrcasing  means. (Dy the way, I mvcrcasing is in the 
design.) 

3.  ISxisting keywords,  function  rcsr~lts remain in I'nglish. '1'0 do otherwise  would 
cause  a l o t  o f  hrcakagc. 

4. Ncw  variations on  the builtin f~mctions a l l o n . ,  for  cxanlplc the day  o f  thc week 
t o  be rrturnrd i n  I;rcnch.  ('l'his by rctaining tllc s;\nlc n a n ~ s  for h i l t i n  fnnc- 
tions  hut  adding variety to  thc  argumcnts, rg J~A'l'I~('?\V') for thr locd form of 
weekday.) 

5 .  Run tirnc data which is not i n  the  same  character set as thc sourcc  program is 
permitted.  Jlowevcr  thcrc  arc no alltomatic  conversions  hctwecn  character  scts. 

'l'his design follows CIJRA in thc  idca that data is 'tagged' \\.it11 idrntification of thc 
character set that  the  data is in.  Whethcr thcsc 'tags' or  'attribrltes'  are  actually 
present wil l  dcpcntl on their  opcrating system support.  Our design allows  for thc 
character sct t o  he given i n  a RTJXX-specific way if the  operating system support for 
tags is not  present. 
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110 the  trends justify adding  these features‘! 

Is the extent o f  the support appropriate?  Or  maybe wc nccd keywords  in  non- 
Ihglish?  Automatic  convcrsions  at  runtime  to  some  linivcrsal  character sct? 

What is the best design, given the  extent  of  the support? 

Message Driven  Processing. 
Our next area  for dcsign dialog is Mcssage Driven I’rnccssing. I t  will be  character- 
istic of the ninctics that  many  applications will be distributcd,  with  parts  of  the 
applications on different machincs  and often  geographically  far apart.  Such divisions 
need a clear way o f  specifying what  data and functions  bclong t o  onc part o f  the 
application  as opposcd to  another. ‘I’hc mcssagc driven  paradigm, also known as 
’Ohject  Oricntcd’,  has proved to be good for  this. And of course ob7jcct orientation 
has also  proved  good for  other  things, like manipulating  windows  on a screen,  for 
the  same reason as it is good  for  distributcd  applications - bccausc  of  the ’data 
encapsulation’. 

Architcctcd  RIJXX  favors thc  Object Orientcd style developed b y  thc 0 0 - R I I X X  
team.  Simon Nash talked about  this  prototyping effort at S11ARFt74 and is giving 
an  updatr on Wedncsday at 0930. ‘l‘hcre will bc an  opportunity then  for a detailed 
discussion.  Right now, I will recap on the  main  featurrs s o  that \vr can  discuss how 
this fits with other  parts o f  Architectcd RIJXX. 

‘I’hcse Mcssage  Driven I’rogramming facilities introducc  only  insignificant  breakage 
so a  programmcr  who does not want to  use thcm nccd not  know  about  thcm.  Such 
a programmer  can  continue to  program using non-object-oriented  features  and ter- 
minology. It will be a choice  for  the  programmer  whether  to  adopt  the 0 0 - R I I X X  
style. 

Ilowcvrr,  thc  objects need not be strings. Ohjccts arc  charactcviscd by thc tncthods 
that  can he applicd to  thcm, and  there  arc I3uiltin tnrthods  nhich will crrate  objects 
and associatc methocls with thcm. In  this way the  usual  ohjcct-oricntcd fcatllrcs of 
powcrful objects,  inheritance  ctc.  arc cstablishcd  mainly by the  programmcr.  Only 
the essential primitives  have  heen added to RIJXX in this  enhancement. Any par- 
ticular  proldcm  oriented solution: cg a windowing  schctnc,  could i ~ :  providcd as a 
package of prc-programmed  ohjccts  but will n o t  bc part of this  cxtcnsion. 
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The parallel nature  of  object activity is achieved by the addition of a RT'PI,Y state- 
ment  analogous to the R I T 1 J R N  statement. RI'PI,Y docs what RIYI'IJRN docs 
but additionally continues  execution (with the  statcmcnt following the RlrPl .Y). 
Whcrc  this  might lead to unsynchronizcd  shared access to  variables thc  programmer 
should  make use o f  'guards'. 'I'he guard statement, wit,h syntax GlJARll  
expression,  blocks  execution  until  the  expression  evaluates  to ' 1'. 

Some of the high level message driven  processing  questions: 

Do the  trcnds justify  adding  these features'? 

Is the  extent of the  support  appropriate? Too high bccausc it adds a  whole  new 
set of concepts  and  extends  the  character set required for RIIXX? Too low 
because i t  only  provides  mechanisms,  and docs not define :I comprehensive set 
of useful objects as a  part of RT;XX? 

Should it be viewed as a different language,  analogous  to  the relation  of C and 
C + + , ot' is it right to design it as a compatiblc  component of architected 
RfSXX'? 

______-. -______-.__ ___________ __ __ __._ 

Calling non-REXX  code - the Generic  Binding. 
It  has always  hecn  possible to call non-RF,XX code from III1XX code;  the neccs- 
sary interfaces  are  defincd and  publicized. I3u1 it is not  the easiest thing  to do - i t  
requires a knowledge o f  parameter  passing  details  and  rcquircs somc lo\v-lcvel pro- 
gramming. 'I'hc difficulty hampers  thc  development o f  applications i n  which RI'XX 
is uscd to  harness  other facilities. 'I'his applies  whether  the facilities are IBM sup- 
plictl. like SQI,, or developed by a customer. 

The design the  board  favors  has  thrce features: 

1 .  A set o f  conventions  ahout how to pass  arguments  to packages. F o r  example, if 
an array is to  hc passed the elements of the array  should hc assigncd to  
SomcNamc. I ,  SomrNarnc.2,  SomcNatne.3, r tc.  and  the  stemmed variable 
SomeName. passed. 

2. A language in which the devclopcr  of a package car1 tlcscrihc the  entry  points of 
the package. 'I'his language is essentially dcclnrations in thc  programming  lan- 
guage 'C'. 

3.  A mcchanism i n  the Rl1XX implementation  to  convert III1XX arguments  to 
non-RIIXX format  and  pass  them  to non-RIrXX pr-ocetlrlrcs, without  the nccd 
for  anyone t o  program  thcsc  conversions. 

'l'hc user of a package only  necds to  know tile conventions. S11ch a  user will not 
even he a ~ ' a r c  o f  the Iangungc i n  which thc package is kvritten. 'I'hc  dcvelopcr o f  a 
package necds to  descrihc the  entry  points  and  make use of :I u t i l i t y  program  to 
convcrt  the specification of the  package  into a table t o  he uscd whrn  the package is 
used. Only the dcvelopcr o f  a lll 'XX intcrprctcr or  compiler  nerds t o  know  about 
hc!w argnrnents arc actually converted and passed. 

Some key qurstions  arc: 

Is the  investment in  such  a general solution  justified, or  arc  the packages  and 
system  cotnponents  that will need to  be accessed sufficiently few t o  assume  thcy 
should  hand-craft  their  own interfaces? 
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Ilow far can  the infinite variety of non-REXX arguments  be  accommodated? 
eg should it be possible to  pass a RI?XX  procedure  name to  non-RT'XX code 
and  have  the  non-REXX  code  subsequently call that  REXX  procedure? 

If there  have to  be restrictions on  what can  bc  passed,  does  that  make  the  whole 
approach unjustified'? 

Debugging  paradigms. 
At  this  point I am  going to  mention  something  that is not  part of architcctcd 
I<EXX, but is a  suitable  subject  for  dialog.  'l'hcrc is a world of diffcrcncc betwccn 
debugging  with  current RI'XX trace facilities and  the  debugging  schemes  availablc 
with some  other languages. 'The latter  may  have  multiple w idows  showing relevant 
source,  variable  values,  tracebacks, breakpoints - you  know  the sort of  thing I mean. 
I have no specific proposal,  but we can discuss: 

Should  there be an  ambition t o  debug R E X X  in this way? 

Should it he regarded as  something for the systcm to providc,  for all program- 
ming languagcs, o r  a JtRXX facility? 

What  would  the  relation t o  cxisting 'l'J<A(X! he? A rcplaccment, or  in  some 
way an  evolution? 

What  are  the  implications  for existing proposals t o  emhellish 'I'RA('lI? 

Other items. 
Our final arca  for design dialog covcm a  sclcction of smaller  items  which  are not so 
much driven by  changes in the  computing  scene  but  are  more a matter of filling 
gaps in the general data processing  capahilitics o f  RI'XX. I think  you w i l l  rccognise 
them as SIlARll requirements  although  thcy  may  not  match  thc cxact form  of  sub- 
rnittcd requests. 

I .  Itcrating  over ascociative arrays. Builtin frJnction '1'All ,S retrlrns  thc number of 
tails. NIIX~I"T'AI1, rcturns  a  tail, or  the successor t o  a given tail .  'l'hc  scquencc 
produced by NJ7XITAI1,  is guarantccd t o  includc a11 tails just once, if there is 
no intervcning  creation or  dclction of  tails. An cxatnple loop t o  travcrse the 
tails: 

i f  TAILS('Mystem.')=fl then do 
Given = N E X T T A I L (  'Flystem. I )  ;Current=Gi veri 
do u n t i l  Current-Given /* Process Current * /  

end 
Current.=NEXTTAIL( 'Flystem. ',Current) 

end 

(JJesign o f  this  fcaturc was made more diffi'ficlllt hy thc fact th:rt tllerc is no string 
value which cannot hc a tail.) 

2. String functions  more syrnmctric;  negativc v:rlr~es for  positions :jrc no longcr 
errors;  thcy clefinc the position as counted  from  thc right cnd o f  thc string. 'I'his 
scts  direction,  and  lengths  arc  countcd in that  dircction. 

3 .  More  situations  are  introduccd in which  the result o f  an expression is used as a 
symbol: 

a) call  (expression) 
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4. 

Expression  evaluates to the  symbol called. Notc  that  this is not extcndcd to 
functions  because  of  the breakage; (abc)(def) is concatenation. 

b) (expression)=rhs 

Neater  than using VAT ,lJl?. Ilxpression  evaluates to  the  symbol  that is the 
targct.  'l'here is breakage  in theory,  but  who passes 0 and 1 to thc host system? 

c) A.(J+1)=99 /* Same as T=J+l;A.T=99 */ 
There is breakage, but who uses procedure  names that end w i t h  a dot? 1 should 
point  out  that  this  item is not as solidly supported by the  board as the rest of 
architectcd REXX is. (An arhitarily complex  symbol doesn't fit wcll with the 
structure of existing  interpreters;  there is a risk that even those who  don't usc 
thc feature  may suffer a perforrnance  penalty from its existence.) 

DATE() and ' I ~ l M l ~ ( )  huiltin  functions are  extcnded to  Ilave convcrsion, 
allowing time  arithmetic.  Syntax is 
I )A' l '~ , (outputformat , inputvalue, inputf(~~a~).  'I'here is no huiltin help for 
'carry' from  time  calculation  into  date  calculation. 

Some o f  the  questions relevant to  these  features: 

Does the extra  complication  outweigh  their  usefulness? 

Is the breakage  tolerahlc? 

And  since this i s  the last discussion period, it would he  an  appropriate  time  for 
you  to voice opinions on the  total architccted RI7,XX design. 
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Overview 

REXX and Interpreters 

CMS REXX Compiler COMPLEMENTS  SPI 

REXX Compiler Improvements and Requirements 

05/91 EJM IBM REXX Compiler 
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I 
REXX History 

1 '79 Mike  Cowlishaw  becomes  father of REXX I 
'83 Command Language for IBMs VM/CMS 
'87 SAA Procedures Language 
'89 REXX supported on MVS 
'90 REXX supported on OS/2 and OS/400 

I ~2/89 IBM announces  the CMS REXX Compiler I 
Available since 7/89 

Developed by IBM Vienna Software Development Lab 
Based on IBM Israel Scientific Center's feasibility study 

- Compilability of REXX 
- Appropriate  run-time performance improvements 

I 11/89  Library  becomes  a  separate  product I 

05/91 EJM IBM REXX Compiler 
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w Compllsr rn 
REXX Positioning Development SDL vlonba 

~ ~~~ 

COMMAND  PROCESSOR 

System  Commands 
Program Log i c 

R E  

Program  Logic 

'CASUAL' APPLICATION 

I 
TEXT  EDITOR 

Editor  Commands 
Program Log i c 

x x  

System  Commands 
\ppl ication  Commands 

Program Logic J 
APPLICATION PROTOTYPING 

AND PROGRAMMING 

REXX initially implemented by Interpreters 

- Excellent debugging features 
- Very short and appealing edit/run cycle 

HOWEVER 
- Better performance desirable 

yl(l 

05/91 EJM IBM REXX Compiler 
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w Compller a 
HOW does a REXX Interpreter work Development SDL %nM 

I Single  Step  Approach I 
1 i 

Source 

Program 

REXX 

Interpreter 

Running REXX Program 

0 Everything needs to be done at run-time 

On every REXX program invocation 

e REXX source must  be made available to every user 

05/91 EJM IBM REXX Compiler 
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How does  the REXX Comp iler work 

Compile 

Source 

Program 

Run 

Two Step  Approach I 

u Comp i 1 e r  1 
Comp i 1 ed 

REXX 

Program 

Program 

Documen- 
tat  ion 

4- --- REXX 

Library 

~~~~~ 

Running REXX Program 

05/91 EJM IBM REXX Compiler 
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Compiled REXX Program 

Compiled Code I 
Executable /370 instructions 
- Reentrant and relocatable 

Invocations of Library routines 
References to static symbols resolved 

Symbol Tree I 
Descriptors for all static symbols 
Upwards and downwards connected 
Symbols identifiable by their name 

Control Blocks I 
Run-time required 
Pre-allocated and pre-initialized 

05/91 EJM IBM REXX Compiler 
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I 
Forms of Compiled REXX Programs 

1 EXEC-type I 
Same behavior as interpreted - ”transparently” replace 

Same way of invocation and search sequence 
EXECLOADable 

* Shared segment capability 

Module-type I 
Other HLL compilers’ object format (ESD, RLD,  TXT,..) 

Linkable to other object programs 
* Need to be LQADed - can be GEN’d into a module 

Search order is different 
CMS restriction: SVC-type arg/parmIist (PLIST) 

05/91 EJM IBM REXX Compiler 
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I z 
Product  Components 

m 

Set of phases performing all  compilation tasks 

Compiled with IBM SAA  C/370 Compiler 

@ Prerequisite when compiling: 
IBM C/370 Library V I  (5668-039) or later 

Run-time  Library 

Routines invoked from compiled REXX programs 

Common to  every compiled program 
Initialization,  Termination, ... 

Too bulky as to be copied to every program 
String  Arithmetic,  Conversions,  Comparisons,  Built-in  Functions,  Compound  Variable 
AccesdHandling, ... 

Extremely time  critical --> written  in Assembler 

05/91 EJM IBM HEXX Compiler 
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Usage  Scenarios 

Compiler/lnterpreter COMPLEMENT Each  Other I 
Existing REXX Programs 

L 

Comp i 1 e Run 
--e b- 

Correct/Migrate 

Newly Developed REXX Programs 

Editor 

I 
REXX  Interpreter 

REXX  Source 
-__-___--. 

Syntax  Check  NOCOMPILE 

De  bug 1 
Run rxr 

REXX  Compiler 

___ 

Compile 
_p______-p 

REXX  Library 

- ____ 

05/91 EJM IBM REXX Compiler 
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Compiled REXX - Benefits 

Significantly  Faster  than  Interpreted 

"Plug-compatible"  with  Interpreted 

Language  Equivalent  to  Interpreter 

"Unreadable" REXX Programs 

Comprehensive  Program  Documentation 

05/91 EJM 
~~~ ~ 
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Compiled REXX - Benefits ... wars( 
compllor 

Developnmnt (IDL Manna 

I Comprehensive REXX Program  Documentation I 
Source and Cross-Reference Listings 
Syntax  check whole program 
More accurate messages 
Begin debugging with more-correct programs 

Improve  program  quality 
Increase developer productivity 

I "Unreadable"  Compiled REXX I 
Executable /370 code 

Provide program  integrity 
Improved  maintainability 

0 Protect REXX-coded  assets 

05/91 EJM IBM REXX Compiler 
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Source Listing Example 

SAMPLE EXEC G1 

CMS REXX COMPILER 1.1.0 TIME: 11:35:02 DATE: 30 May 1989 

I F  DO SEL LINE C - +-1-+--2--+---3---+---4---+---5-- 

1 /* SAMPLE inco r rec t  REXX program */ 
2 
3 Parse  Arg Tmp 
4  Val. = TRANSLATE(tmp) 
5 l i ne .2  = LEFT(val.,2, '40')  

+++EAGGA00771S Inva l i d   o r   m iss ing  argumeni(s) on bu i l t - i n   f unc t i on  
6 $ = EXTFUNC(line.2) 
7 Ca l l  INTFUNC 2 
8 E x i t  
9 

10 INTFUNK: Procedure Expose x. i 
11 Signal on NOVALUE NAME y-value T 

+++EAGGA00072S Label not found 
12 Do x . i  

1 13 I f  x . i / / 2  /= 0 then 

1 15 End 
16  Ret urn 
17 
18 my - valu:  Say  "NOVALUE r a i s e d   a t :   s i g l  
19  Ret urn 

1 1  14 say "Odd: x. i 

20 1 * end o f  program SAMPLE 

+++EAGGA00654S Unmatched ql/*ll 

05/91 EJM 
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Cross  Reference List Example 
rn 

ITEM  ATTRIBUTE  L INE REFERENCES 

LABELS,  BUILT-IN  FUNCTIONS,  EXTERNAL RTNS ____ 

EXTFUNC 
INTFUNC 
INTFUNK 
LEFT 
MY VALU 
MY-VALUE 
TR~NSLATE 

E X 1  RTN 6 
EXT  RTN 7 
LABEL 10(d) 
BUILT- IN  5 
LABEL 18 (dl 
LABEL+++ 11 (u)  
BUILT- IN  4 

CONSTANTS ___ 

'NOVALUE raised at: ' L I T  STR 18 
'Odd: L I T  STR 14 
0 NUMBER 13 
2 CONST SYM 5 6 
2 NUMBER 5 7 13 
'40' L I T  STR 5 

SIMPLE  VARIABLES - 

$ 
I 
S I G L  
TNP 

SIMP VAR 6(s )  
SIMP VAR 10 12 13 14 
SIMP VAR 18 
SIMP VAR 3(s) 4 

STEMS AND COMPOUND VARIABLES _____ 

L I N E .  2 
VAL. 
x. I 

COMP VAR 5(s )  6 
STEM 4(s) 5 
COMP VAR 10 12 13 14 

05/91 EJM IBM REXX Compiler 
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I - m 
C o m p l l e r  

Compiled REXX - Benefits ... Osrrbpmsnt 3OL Vlrnw 

I Language  Equivalence  with REXX Interpreter 1 
NO compiler-specific language features ! 

@ Minimize migration effort 
Almost all REXX programs run unchanged 
- except those with INTERPRET instructions 

1 Flag Non-SAA Items - optional I 
Support SAA Procedures Language level 1.1 

Ease programming for multiple SAA environments 

IBM REXX Compiler 
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Compiled REXX - Benefits m u m  u m m  

I "Plug-Compatibility"  with  Interpreted  Programs I 
Identical external interfaces - invocation and use 

0 "Transparently" replace interpreted 

No restriction on mutual invocation 

I 31-Bit  Capability I 
Compiler, Library, and Compiled Code run and 
use storage above the 16 Mega-byte line 

0 Make room for others below the line 

IBM REXX Compiler 
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Why is REXX Hard to Compile 

I No Conventional Block Structure [ 

PROCEDURE is an executable instruction 
- Not a syntactic boundary 

Variables’ life-time is dynamic 
- Depends on calling sequence 
- ”Exposure” among procedures 

No denotation of the END of a procedure 
- Logical end is an executed RETURN 

SIGNAL I 
Control can be transferred to everywhere 
- Even into ”procedure” and loop bodies 

Computed GOT0 - SIGNAL  VALUE 

05/91 EJM IBM REXX Compiler 
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Why is REXX Hard  to  Compile m m m  

No data  types I 
All data is ”character string” 

Sometimes contents must be ”numeric”, 
- Whole  number”, or ”Boolean” 

No declarations 1 
Variables come and go - EXECCOMM/DROP 

Can be shared with  external  programs 

Names of variables can be computed 
- Tails of compound variables 

Value of variables only  limited  by storage 
- Storage for values must be allocated dynamically 

Arithmetic precision can be set dynamically 
- NUMERIC DIGITS 

05/91 E J M  IBM REXX Compiler 
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Run-Time  Performance  Improvements w C o m p l l s r  

Development aoL Vienna 

0 

0 

0 

1 Performance  gains  depend  on  program  mix I 

Programs  with a lot of ... 
Default-precision  Arithmetic 

String  Arithmetic 

Assignments 

Changes  to  Variables'  Values 

Constants  and  Simple  Variables 

Reuse  of  Compound  Variables 

Host  Commands 

Up to 30% CPU load reduction 
last CPU upgrade" 

TIMES 
faster than 
Interpreter 

6 - 10+ 

4 - 25 

6 - 10 

4 -  6 

4 -  6 
-- 

2 -  4 

1 -  

Savings example 
Interpreted  program  runs 60 

us i ng 12 
assume  improvement o f  6 

runs  compiled 2 

Performance 
Category 

VERY HIGH 

HIGH 

reported - // ... 

min's 

MEDIUM 

LOW 

times  a  day (12 sec's) 
min's CPU 
times 

better than 

05/91 EJM IBM R E M  Compiler 
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Differences  to CMS Re1 6 Interpreter 

1 INTERPRET  Instruction not Supported I 
Rarely used 

e Compiler diagnoses - no code generated 

Try to avoid 

Interpret  target’ = ’expr 

Call SETVAR target,expr 

RXSETVAR sample Assembler program 
User’s  Guide & Reference SHl9-8120 

e Restructure the  program 

Isolate interpretative  part 
Make it a separate program, and 
Let the  Interpreter handle it 

05/91 EJM IBM REXX Compiler 
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Differences  to CMS Re1 6 Interpreter ... wars( 
Compller 

Development SDL nbnm 

1 TRACE Instruction  and  Function  not  Supported 1 
Does  not change the semantics of a REXX program 

No need to change REXX program 

TRACE instruction - NOP instruction 
TRACE built-in function - lrON 
Interpreter default - "N" 

Diagnosed with an informational message 

05/91 EJM IBM REXX Compiler 
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Compiled REXX Programs 

Save  CPU  Time & Reduce  System  Load 

Improve  Program  Quality 

Increase  Developer  Productivity 

Protect  REXX-Coded  Assets 

Allow to  Keep  Applications in REXX 

Save  Expensive  Rewrites  to Other HLL’s 

Attract  to  Write  Even More REXX Applications 

05/91 EJM IBM REXX Compiler 
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Improvements 

I Reduce  Storage  Needed at Compile-Time I 

I Improve  Compiler's  Performance I 

Improve  AccesdHandling of Compound Vars I 
- Binary  tails 
- Faster algorithms 

I Improve  Built-in  Functions I 

05/91 EJM IBM REXX Compiler 
~~ 
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Complains 

Compiled REXX Increases  Paging I 
Interpreted 

Comp i 1 ed 

Running compiled on an I/O bound systems makes it WORSE 

I Compiled REXX Scatters  Storage I 
Sorry for this one - was a bug 
4 Bytes of a control block left over - sometimes 

I Compiled REXX Needs More Storage when Run I 
NO 
Both implementations show similar storage consumption 

05/91 EJM IBM REXX Compiler 
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Requirements 

I Reduce  Disk  Space  Needed by Compiled REXX I 
Remember:  Code + Symbol Tree + Control Blocks 

Improve Assignment 

Special casing by Compiler = lot of code 

- Trade-off between performance and storage 
- Move case distinction to  Library 

Compress Compiled Output 

Compiler option 

- Reduce med/large to size of source 
- Automatically de-compress 
- Reduce expensive I/O 

05/91 EJM IBM HEXX Compiler 
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Requirements ... 

I Static Binding I 

Allow to link external subroutines and functions 

For Module-type output only 

Compiler option 
Dualism - resolved  addresddynamic invocation 

Tie together REXX-written application 
Function-package capability 

I Tailorable Cross  Reference  Listing I 

Make Xref of CONSTANTS and LITERALS optional 

* Compiler  option XREF(S) 

05/91 EJM IBM REXX Compiler 
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Requirements =.. OsreIoDment SOL vlenlu\ 

1 Library  as  "Test"  Shared  Segment I 

e Test new Library  in  parallel  with "production" version 

I Relax  Restriction  on  INTERPRET I 

e 

a 

SEVERE ERROR - NO code generated 

Diagnose  as ERROR - produce code 

Code should raise ERROR when executed 
- Allow to program  around 
- Parse Version & REXXC370 

- Support development of multi-environmental programs 

05/91 EJM IBM REXX Compiler 
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Requirements W B B  

I Implement INTERPRET I 
Long  Range  Consideration 

I Provide an MVS REXX Compiler I 
Accepted 

05/91 EJM IBM REXX Compiler 
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MVS Compiler - Requirements 

Same language level as TSO/E Interpreter 

Same external interfaces - invocation and run 

Similar behavior and benefits as  CMS REXX Compiler 

* Cross compile ? 

- REXX code could run unchanged in VM and MVS 
- No need to re-compile 

Support MVS Parameter List Conventions 

- EFPL for external functions 
- CPPL for TSO/E commands 
- MVS JCL parameters for batch programs 
- CALL command parameters for foreground programs 

05/91 EJM IBM R E M  Compiler 
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PRACTICAL  APPLICATION OF REXX 
IN THE UNlX ENVIRONMENT 

ED  SPIRE 
THE  WORKSTATION  GROUP 
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PRACTICAL  APPLICATION OF 
REXX I N  THE UNIX ENVIRONMENT 
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1. COMMERCIAL USERS MIGRATING TO UNIX. 
2. UNIX HAS A LEARNING CURVE. 

3. REXX CAN EASE THE  TRANSITION.BY  PROVIDING  A  FAMILIAR 
F A C I L I T Y -  

4- REXX BRINGS A NEW LEVEL OF FUNCTIONALITY TO UNIX.  
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TYPES OF REXX APPLICATIONS IN UNIX: 
1. UNIX COMMAND MACROS 

2. MACROS  FOR OTHER U T I L I T I E S  WHICH SUPPORT REXX DIRECTLY 

3. GENERAL  PURPOSE  PROGRAMMING I N  REXX 
4. EMBEDDED REXX APPLICATIONS 
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UNIX COMMAND MACROS: 

1. RECORD RESEARCHED TECHNIQUES FOR FUTURE USE 

2. SIMPLIFY UNIX COMMAND SYNTAX.  

3- AUTOMATE REPEATED USAGE OF RELATED UNIX COMMAND SEQUENCES 

4. PROVIDE ACCESS TO FEATURES THAT ARE OTHERWISE DIFFICULT TO 

5 .  EXTEND THE OPERATING SYSTEM'S FACILITIES 

USE 
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UNIX COMMAND MACROS: RECORD RESEARCHED TECHNIQUES FOR FUTURE USE 

INSTEAD OF CAT < F I L E >  I RSH SCOTTY LPR 

ALLOW RLP 'FILE, 

#!/usr/local/bin/rxx 
/* * rlp - print on a printer on another machine 
* rlp  filename machine traceopt 
* 
* * filename is the name of the file to be printed. * machine is the machine that  has the deslred printer  (defaults * to scotty) * traceopt  is a rexx trace option, defaults to no tracing. 
*/ 

parse arg  fn machine traceopt 
trace  value  traceopt 
if machine=#"  then machine="scotty" 
"catn fn " 1  rsh' machine "lpr" 
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UNIX COMMAND MACROS: SIMPLIFY UNIX COMMAND SYNTAX 

INSTEAD OF F I N D  /USR -NAME <THINGY>  -PRINT 

ALLOW F I  (THINGY’ 

Y!/usr/local/bin/rxx /* * fi - run  find on just /ur, where  everything is anyway. 
* this helps you not run find  on the  root, which  would go out  and * look through all your nfs mounts. It also helps you not  have to * remember the find  command’s syntax... 
*/ 

* 

rse arg  name 
Qind /usr -namen name “-printn 
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U N I X  COMMAND MACROS: AUTOMATE REPEATED  SEQUENCES 

INSTEAD OF PS  -U  (USERID, 
(VISUALLY LOOK FOR A LINE REFERRING TO 
<PGM> AND  REMEMBER ' I T S  'PROCESS I D > )  
DBX -A  (PROCESS-ID> 

ALLOW DBXW <PGM> 

#!/usr/local/bin/rxx 
/* * dbxw - run dbx on the program running in another window. * This is useful when the program  in the other window is a curses * application and the dbx output would mess up its "screen"  display. 

* dbx programname 
* will run a ps -u userid and  look for a process running programname, * and then dbx -a processid. 
* Note that you should probably cd to the directory where the program * resides before you dbxw. 
*/ 

* 
* 

* 

parse arg programname traceopt 
trace value traceopt 
call popen "ps -uw userid() " 1  grepw programname 
select 
when queued()=O ' 

when queued()=l 
then say "can't find"  programname 

then  do 
parse pull  processid . 
"dbx  -a"  processid 
end 

when queued()>l 

end 
then say "more than one" programname "runningl" 
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UNIX COMMAND MACROS: ACCESS TO OTHERWISE HARD TO USE FEATURES 

INSTEAD OF ?????? 
(TO  SET < T I T L E >  AS THE T I T L E  OF  AN x 
WINDOW AND ITS ICON) 

ALLOW SETNAMES < T I T L E >  

Y!/usr/local/bin/rxx 
/* * setnames - change the name associated with an X window. 

* The name of the window or its icon can be changed by sending * a specific escape sequence to the terminal window... 
*/ 

* 

escape = x2c("lbm) 
parse arg name /* charout avoids the */ 
call charout 8 escape "11' name escape /* unwanted 'cr' that */ 
call charout escape I I "]La I Inamel lescape /* lineout would send */ 

Typical usage of setnames: 

f!/usr/local/bin/mx 
/* * rl - rlogin to another system, changing the names in the cterm window * and icon to' reflect that system's name 
*/ 

parse arg system /* who to rlogin to */ 
"setnames" system /* put his name up */ 
%-login" system /* rlogin to him */ 
call popen "hostname" /* who are  we? */ 
parse pull hostname 
"setnames" hostname /* restore this system's name */ 
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UNIX COMMAND MACROS: S I M P L I F Y   U N I X  COMMAND SYNTAX (LARGE SCALE) 
REXX U T I L I T Y  TO PARSE  LARGE NUMBERS OF OPERANDS 

(CALLING SEQUENCE SHOWN) 
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UNIX COMMAND MACROS: SIMPLIFY UNIX COMMAND SYNTAX (LARGE SCALE) 
SOME UNIX COMMANDS (ESPECIALLY THOSE ASSOCIATED WITH THE X 
WINDOWS SYSTEM) CAN HAVE LOTS OF OPERANDS- 

-ah] [ -ar] [ -b NumberPixels] [ -bd Color] [ -bg Color] 
-bw NumberPixels] [ -ccCharRange:Value[,...]] 
-cr Color] [ -CUI [ -display  Name:Number] [ -dw] 
-fb Font] [ -fg Color] [ -fn Font] [ -fr Font] 
-fullcursor] [ -geometry Geometry] [ #Geometry] [ -help] 
-i] [ -ib File] [ -j] [ -keywords] [ -1ang Language] [ -11 
-leftscroll] [ -If File] [ -Is] [ -mb] [ -mc Number] 
-ms Color] [ -n IconName] [ -name Application] 
-nb Number] [ o Number] [ -ps] [ -reduced] [ -rv] 

-sl NumberLines] [ -sn] [ -st] [ -suppress] [ -T Title] 
-ti] [ -tm String] [ -tn TerminalName] [ -ut] 
-VI [ -vb] [ -W] [ -xrm String] [ -1321 [ -e Command] 

- r ~ ]  [ -SI [ -S -E ] [ -sf] [ -si] [ -sk] 

Examples 

The followinq example can be used to create an xterm, 
specifying the size and location  of the window, using a font oth- 
er  than  the default, and also specifying the foreground color to 
be used of the text. It then runs a command in that window. 

xterm  -geometry 20x10+0+175 -fn  Bld14.500  -fg DarkTurquiose 
-e  /tmp/banner-cmd 61 
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UNIX COMMAND MACROS: SIMPLIFY UNIX COMMAND SYNTAX (LARGE SCALE 1 
SIMPLIFIED XJERM, WITH NEW DEFAULTS AND EASY SPECIFICATZON 
OPERANDS 

#!/usr/local/bin/rxx 
/* * xt - start an xterm window 
* The positional parms comprise a Unix command that is to be run in this * window.  If none is speclfied, then your normal shell is run instead. 

* optional parms: * 1 # - number of lines (default 25) * x # - x component of window location * y # - component of window location 

* fr # - reduced screen font size (default 14, the typical default * for normal aixterm  windows.) * fn # - normal screen font size (default'lo, small than typical for * aixterm windows). * The above two default settings make for normally small * windows, which can be temporarily enlarged  back to their * traditional size by selecting nreducedlt frora the alt- * left button menu. 
* s  - if  present,  xterm is run synchronously. * test - if present, the options line is shown on the screen and * aixterm invocation is supressed. 
*/ 

* 

* 

* 1  - If present, window starts as an icon. 

/******************? PARSE SEQUENCE PATTERN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
/*************e***** START OF P m S E  SEQUENCE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  /* MODIFY THE  THIRD LINE AS YOUR "PROTOTYPE" SHOWING PARMS AND DFLTS */ 
parse arg a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9 a10 all a12 a13 a14 a15 a16 a17 a18 
interpret cparse(, 
"cl()  c2()  c3() c4()  c5()  c6() ( l(25) x() y() i fr(14) fn(l0) test sf', I I "  )@I a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6  a7 a8 a9 a10 all a12 a13 a14 a15  a16 a17  a18) 

cmd=cl c2 c3 c4  c5 c6 /* build the desired command */ 
if cmd=1811  then command = @)It /* build the required  xterm option */ 
if s = " ~  then amp="&" /* build the required background execution option */ 
options=ln-fullcursor -sb -sl 999 oar -Isn /* initial  xterm options set */ 
options-co tions n-geometry 8 0 ~ ~ ~ 1  /* number  of llnes o tion*/ 
if 7 y<>Ien then do /* if position specif P ed, */ 

if X="* then x=O /* fill in  remaining defaults */ 
if Y=)'@~ then y=O 

' optlons=options I I n+" I I x I I "+" I I y /* position option */ 
end 

options=options "-fn  Rom" " . 500'' /* normal font option*/ 
options=options 'I-fb Rom" I I ii I 1 I. 500" /* bold font option*/ 
options=options'"-fr Romn n.  500" /* reduced  font option */ 
if i="in then options=optrons -in /* if req, then start as an icon */ 
call chdir(n/u/etsH) /* back to home directory */ 
then n/usr/lpp/Xll/bin/aixtermH options command amp 
else say options command amp 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  END OF PARSE SEQUENCE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

else command = "-elr cmd 

else amp="" 

if test=" 1) /* show it or do it */ 
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UNIX COMMAND MACROS: SIMPLIFY UNIX COMMAND SYNTAX (LARGE SCALE) 
EXAMPLE USAGE OF XT:  

#!/usr/local/bin/rxx 
/* * xi -r initialize xterm  environment 

* this just creates my standard set of windows, with their normal * positions, but leaves them all as icons at  first. 
*/ 

* 

"xt 1 x 0  y o  i 1 6 4 "  /* large  primary window */ 
"xt 3 x 680 y 0 in ' /* 1st alternate window */ 
"Xt ] x 680 y 395 in /* 2nd alternate window */ 
"xt rl wrkgrp 3 x 0 y 390 in /* window on wrkgrp (Sun-3) */ 
"xt rl drwho ] x 575 y 630 in /* window on drwho (Sparc) */ 
"xt rl scotty ] x 600 y 590 in /* window on scotty (SCO/Unix) */ 
"xt rl orac ] x 0 y 545 in /* window on orac (HP-9000/300  HP-UX */ 
"xt rl  worf ] x 0 y 545 ill /* window on orac (HP-9000/300  Domain-OS* 
/* * orac and worf are in the same spot, since they are the same machine, * and  only one will be up at  a time. The other will die quitely * after a few attempts to rlogin */ 
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UNIX COMMAND MACROS: EXTEND UNIX FACILITIES 

INSTEAD OF UNDERSTANDING YOUR LOCAL NFS NETWORK AND HOW TO 
TRANSLATE LOCAL FILENAMES ON  ONE SYSTEM TO THE  CORRESPONDING 
LOCAL  FILENAME ON  YOUR SYSTEM-. .  

ALLOW FILENAME SYNTAX OF 

NODE : /LOCAL/FILE/NAME 

THROUGHOUT A SET OF UNIFORM U T I L I T I E S -  

Filesystem 
/dev/hd4 
/dev/hd2 
/dev/hd3 
/dev/hdl 
wrkgrp:/home 
wrkgrp:/usr 
wrkgrp: / 
drwho:/home 

drwho : /usr 
scotty : / 

Total KB 
49152 
225280 
32768 

249856 
47946 
213313 
7608 

326519 
99037 
183439 

free %used 
11356 76% 
37716 83% 
31700 3% 

223444 10% 
5832 87% 
18127 91% 
2635 65% 
66998 79% 
4694 95% 
47344 74% 

iused 
1146 
6367 

26 
1292 - 

%iused 
9% 
11% 
0% 
2% - - 

Mounted on 
/ 
/usr 
/tmP 
/u 
/sun 
/sunusr 
/sunroot 
/drwho 
/odt 
/whousr 
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UNIX COMMAND MACROS: EXTEND UNIX FACILITIES 

INSTEAD OF UNDERSTANDING YOUR LOCAL NFS NETWORK AND HOW TO 
TRANSLATE  LOCAL  FILENAMES ON ONE SYSTEM TO THE  CORRESPONDING 
LOCAL FILENAME ON  YOUR SYSTEM-. .  

ALLOW FILENAME SYNTAX OF 

NODE :/LOCAL/FILE/NAME 

THROUGHOUT A SET OF UNIFORM U T I L I T I E S .  
/* * fn  filename 
* fn  accepts a filename  in a system  independent  form,  and  generates * a local  filename  which  will  provide  (probably NFS) access to  the * desired  file. 
* filename  has  the  form 
* host:/filename/on/that.host 

* note:  if  host: is omitted,  then  no  translation  is  done,  assuming * that a local  filename  was  really  specified  in  the  first  place 

* 

* 
* 
* 

*/ 
parse  arg  host ':' file 
call  popen  'hostname' 
parse  pull  currenthost 
select 
when f ile=at8 /* if  no  gfihost:88  parse  will  have ut  it  all */ 
then  o=host /* in  Lost,  and  file  wil ? be  null. */ 
when  host=currenthost /* if  explicitly  referring to a file  on  this  host */ 
then  o=file /* just  use  that  file  name */ 
otherwise do 
call  popen 'df' 

do while  queued()>O 
lm=" 11 /* will  become  the  saved  df  line  that  matches. */ 
parse  pull 1 
parse  var 1 dfhost ':' dfhostdir  dfjunk '/' dflocaldir 
if  length(dfhostdir)>O , /* weeds  out  header  and  locals */ 

& dfhost==host /* weeds  out  other  systems */ 
then do 
if  dfhostdir==lt/" /* for  root  file  system */ 
then  lm=l /* save  this  line  in  case  we  find  no  other */ 
else  if left(file,length(dfhostdir))==dfhostdir /* right  line? */ 
then do 
lm=l 
leave 
end 
end 
end 
if  length(lm)>O /* if  we  found  something, */ 
then  do 
parse  var  lm  dfhost ':' dfhostdir  dfjunk '/' dflocaldir 
if dfhostdir̂ =='/' /* if not root  filesystem, */ 
then file=right(file,length(file)-length(dfhostdir)) /* trim rmt  dir */ 0='/'1 Idflocaldirl /file /* add  correct  local  dir */ 
end 
else do /* if we found  nothing,  fail  with  error  message */ 

say  'sorry,  no  path  from  here to'  host':'file 
return /* return  with  no  value  is a failure */ 
end 

end 165 
end 
return o /* non-failure  return */ 



UNIX COMMAND MACROS: EXTEND UNIX FACILITIES 

INSTEAD OF UNDERSTANDING YOUR LOCAL NFS NETWORK AND HOW TO 
TRANSLATE  LOCAL  FILENAMES ON  ONE SYSTEM TO THE CORRESPONDING 
LOCAL  FILENAME ON  YOUR SYSTEM... 

ALLOW FILENAME SYNTAX OF 

NODE : /LOCAL/FILE/NAME 

THROUGHOUT A SET OF UNIFORM U T I L I T I E S -  

Typical usages of fn allow the user to access files on other systems without knowing the details of the NFS links  that connect these systems. 

#!/usr/local/bin/mx 
/* 

p:' 
* nfl - invoke flist with system  independent filename 
rse arg  dir 
dir=fn(dir) 

say 'flist' ldir 
'flist' ldir 

#!/usr/local/bin/mx 
/* 
'xe' fn(arg(1)) 

* nxe - invoke  xedit with a system  independent filename 
*/ 
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MACROS FOR OTHER U T I L I T I E S  THAT SUPPORT REXX 
1. RECORD RESEARCHED TECHNIQUES FOR FUTURE USE 

2. EXTEND THE FEATURES OF THAT UTILITY 

3. INTEGRATE THE UTILITY WITH OTHER UNIX OPERATIONS 
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MACROS FOR OTHER U T I L I T I E S :  RECORD RESEARCHED TECHNIQUES 

T O  P R I N T  PART OF THE CURRENT XEDIT F I L E J  

INSTEAD OF !RH TEMP 
PUT (TARGET, TEMP 
!RLP TEMP 

ALLOW RLP 'TARGET, 

/* * rip-xedit - an xedit macro to print  part of an xedit file 
* rlp target 
* is  the same as 

* !rrn temp 

* rlp  temp- 

*/ 

* 
* 
* 
* P ut target temp * 

parse arg target 
address unix 'rm temp' 
address xedit 'put' target 'temp' 
address m i x  'rlp  temp' 



MACROS FOR OTHER UTILITIES: EXTEND FEATURES 

PROVIDE PARAGRAPH REFORM CAPABILITIES IN XEDIT 

/* FLOW  MACRO. 
This macro aligns two  or more lines of  a  text-type  file 
being edited (such  as a  NOTE).  It tries to lace as many 
words as possible on a  line, within the rig R t margin 
defined by XEDIT SET TRUNC. 

USE : 

FLOW <target> 

where <target>  is a standard Xedit target defining the first line 
not to be flowed. Typically, the alignment process  will result in 
there being fewer lines in the block than there were before  alignment. 
This will not always be true. 

UNIQUE CAPABILITY, OF THIS PROGRAM: 

This  macro can, unlike other parts of XEDIT, shorten lines.  If you 
SET TRUNC to a value shorter than some of the lines in  your file, 
they will be handled correctly by this macro.  Elsewhere  in  XEDIT, 
results are unpredictable and  will  likely involve data loss. 

MODIFICATION HISTORY: 

11/16/86 - Roger Deschner - Original version 
01/02/88 - Roger Deschner - Replace call to "JOIN", for performance 
02/14/88 - Roger Deschner - Allow lines to be shortened: use PUTD 
10/24/89 - Roger Deschner - Protect from LINEND character 
10/04/90 - Roger Deschner - Changed to FLOW: moved to RS/6000 
*/ 
/* Do it to it */ 
doit: 
PARSE ARG targ -. - -- 
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1 
doit: 
PARSE  ARG  targ 
tempfile = 'JJ.TEMP' 
ADDRESS  UNIX 'rm  -f' tempfile 
'PUTD'  targ  tempfile 
'UP 1' 
'EXTRACT  /TRUNC' 

rotbuf = I f  /* initialize  rotating  buffer */ 
DO  FOREVER 
IF  (LINES(tempfi1e) = 0) THEN  LEAVE /* EOF? */ 
ibuf = LINEIN(tempfi1e) 
IF  (SUBSTR(ibuf,l,l) = ' )  THEN  DO /* Paragraph  break,  either  kind */ 
IF  (rotbuf ' ' )  THEN  DO /* Anything  left  in  buffer? */ 
'INPUT'  rotbuf /* put  it  out */ 
rotbuf = 

END 
END 
IF  (ibuf = ' )  THEN  'INPUT /* Blank  line */ 
ELSE  DO /* duit  tuit */ /* concatenate  the  new  stuff */ 
IF  (rotbuf = " )  THEN  rotbuf = STRIP(ibuf,'T') 

SELECT 
ELSE  rotbuf = rotbuf  STRIP(ibuf,'T') 

WHEN  (LENGTH(rotbuf) = trunc.1)  THEN DO /* perfect  fit */ 
'INPUT'  rotbuf 
rotbuf = I '  

END 
WHEN  (LENGTH(rotbuf) > trunc.1)  THEN  DO /* more  than  enough */ 
DO FOREVER. /* Find  last  blank,  starting  at  TRUNC.1+1,  working  backwards */ - 
i = trunc.l+l 
DO  WHILE  (SUBSTR(rotbuf,i,l) *= ' '1  

i z i - 1  
IF  (i = 0 )  THEN  SIGNAL  word-too-long /* word > trunc */ 

END 
'INPUT'  SUBSTR(rotbuf,l,i-1) 
rotbuf = STRIP(SUBSTR(rotbuf,i),'B') 
IF  (LENGTH(rotbuf) < trunc.1)  THEN  LEAVE /* Split  enough? */ 

END 
END 
OTHERWISE  NOP /* not  long  enough - read  another  line */ 

END /* end  of  select */ 
END 

END 
IF  (rotbuf ' )  THEN  DO /* Anything  left  in  buffer? */ 
'INPUT'  rotbuf /* put  it  out */ 
rotbuf = ' 

END /* Clean  up  our  toys  and  go  home */ 
ADDRESS  UNIX 'rm -ff tempfile 
RETURN 

EXIT : 
PARSE  ARG  orc . 
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MACROS FOR OTHER UTILITIES: INTEGRATE WITH UNIX OPERATIONS 
PROVIDE BACKGROUND COMPILATION INITIATED FROM THE ED'ITORJ WITH 
THE  RESULTING  COMPILER E R R O R  MESSAGES  DISPLAYED I N  A POP-UP x 
WINDOW 

/* * mk.xedit 
* Runs  make out of an xedit  session. 
* Default name  is  taken from source filename assumed to be of * the form %ame.somethingN. So if you are -editin7 key.c, this * routine will kick off %ake keyN. You can  also issue "mk elsell * if you want to make another target. 
* The  real  work is done in a background task, and its output is * presented in a separate window. 

* 
* 

* 

*/ 
parse  arg name 
if  name=' /* if name not specified, generate the default */ 
then do 

"extract /fnameN 
name=left(fname.l,pos(N.~,fname.l)-l) 
end 

NsaveN /* make sure  the  disk file is up to date */ 
address  unix  ggxemake@g name /* kick off the background task */ 

#!/usr/local/bin/rxx 
/* * xemake - run a make and display the  results in a window. Normally * invoked from with xedit  via mk.xedit. 
*/ 

parse arg name /* get  name of make tarvet */ 
Nmaken name InZlvjinameI  In.makeout 2>&1" 

/* run maket output to a file */ 
"xt  xe"  getcud( /Ill Inamel IN.makeoutN /* display the  results */ 
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GENERAL PURPOSE PROGRAMMING IN REXX 
1. REUSABLE FILTERS WRITTEN IN REXX vs. IN-LINE AUK OR SED 

PROGRAMMING 

2. SMALL APPLICATIONS CAN BE CRAFTED BY PULLING TOGETHER 
E X I S T I N G  SYSTEM F A C I L I T I E S ,   I N T E G R A T E D  THROUGH REXX 
PROGRAMMING. 

3. No HIGH PRODUCTIVITY LANGUAGE NORMALLY AVAILABLE IN UNIX. 
ALTERNATIVES ARE USUALLY C AND FORTRAN. 

4. REXX APPLICATIONS CAN BE PORTED TO UNIX FROM OTHER 
PLATFORMS- 
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GENERAL  PURPOSE  PROGRAMMING: FILTERS 

#!/usr/local/bin/rxx 
/* * both - find lines containing both strings within a specific number * of  words. 
*/ 

parse arg first second distance /* two strings and  a min. distance */ 
do while lines()>O 

line=linein() 
fpos=wordpos(first,line) /* position of  first  word or 0 */ 
spos=wordpos(second,line) /* position  of  second word or 0 */ 
if fpos>0 & spos>O & abs(spos-fpos)<distance 
then call lineout(,line) /* write matching lines */ 
end 

call lineout() 
exit 

/* close output file */ 

#l/usr/local/bin/rxx 
/* 
parse arg strings /* all words to be searched for */ 
do x=l while lines()>O /* X= only for leave instruction below */ 

line=linein() /* line is a candidate to be tested */ 
do i=l to words(strings) /* try all words  in string. */ 

if wordpos(word(strings,i),line)=O /* 0 means  not found */ 
then leave x /* terminates outer loop */ 
end /* end  of  all tests */ 

call lineout(,line) /* if all found, write it out. */ 
end 

call lineout() /* close output file */ 
exit 

* mult - find lines containing all input strings */ 
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GENERAL  PURPOSE  PROGRAMMING: INTEGRATION OF E X I S T I N G   F A C I L I T I E S  

T H I S  SAMPLE IMPLEMENTS A "PHONE DIRECTORY" BY USING )(EDIT, DRIVEN 
BY A REXX PROGRAM. "PH (NAME," POPS UP AN x WINDOW SHOWING AN 
EDIT   SESSION THAT HAS BEEN  PRE-POSITIONED ON THE F I R S T   L I N E   I N  
THE  DATASET  THAT  CONTAINS <NAME>. 

#!/usr/local/bin/rxx 
arse arg name 

ph2" name r&n 
/* get the name he wants to find */ /* pass it along to the background */ 

#!/usr/local/bin/rxx 
parse arg strinq /* 
"cp  $HOME/,proflle.xedit  ph.xeditn 
call lineout 'ph-xedit',  8ncl/'string8n' 
call lineout 'ph.xedit' 
"xt xe -p  ph  $HOME/phone/dir ] sn 
"rm  ph.xedltn /* cleanup after 

get the name he wants to find /* copy his .profile.xedit /* add  a search command to it /* close new profile /* xe phone/dir  in  a window 
synchronous window teminates 

*/ */ */ */ */ */ 
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GENERAL  PURPOSE  PROGRAMMING: HIGH PRODUCTIVITY LANGUAGE 

No HIGH PRODUCTIVITY ALTERNATIVE IS USUALLY PRESENT IN UNIX. 
ALTERNATIVES ARE USUALLY LIMITED TO C AND FORTRAN. 

#!/usr/local/bin/rxx /* * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * 

vptrim - a  utility to trim  ventura publisher markup from a word 
processing file. 

vptrim inf ile traceopt 

infile  required,  specifies the input file  containing a 
word processing file  that  contains ventura publisher 
markup string. 

traceopt  optional,  a  trace  instruction  operand to turn on 
REXX tracing. 

The  output is sent to STDOUT, and may be redirected to a file. 

Example: vptrim  xehelp > xehelp2 

Most *I@... = and <...> sequences  are simply removed from the 
file. 

<T> is changed  into  three blanks. 

@FUNCTION = text is appended to  the start of the next line, with 
a - placed between the  two chunks of  text. 

<< and >> are  translated to < and > respectively. 
Room for improvement: 

We  could  define  our  own  set of tab stops and try to handle (T) 
in some  smarter way. 

@FUNCTION  trick  should  maybe be extended to handle  multiple  such, 
through  a  table of special functions. 

*/ 
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GENERAL  PURPOSE  PROGRAMMING: HIGH PRODUCTIVITY LANGUAGE 

No HIGH PRODUCTIVITY ALTERNATIVE I S  USUALLY  PRESENT IN UNIX. 
ALTERNATIVES ARE USUALLY LIMITED TO C AND FORTRAN. 

parse  arg fn traceopt 
trace  value  traceopt 

if fn="n 
then do 

say Itusage: vptrim fn traceoptII 
exit 
end 

lag=Hn 

do while lines(fn)>O /* push the  entire  file  through  this  loop */ 
line = linein(fn) 

do 

do 

do 

do 

while  pos(ll<T>n,line >O /* turn  <T> into white  space */ 
line=overlay(" w,l 1 ne,pOs(n<T>ll,line)) 
end 

while pos( It<<", line) >O /* turn << into ~'01' to hide  them */ 
line=left(line!pos(II<<II,line)-l)l I'ol'xl I ,  
end 

right(llne,length(line)-pos(n<<H,line)-l) 

~'02' to hide them */ 

end 

while pos ( a<11, line) >O /* take out  all other <..anything..> */ 
if pos ( 11>11, line) >O 
then line=left(line,pos(ll<ll,line)-l)l I ,  
else do 

right ( line, length( line)-pos ( line) ) 

say ,********* VPTRIM ERROR: Unmatched in the following line.' 
leave 
end 

end 

line=translate(line,n<>n,1~O10211x) /* unhide  translated << and >> */ 
if left(line,l)=n@H /* check for paragraph  tag */ 
then do 

type=left(line,lO) /* remember tag  type */ 
line = r ight ( l ine , l ength( l ine ) -ps ("=" , l ine ) -1 )  /* remove it */ 
if type=ll@FUNCTION I1 
then do /* for @FUNCTION tag */ 

lag = line 11-11 /* save  text  for next line */ 
iterate /* and skip putting it out now */ 
end 

end 

say lag line /* put  out current line plus  any  lag data */ 
end 
1 ag= 11 
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GENERAL  PURPOSE  PROGRAMMING: PORTABILITY 

REXX ON UNIX ALLOWS FOR PORTING APPLICATIONS DEVELOPED ON OTHER 
PLATFORMS. SPECIFIC AREAS OF CONCERN: 

- 0s COMMANDS 

- I/o F A C I L I T I E S  

FOR LARGE PROGRAMS, THESE AREAS CAN EASILY BE A MINOR PART OF THE 
CODE- 
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doit: 
PARSE  ARG  targ 
tempfile = 'JJ.TEMP' 
ADDRESS  UNIX 'rm -f8 tempfile 
'PUTD' targ  tempfile 
'UP 1' 
'EXTRACT  /TRUNC' 

rotbuf = /* initialize  rotating  buffer */ 
DO FOREVER 
IF (LINES(tempfi1e) = 0 )  THEN  LEAVE /* EOF? */ 
ibuf = LINEIN(tempfi1e) 
IF  (SUBSTR(ibuf,l,l) = ' )  THEN  DO /* Paragraph  break,  either  kind */ 
IF  (rotbuf ' )  THEN  DO /* Anything  left  in  buffer? */ 

'INPUT' rotbuf /* put  it  out */ 
rotbuf = 

END 
END 
IF  (ibuf = ' )  THEN  'INPUT ' /* Blank  line */ 
ELSE  DO /* duit  tuit */ /* concatenate  the  new  stuff */ 
IF  (rotbuf = ' ') THEN  rotbuf = STRIP(ibuf,'T') 

SELECT 
ELSE  rotbuf = rotbuf  STRIP(ibuf,'T') 

WHEN  (LENGTH(rotbuf) = trunc.1)  THEN DO /* perfect  fit */ 
'INPUT' rotbuf 
rotbuf = 

END 
WHEN  (LENGTH(rotbuf) > trunc.1)  THEN DO /* more  than  enough */ 
DO FOREVER /* Find  last  blank,  starting at TRUNC.1+1,  working  backwards */ 

i = trunc.l+l 
DO  WHILE  (SUBSTR(rotbuf,i,l) ' )  

i = i - 1  
IF  (i = 0 )  THEN  SIGNAL  word-too-long /* word > trunc */ 

END 
'INPUT'  SUBSTR(rotbuf,l,i-1) 
rotbuf = STRIP(SUBSTR(rotbuf,i),'B') 
IF  (LENGTH(rotbuf) < trunc.1)  THEN  LEAVE /* Split  enough? */ 

END 
END 
OTHERWISE  NOP /* not  long  enough - read  another  line */ 

END /* end  of  select */ 
END 

END 
IF  (rotbuf ' )  THEN DO /* Anything  left  in  buffer? */ 

'INPUT'  rotbuf /* put  it  out */ 
rotbuf = 

END /* Clean  up  our  toys  and  go  home */ 
ADDRESS  UNIX 'rxu -f8 tempfile 
RETURN 

EXIT: 
PARSE ARG orc . 
EXIT orc 178 



EMBEDDED APPLICATIONS 

1. BUSINESS APPLICATIONS 

2- UTILITY SOFTWARE 

EMBEDDED APPLICAT-IONS 

- . . R E Q U I R E  A ROBUST API- 
UNI-REXX'S API WAS MODELED  AFTER THAT  USED BY TSO/E REXX. 
1. REXX PROGRAM INVOCATION FROM A C-BASED APPLICATION 

2. ABILITY TO CREATE ADDRESSABLE ENVIRONMENTS (I- E. SUBCOM) 
3.  VARIABLE POOL INTERFACE 

4. C-BASED EXTERNAL FUNCTIONS (YET TO BE DELIVERED) 
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PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF REXX IN THE UNIX ENVIRONMENT 
- SUPPORTS MIGRATION OF EXISTING STAFF TO UNIX 
- BRINGS NEW LEVELS OF INTEGRATION AND EASE OF USE TO 

UNIX 
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2nd  Annual SLAC  REXX  Symposium 
Asilomar  Conference  Center 
Pacific  Grove,  California 

May 9, 1991 

Presented  by: 
Ed Spire 
The  Workstation  Group 
Rosemont,  Illinois 

As  commercial  users  migrate  from  proprietary  IBM  mainframes to Unix, 
they  are  often  brlnging  REXX  with  them.  REXX  not  only  aids  in  the 
migration  process,  but  also  brings  new  functionality to the  experienced 
Unix  user.  In  many  cases,  you can use  a  single  REXX  Program  or  macro 
where  a  native  Unix  solutlon  would  require a combinatlon of tools 
(one of  several shells, awk, grep, sed, etc.)  each  of  which  has  its 
own  syntax  and  ideosyncracies. 

This  presentation  will  discuss  the  applicability of REXX  to  various 
tasks in the  Unix  environment,  and  show  examples  where  appropriate. 

General  types  of  applications: 

1. Unix  command  macros 

2. Macros  for  other  utilities  that  use REXX, perhaps in 
combination  with  Unix  facilities  (primarily  XEDIT) 

3 .  General  purpose  programming  in  REXX 

custom  filters 

entire  applications 

4 .  Embedded  REXX  applications 
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UNIX COMMAND MACROS are  written to provide  shorthand  notations  for  often 
used, hard to remember,  or  lengthy  sequences. 

For  example,  sending  something to a printer  may  require  Some  local  rain 
dance.  Once  you  figure  out  what  that  particular  rain  dance is, you  could 
IccanIt that  research  in  a  simple REXX program 

#!/usr/local/bin/rxx 
/* * rlp - print  on  a  printer  on  another  machine 
* rlp  filename  machine  traceopt 
* 
* * filename is the  name  of  the  file to be  printed. * machine  is  the  machine  that  has  the  deslred  printer  (defaults * to scotty) * traceopt  is  a  rexx  trace  option,  defaults to no tracing. 
*/ 

parse  arg fn machine  traceopt 
trace  value  traceopt 
if  machine=""  then machine=ttscottytl 
8gcatt1 fn I rsh"  machine  II1prtt 

The  command  syntax  for  some  Unix  commands  can  be  less  than  obvious. 
Once  again,  when  you  figure  out  a  command  syntax,  you  might  want to 
I1coverl1 the  command  with  a REXX program  that  has a  syntax  that  you  find 
more  intuitive. 

Further,  sometimes  you  find  Unix  commands  that  can  be "misused11. 
"find /It (i:e.,  find  starting  from  the  root  directory)  is  often  a 
really  bad Idea,  since  it  will  be  looking  through  many  relatively  slow 
(i.e.,  remotely  mounted NFS) file  systems. 

#!/usr/local/bin/rxx 
/* * fi - run  find  on  just  /usr,  where  everything is anyway. * 
* this  helps  you  not  run  find  on  the  root,  which  would  go  out  and * look through  all  your  nfs  mounts, It also  helps  you  not  have to * remember  the  find  command's  syntax ... 
*/ 

parse  arg  name 
"find  /usr  -name"  name "-printtt 

Users  who  are  migrating to Unix  from  proprietary  IBM  mainframe  platforms 
are  normally  conversant  enough  with REXX to use  it  in  the  above  manner 
as part  of  their  migration  efforts. Or, a  thorough  effort  on  the  part 
of a  support  group  could  easily  provide  a  series  of  such  utilities 
that  could  ease a  migration. 
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Some  often  used  sequences  are  a  bit  more  complex.  In  this  case 
REXX is  useful  even  for  the  experienced  Unix  user. 

For  example,  when  debugging  an  application  which is usin7  a  terminal 
window  in  a  fullscreen  mode  (perhaps  via  the  curses  termlnal 1/0 
package), it is nice  to  run  the  trace/debug  package  (dbx)  from  another 
window, so the  debugging  information won't interfere  with  the 
'lfullscreen'l 1/0 from  the  application.  Normally, to do this, you 
display  the  list  of  active  processes,  scan  it to find the process  which 
represents  the  fullscreen  application,  and  then  invoke DBX supplying  it 
with  that  process ID number. A fairly  simple REXX program  can  automate 
that  task for you. 

#!/usr/local/bin/rxx 
/* * dbxw - run  dbx  on  the  program  running  in  another  window. * This  is  useful  when  the  program in the  other  window is a  curses * application  and the dbx  output  would  mess up its  "screen"  display. 

* dbx  programname 
* will  run  a  ps -u userid  and look for a process  running  programname, * and  then  dbx  -a  processid. 
* Note that  you  should  probably  cd  to  the  directory  where  the  program * resides  before  you  dbxw. 

* 
* 

* 

*/ 
parse  arg  programname  traceopt 
trace  value  traceopt 
call  popen  "ps -u" userid( ) It  1 grep"  programname 
select 
when  queued()=O 

when  queued()=l 
then  say I1can't find"  programname 

then do 
parse  pull  processid . 
"dbx -ar1 processid 
end 

when  queued()>l 

end 
then  say  Itmore  than oneg1 programname  "running!" 
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Some facilities  are  present  but  not  easily  used  without  special  support. 
REXX is a  convenient  way to provide  that  support. 

For  example,  the X windows  system  lets  you  control  various  aspects  of 
the system  by  sending  special  character  sequences to the terminal. It's 
pretty  unlikely  that  someone is going to remember the special  sequence 
that  changes  a window's title,  for instance.  But a REXX program  could 
make it very  easy to use  this feature. 

#!/usr/local/bin/rxx 
/* * setnames - change  the  name  associated  with  an X window. 

* The  name  of  the  window or its  icon can be  changed  by  sending * a specific  escape  sequence to the  terminal  window... 

* 

*/ 
escape = x2c ( l1lb" ) 
parse  arg  name /* charout  avoids  the */ 
call  charout , escape /* unwanted 'cr' that */ 
call  charout , escape  escape /* lineout  would  send */ 

Typical  usage  of  setnames: 

#!/usr/local/bin/rxx 
/* * rl.- rlogin to another  system,  changing  the  names  in  the  cterm  window * and  icon to reflect  that  system's  name 
*/ 

parse  arg  system /*  who to rlogin to */ 
ltsetnamesll system /* put  his  name  up * /  
ffrlogin"  system /* rlogin to him */ 
call  popen llhostnamegl /* who  are  we? * /  
parse  pull  hostname 
*9setnames1t  hostname /* restore  this system's  name */ 

After  a  while  you  will  have  assembled  a  series  of 9vlocal tools",  building 
one  upon  the  other,  which  can  vastly  improve  the  usability  of  Unix; 
and  without  climbinq  the  rather  steep  learning  curve  associated  with 
the  various  Unix  utllities  and  filters  which  you  would  have  to  put 
together to accomplish  all  this  without REXX. 
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Sometimes  you  might  want  to  cover  a  Unix  command  that  has  many  operands, 
with  a  syntax  that  makes  the  most  often  used  operands  more  accessible. 
Now we're starting to write  REXX  programs  with  more than just  one  or 
two  operands. 

Before  we  proceed,  let  me  mention how  we  write  REXX  macros  that 
accept  many  operands, so that  the user  can  invoke  them  with  the 
same  flexibility  usually  found  in native  commands. 

Complex REXX programs  at  our  installation  use  CPARSE to bring  in 
operands ... 

Cparse  is  an  external  REXX  subroutine  that  accepts  a  string  describing 
the  model  syntax  of the REXX  main  program's parameter list, followed 
by the  parameters  that  were  actually  passed to the main  program. 
Cparse  returns  a  string of  assignment  statements which, when 
interpreted  by the  main  program,  will  place  the  appropriate  symbols 
in the main  program's  symbol  table  to  reflect the  arguements  that  were 
passed to the  main  program (as parsed  against the model  syntax.) 

Note  that  CPARSE  was  ported  directly  from  CMS  with no changes  (other  than 
case  considerations),  and  hence  implements  a  CMS-style  command  operand 
syntax.  It  could  easily be  modified  to  support  a  Unix-style  syntax. 

CPARSE  makes  it  easy to write  REXX  proqrams that  accept  several  operands, 
providing  the  flexibility  found  in  natlve  commands.  This  allows  a  REXX 
program  to  easily llcoverlt a  basic  Unix facility,  reorganizing  the 
parameter  structure to the user's  liking. 

XTERM  is  one  such  command,  with  many  operands,  most  of  which  you  want  to 
have  standard  values for, and a few  which  you  might  want to be  able  to 
change  easily.  XTERM  has  **lots**  of  operands ... 

xterm [ -ah] [ -ar].[  -b  NumberPixels] [ -bd Color] [ -bg Color] 
[ -bw  NumberPlxels] [ -ccCharRange:Value[,...]] 
[ -cr  Color] [ -CUI [ -display  Name:Number] [ -dw] 
[ -fb  Font] [ -fg  Color] [ -fn  Font] [ -fr  Font] 
[ -fullcursor] [ -geometry  Geometry].[  #Geometry] [ -help] 
[ -i] [ -ib  File] [ -j] [ -keywords] [ -1ang  Language] [ -13 
[ -leftscroll] [ -If  File] [ -Is] [ -mb] [ -mc  Number] 
[ -ms  Color] [ -n  IconName] [ -name  Application] 
[ -nb  Number] [ -PO Number] [ -ps] [ -reduced] [ -rv] 
[ -rw] [ -SI [ -sb] [ -sf] [ -si] [ -sk] 
[ -sl  NumberLines] [ -sn] [ -st] [ -suppress] [ -T  Title] 
[ -ti] [ -tm  String] [ -tn  TerminalName] [ -ut] 
[ -VI [ -vb] [ -W] [ -xrm  String] [ -1321 [ -e  Command] 

Examples 

The  following  example  can  be  used to create  an xterm, 
specifying  the  size  and  location  of  the window, using a font  oth- 
er than  the  default, and  also  specifying  the  foreground  color  to 
be  used  of the  text.  It  then  runs  a  command  in  that  window. 



Now  if you want to establish  local  defaults  for some  of  these and  make 
the  few  operands  you  would  normally  use  more  accessible,  you  can  cover 
XTERM  with  a  REXX  program  like  this.. . 
#!/usr/local/bin/rxx 
/* * xt - start  an  xterm  window 
* The  positional  parms  comprise  a  Unix  command  that is to be  run  in  this * window.  If  none  is  specified,  then  your  normal  shell is run  instead. 

* optional  parms: * 1 # - number  of  lines  (default 2 5 )  * x # - x component  of  window  location * y # - y  component  of  window  location 
* i  - if  present,  window  starts as an  icon. * fr # - reduced  screen  font  size  (default 14, the  typical  default * for  normal  aixterm  windows.) 
* fn # - normal  screen  font  size  (default 10, small  than  typical  for * aixterm  windows). * The  above  two  default  settings  make  for  normally  small * windows,  which  can  be  temporarily  enlarged  back to their * traditional  size  by  selecting tvreducedpv from  the  alt- 

* s  - if  present,  xterm is run  synchronously. 
* aixterm  invocation is  supressed. 
*/ 

* 

* 

* left  button  menu. 

* test - if  present, the  options  line is shown  on  the  screen  and 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  PARSE  SEQUENCE  PATTERN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  START OF PARSE  SEQUENCE f ***** f i * f **************** /  
/* MODIFY  THE  THIRD  LINE  AS  YOUR  "PROTOTYPE1'  SHOWING PAWS AND  DFLTS */ 
parse  arg  a1  a2  a3  a4  a5  a6  a7  a8  a9  a10  all  a12  a13  a14  a15  a16  a17  a18 
interpret  cparse(, 
"cl() c2()  c3()  c4()  c5()  c6() ( l(25) x() y() i fr(14)  fn(l0)  test s", I I 1 I  ) I 1  a1  a2  a3  a4  a5  a6 a7 a8  a9  a10 all a12  a13  a14  a15  a16  a17 a18) 

cmd=cl c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 /*  build the desired  command * /  
if  cmd=""  then  command = /* build the  required  xterm  option */ 
if s=llf1 then /*  build the required  background  execution  option */ 
options="-fullcursor  -sb -sl 999 -ar -1s" /* initial  xterm  options  set */ 
options=o  tions  If-geometry 8 0 ~ ~ ~ 1  /* number of  lines  option*/ 
if x<>"" 7 y<>lltt  then do /* if  position  specified, */ 

if x=ft11 then  x=O /* fill  in  remaining  defaults * /  
if  y=Irll  then  y=O 
options=options I I ~c+ll I I x I I l ~ + ~ l  I I y /* position  option */ 
end 

options=options  "-fn  Rom1I fn I1.50Ott /*  normal  font  option*/ 
options=options  "-fb  Rom" It . 500" /*  bold  font  option*/ 
options=options  "-fr Rom" 1 1 f :  1 1 . 500" /* reduced  font  option * /  
if i=tlill then  options=optlons ll-ill /* if req,  then  start  as  an  icon */ 
call  chdir ( *f/u/etstt) /*  back to home  directory */ 
if test=9t11 /* show it or  do  it * /  
then l~ /usr / lpF/Xl l /b in /a ix te rml l  options  command  amp 
else  say  options  command  amp 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  END OF PARSE  SEQUENCE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

else  command = tl-elv cmd 

else amp=t111 
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Typical  use  of xt, others  further  below. 

#!/usr/local/bin/rxx 
/* * xi - initialize  xterm  environment 
* this  just  creates  my  standard  set  of  windows,  with  their  normal * positions,  but  leaves  them  all  as  icons  at  first. 
* 

*/ 
"Xt 3 x 0  y o  i 1 6 4 "  /* large  primary window */ 
"Xt ] x 680 y 0 ill /* 1st alternate window */ 
"Xt 3 x 680 y 395 ill /* 2nd  alternate window */ 
"xt rl wrkgrp 3 x 0 y 390 ill /* window  on  wrkgrp  (Sun-3) */ 
"xt  rl  drwho 3 x 575 y 630 ill /* window  on  drwho  (Sparc) */ 
"Xt rl scotty 3 x 600 y 590 ill /* window  on  scotty  (SCO/Unix) */ 
"xt  rl  orac ] x 0 y 545 ill /* window  on  orac  (HP-9000/300  HP-UX */ 
'*xt rl  worf ] x 0 y 545 it* /* window  on  orac  (HP-9000/300  Domain-OS* 
/* * orac  and  worf  are  in  the  same spot, since  they are the  same  machine, * and  only one  will  be  up  at  a  time.  The  other  will  die  quitely * after  a few  attempts to rlogin 
*/ 

Sometimes,  you  might  want  to  extend  the  operating system's  facilities. 
Here's an  example  associated  with  Network  File  System (NFS) usage. 
NFS can  make  remote  machine  file  systems  appear as local  systems  on 
your  machine.  You  can  see  the  relationships  between  local  aliases 
for  remote  file  systems  in  the df  command  output: 

Filesystem Total KB free %used  iused  %iused 
/dev/hd4 49152 11356 76%  1146 9% 
/dev/hd2 225280 37716 83%  6367 11% 
/dev/hd 3 32768 31700 3% 26 0% 
/dev/hdl 249856 223444 10% 1292 2% 
wrkgrp:/home 47946 5832 87% - 
wrkgrp:/usr 213313 18127 91% - 
wrkgrp : / 7608 2635 65% - 
drwho:/home 326519 66998 79% 

drwho:/usr 183439  47344  74% 

- - - - - 
scotty: / 99037  4694  95% - - - - 

Mounted  on 

/usr 
/ 
/tmP 
/u 
/sun 
/sunusr 
/sunroot 
/drwho 
/odt 
/whousr 

So, in this  example, if you  are  told  that  the file you need is 
available  on  machine  drwho  as  /usr/local/bin, you  would  need 
to access  the  file  as  /whousr/local/bin.  The  aliases  in  use  might 
vary  from  machine to machine. 

We  use  the  concept  of a ttsystem independent" filename, and  have a 
routine  that  will  compare  the  filename  you  specify to a 'df' command 
output,  returning  the  local  filename  that  will  access the desired  file 
from this  machine.  We  then  cover  typical  utility  programs  with  a REXX 
invocation  program  that  translates  the  filename  through  this  routine, 
so that  the  user  could  refer to the  above  file  as  drwho:/usr/local/bin 
from  any  platform on  the network. 
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/* * 'fn filename 
* fn  accepts  a  filename  in  a  system  independent * a  local  filename  which  will  provide  (probably * desired  file. 
* filename  has  the  form 
* host:/filename/on/that.host 

* 

* 
* 
* 

form, and  generates 
NFS) access  to  the 

* note: if  host: is omitted,  then no  translation is done,  assuming * that  a local  filename  was  really specified  in the first  place 
*/ 

parse  arg  host ':' file 
call  popen  'hostname' 
parse  pull  currenthost 
select 
when  f ile=tltl /* if no Ithost:",  parse  will  have  put  it  all 
then  o=host /* in  host,  and  file  will  be  null. 
when  host=currenthost /* if  explicitly  referring to a  file  on  this  host 
then  o=file /* just  use  that  file  name 
otherwise do 
call  popen 'df' 

do  while queued()>O 

'parse  var  1  dfhost ':' dfhostdir  dfjunk '/' dflocaldir 

lm=" II /* will  become  the  saved  df  line  that  matches. 
parse  pull 1 

if  length(dfhostdir)>O , /* weeds  out  header  and  locals 
& dfhost==host /* weeds  out  other  systems 

then  do 
if  dfhostdir==It/lt /* for  root  file  system 
then lm=l /* save  this  line  in  case  we  find  no  other 
else  if left(file,length(dfhostdir))==dfhostdir /*  right  line? 
then  do 
lm=l 
leave 
end 
end 
end 
if  length(lm)>O /* if  we  found  something, 
then  do 

*/ * /  * /  * /  

*/  

* /  * /  
* /  * /  * /  

* /  
parse  var  lm  dfhost ':' dfhostdir  dfjunk '/' dflocaldir 
if  dfhostdir^=='/' /* if not  root  filesystem, * /  
then file=right(file,length(file)-length(dfh0stdir)) /* trim  rmt  dir */ 
o='/'I ldflocaldir]  lfile /* add  correct  local  dir */ 
end 
else  do /* if we  found  nothing,  fail  with  error  message * /  

say  'sorry, no path  from  here to'  hostf:'file 
return /* return  with  no  value  is a failure */ 
end 

end 
end 
return o /* non-failure  return */ 
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Typical usages  of fn allow  the user to access  files on other  systems wlthout knowing the details of the NFS links that  connect  these  systems. 

#!/usr/local/bin/rxx 
/* 

parse  arg  dir 
ldir=fn(dir) 

* nfl - invoke  flist  with  system  independent  filename 
*/ 

say 'flist'.ldir 
'flist' ldir 

#!/usr/local/bin/rxx 
/* 

'xe'  fn(arg(1)) 

* nxe - invoke  xedit  with  a  system  independent  filename 
*/ 

MACROS  FOR  OTHER  UTILITIES  THAT  USE  REXX  can  serve  similar  purposes. 

We  will  use  XEDIT  as  an  example of a  utility  that  uses  REXX  as  its 
macro  processor. 

Once  again,  when  you  have  figured  out  how  to  do  something  like  print 
part of the  edit file, you  can rlcanll that  procedure  in  a  trivial 
REXX  program. 

/* * rlp.xedit - an  xedit  macro  to  print  part of an  xedit  file 

* rlp  target 
* is the  same  as 

* 
* 
* * !rm temp * put  target  temp * !rip temp 

*/ 
* 

parse  arg  target 
address  unix 'rm  temp' 
address  xedit 'put' target 'temp' 
address  unix 'rlp  temp' 
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A  utility,like  XEDIT  can  also  have  significant  functional  extensions 
added  to it via  REXX  programming. A typical  requirement  for  a  text 
editor is the  ability to reform  a  modified  paragraph to more  nicely 
fit  within it's margins.  Here's a  REXX  macro  that  adds  this  function  to 
XEDIT.  Note that  it  was ported  from CMS  with  minimal  changes (to exactly 
three  out  of 66 lines  of  code.) 

/* FLOW  MACRO. 
This  macro  aligns two or more  lines  of  a  text-type  file 
being  edited  (such as a NOTE). It tries to place as many 
words as possible on a  line,  within  the  right  margin 
defined  by  XEDIT SET TRUNC. 

USE : 

FLOW  <target> 

where  <target> is a  standard  Xedit  target  defining  the  first  line 
not to be  flowed.  Typically,  the  alignment  process  will  result  in 
there  being  fewer  lines  in the block  than  there  were  before  alignment. 
This  will  not  always  be  true. 

UNIQUE  CAPABILITY  OF  THIS  PROGRAM: 

This  macro can, unlike  other  parts  of  XEDIT,  shorten  lines.  If  you 
SET  TRUNC to a  value  shorter  than  some of the  lines  in  your  file, 
they  will  be  handled  correctly  by  this  macro.  E-lsewhere  in  XEDIT, 
results  are  unpredictable  and  will  likely  involve  data  loss. 

MODIFICATION  HISTORY: 

11/16/86 - Roger  Deschner - Original  version 
01/02/88 - Roger  Deschner - Replace  call to l*JOIN1l, for  performance 
02/14/88 - Roger  Deschner - Allow  lines to be  shortened;  use  PUTD 
10/24/89 - Roger  Deschner - Protect  from  LINEND  character 
10/04/90 - Roger  Deschner - Changed to FLOW; moved to RS/6000 
*/ 
/* Do  it to it */ 
doit: 
PARSE  ARG  targ 
tempfile = )JJ.TEMP' 
ADDRESS  UNIX 'rm  -f' tempfile 
'PUTD' targ  tempfile 
'UP 1' 
'EXTRACT  /TRUNC' 

rotbuf = /* initialize  rotating  buffer */ 
DO  FOREVER 
IF  (LINES(tempfi1e) = 0 )  THEN  LEAVE /* EOF? */ 
ibuf = LINEIN(tempfi1e) 
IF  (SUBSTR(ibuf,l,l) = ' ' )  THEN  DO /* Paragraph  break,  either  kind */ 
IF  (rotbuf ' ' )  THEN DO /* Anything  left  in  buffer? */ 

'INPUT'  rotbuf /* put  it  out */ 
rotbuf = 

END 
END 
IF  (ibuf = ' ' )  THEN 'INPUT ' /*  Blank  line * /  
ELSE  DO /* duit  tuit */ 

/* concatenate  the  new  stuff */ 
IF  (rotbuf = ' I )  THEN  rotbuf = STRIP(ibuf,'T') 

ELSE  rotbuf = rotbuf  STRIP(ibuf,'T') 
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WHEN  (LENGTH(rotbuf) = trunc.1)  THEN DO /* perfect  fit */ 
'INPUT' rotbuf 
rotbuf = I '  

END 
WHEN  (LENGTH(rotbuf) > trunc.1)  THEN DO /* more  than  enough */ 

DO FOREVER /* Find  last  blank,  starting  at  TRUNC.1+1,  working  backwards */ 
i = trunc.l+l 
DO  WHILE (SUBSTR(rotbuf,i-'1) '1  
i Z i - 1  
IF (i = 0 )  THEN  SIGNAL word-too-long /* word > trunc */ 

END 
'INPUT'  SUBSTR(rotbuf,l,i-1) 
rotbuf = STRIP(SUBSTR(rotbuf,i),") 
IF (LENGTH(rotbuf) < trunc.1)  THEN  LEAVE /* Split  enough? */ 

END 
END 
OTHERWISE NOP /* not long  enough - read  another  line */ 

END /* end  of  select */ 
END 

END 
IF  (rotbuf ' )  THEN  DO /* Anything  left  in  buffer? */ 

'INPUT'  rotbuf /* put  it  out */ 
rotbuf = I f  

END /* Clean  up  our  toys  and  go  home */ 
ADDRESS  UNIX 'rm  -f' tempfile 
RETURN 

EXIT : 
PARSE ARG orc . 
EXIT  orc 

The  use  of  extensive  REXX  macros  in  a  setting  such as  XEDIT  becomes  more 
viable  on  fast  RISC  processors,  where  the  relatively  low  speed  of 
its  interpretive  execution  is  not  a  problem.  We  expect to see  REXX 
macros  adapt  XEDIT to many  widely  varied  tasks  (such  as  true  word 
processing  with  automatic  paragraph  reform,  LEXX-style  live  parsing,  etc.) 
Such  applications  would  be  far  too  slow  on  the  previous  generation  of 
computlng  platforms. 
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/* * mk.xedit 
* Runs  make  out  of an xedit  session. 

* Default  name is taken  from  source  filename  assumed to be of * the  form  llname.somethingll. So if you  are  editin?  key.c,  this * routine  will  kick off "make key".  You can also  lSSUe %k else" * if you  want to make  another target. 
* The  real  work is done  in  a  background  task,  and  its  output is * presented  in  a  separate  window. */  

* 
* 

* 

parse  arg  name 
if  name=' ' /* if  name  not  specified,  generate  the  default */ 
then  do 

"extract  /fname" 
name=left(fname.-l,p~s(~~.~~,fname.l)-l) 
end 

save /* make  sure  the  disk  file  is  up to date */ 
address  unix llxemakell name l l & l l  /* kick  off  the  background  task * /  

#!/usr/local/bin/rxx 
/* * xemake - run  a  make  and  display  the  results  in  a  window.  Normally * invoked  from  with  xedlt  via  mk.xedit. 
*/ 

parse  arg  name /* get  name of make  target */ 
llmakell name ll>tr I I name I 1 .makeout 2>&111 /* run make, output to a  flle */ 
"xt  xe"  getcwd( ) 1 1 / 1 1  I 1 name I I .makeout*l /* display  the  results */ 

GENERAL  PURPOSE  PROGRAMMING  IN  REXX  fits  quite  nicely  with  the  Unix 
philosophy  of small, reusable  pieces  of  code.  Custom  filters  are  easily 
written  in  REXX.  These  programs  read  STDIN  and  write  part of the  output 
file to STDOUT. 

The  Unix  style  of  programming  often  uses  data  sources  and  filters  in a 
multi-tasking  *lpipefl to achieve  a  particular  result.  Often  custom 
filters  are  required,  and in  many  cases  they are  created Ifon the spot11 
with  utilities  like sed, awk  or  perl.  REXX can be  used to write 
general  purpose  filters  which  can  be  documented  and  retained  for 
future  use. 
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Here  are  two  examples,  which  filter  a  file,  passing  only  lines  that 
contain  specific  string  combinations. 

#!/usr/local/bin/rxx 
/* * both - find  lines  containing  both  strings  within  a  specific  number - * of  words. 
*/ 

parse  arg  first  second  distance /* two strings  and  a min. distance */ 
do  while lines()>O 

line=linein() 
fpos=wordpos(first,line) /* position  of  first  word or 0 */ 
spos=wordpos(second,line) /* position  of  second  word or 0 */ 
if fpos>0 &I spos>O & abs(spos-fpos)<=distance 
then  call  lineout(,line) /* write  matching  lines */ 
end 

call  lineout() 
exit 

/* close  output  file */ 

#!/usr/local/bin/rxx 
/* 

parse  arg  strings /* all  words to be  searched  for */ 
do x=l while  lines()>O /* x=  only  for  leave  instruction  below */ 

line=linein() /* line is a  candidate to be  tested */ 
do i=l to  words(strings) /* try  all  words in string. * /  

if wordpos(word(strings,i),line)=O /* 0 means  not  found */ 
then  leave  x /* terminates  outer  loop * /  
end /* end  of  all  tests */ 

call  lineout(,line) /* if all found, write it out. * /  

* mult - find  lines  containing  all  input  strings 
*/ 

end 
call  lineout() 
exit 

/* close  output  file */ 

Often,  small applications  can  be  crafted by  pulling together  pieces 
of REXX code which  bring  existing  system facilities together. 
Here's a  sample  which  implements  a  "phone  directory"  using XEDIT,  
driven  by  a REXX program.  I1ph  name"  pops  up  an X window  showing  an 
edit  session  that  has  been  pre-positioned  on  the  first  line  in the 
dataset  that  contains "namevf. 

#!/usr/local/bin/rxx 
parse  arg  name 
@!.rxx ph2  name ft&ll 

/* get  the  name  he  wants to find */ /* pass  it  along to the  background */ 

#!/usr/local/bin/rxx 
parse  arg  strinq /* get  the  name  he  wants to find */ 
Ilcp $HOME/.profile.xedit  ph.xedit" /* copy  his  .profile.xedit */ 
call  lineout  /ph.xedit',  'flcl/'string'llt /* add  a  search  command to it */ 
call  lineout  'ph.xedit' /* close  new  profile */ 
"xt  xe -p ph  $HOME/phone/dir 3 SI! /* xe  phone/dir  in  a  window */ 
"rm  ph.  xedit" /* cleanup  after  synchronous  window  terminates */ 
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And,  as  always,  low  volume  applications  can  be  developed  and 
maintained  much  more cost  effectively  with REXX than  with  many  other 
languages. This is especially  true  in  the  Unix  world  where the only 
universally  available  language  is C, and  the  most  likely  alternate is 
FORTRAN,  and  BASIC is not  usually  present. 

#!/usr/local/bin/rxx 
/* * vptrim - a  utility to trim  ventura  publisher  markup  from  a  word * processing  file. * 
* vptrim  infile  traceopt * * infile  required,  specifies  the  input  file  containing  a * word  processing  file  that  contains  ventura  publisher * markup  string. 

* traceopt  optional,  a  trace  instruction  operand to turn  on * REXX tracing. 

* 

* 
* The  output is sent to STDOUT, and  may  be  redirected to a file. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Example:  vptrim  xehelp > xehelp2 

Most I t @ . . .  = and <...> sequences  are  simply  removed 
file. 

<T> is  changed  into  three  blanks. 

@FUNCTION = text  is appended to the  start  of  the  next 
a - placed  between  the  two  chunks  of  text. 

<< and >> are  translated to < and > respectively. 

Room  for  improvement: 

We  could  define  our  own  set of tab  stops  and  try to 
in  some  smarter  way. 

from the 

line,  with 

handle (T) 

* @FUNCTION  trick  should  maybe  be  extended to handle  multiple such, * through  a  table of special  functions. * 
*/  

parse  arg fn  traceopt 
trace  value  traceopt 

if  fn=tf" 
then  do 

say  flusage:  vptrim fn traceopt'l 
exit 
end 

1  ag= 11 

do  while  lines(fn)>O /* push  the 
line = linein(fn) 

entire  file  through  this  loop */ 

do  while  pos("<T>",line)>O /* turn <T> into  white  space */ 
line=overlay( I I ,  line ,pas ( ll<T>tl , line) ) 
end 

do  while p~s(~~<<~~,line)>O /* turn << into ~'01' to hide  them * /  
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to hide  them */ 

end 

do  while  pos ( line) >O /* take  out  all  other <..anything..> */ 
if pos ( I f > t l ,  line) >O 
then line=left(line,p~s(~~<~~,line)-l)l I ,  

right(line,length(line)-pos(ll>tl,line)) 
else do 

say '********* VPTRIM  ERROR: 
leave 
end 

end 

line=translate ( line, ll<>lr, ff01021tx) /* 
if  left( line,l)=vl@ll /* 

Unmatched vr<tl in  the  following  line. 

unhide  translated << and >> */ 
check  for  paragraph  tag */ 
remember  taq  type * /  then do 

type=left(line,lO) /* 
line = right(line,length(line)-pos(~f=~~,line~-l)--/*'remove it */ 
if  type="@FUNCTION 
then do /* for  @FUNCTION  tag */ 

lag = line I1-lf /* save  text  for  next  line */ 
iterate . - / *  and skip  putting  it out now */ 
end 

end 

say  lag  line /* put out  current  line  plus  any  lag  data */ 
end 
lag= 11 11 

The  largest  such  application  we  have  seen  ported to Unix  is  a 
"silicon  compiler1'  used  to  design  microchips - a  **very**  large  REXX 
program that  was ported  with  minimal  difficulties to Unix, and  would  have 
required  a  major  rewrite  in C or  Fortran  had  REXX  not  been  available. 

These  applications  require a robust API, Similar to that  found  in W/CMS 
or MVS/TSO. The  uni-REXX API includes  REXX  program  invocation,  the 
ability  to  create  an  addressable  environment (i-e., SUBCOM),  and  the 
Variable pool Interface.  Still to come  are  external  functions  written 
in C. 195 



The availability of REXX in the Unix environment not only supports 
the migration of existing staff from  proprietary mainframes to Unix, 
but also brings a new level of integration and ease of use to  the 
Unix  environment. 
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REXX language parsing capabilities 
Keith Watts (Kilowatt Software) 

Abstract 
The REXX language  has  several  powerful  features  which  distinguish  it  from  other  programming  languages 
that  are  generally  available.  Among  these  are  the  language’s  intricate  collection of parsing  capabilities. 
These  enable  the  programmer  to  easily  divide  character  strings  by  a  diversity  of  methods.  Herein,  the 
syntax  and  semantics  of  these  methods are described in detail.  This  paper is intended to help 
programmer’s  of  varying  proficiency  gain  a  commanding  grasp  of  these  concepts.  Many  examples  are  also 
brovided. 

One of the more powerful features of REXX is its ability to  parse. However, if you are like many 
others who are learning REXX  you are unfamiliar with the word ”parse”.  Webster‘s  New World 
Dictionary  contains  the  definition: 

parse vt, vi parsed, pars’ing [Now Rare1 1 
1 .to separate (a sentence) into its parts, explaining the grammatical form, function, 
and interrelation of each part 2. to  describe  the form, part of speech , and  function 
of (a word in a sentence) 

The  above  definition  has  little  in  common  with  the REXX parsing  capability. The key  phrase  is:  ”to 
separate into its parts”. For the word  ”parse” is computer  science  parlance for the act of separating 
computer  input into meaningful  parts  for  subsequent  processing  actions. 

REXX is one  of few languages which provides parsing as a fundamental statement. Most 
languages merely provide lower level string separation capabilities, leaving the preparation of 
parsing capabilities as user developed enhancements. Within REXX, these capabilities are 
immediately available, and as you  will  soon  find, very powerful. 

Let  us learn about  parsing by analyzing  the  following: 
phrase = II I think, therefore I am [I think]. Ill 

If you scrutinize the above, you  will notice that  there are extra blanks at various points  within  the 
phrase.  These  extra  blanks  and the punctuation  characters  within  the  phrase  complicates  the  parsing 
process. 

The  words  within  the  phrase  could be traditionally  extracted as follows: 
/* try1  [the  brute  force approach1 */ 

/* trace  ?i */ /* turn on the  trace  to  see how this code works */ 
remaining-words = phrase 
do i=1 by 1 while remaining-words < > 

remaining-words = strip( remaining-words , ItLeadingtt 1 /* skip lead  blanks */ 
end-pos = pos( It, remaining-words ) /* locate  blank after current  word*/ 
word-i = substr( remaining-words, 1, end-pos ) /* extract a word */ 
remaining-words = substr( remaining-words, end-pos ) /* step over word */ 

end 

h i s  adaptation of Descartes  famous insight is from ”On the Threshold of a Dream”, by the Moody Blues. 
1 

B REXX language  parsing  capabilities 
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Alternatively, REXX contains built-in functions which are excellent for extracting words from 
phrases, as follows: 

/* try2 */ 
/* trace ?i */ /* turn on the  trace  to  see how this code works */ 
do i=1 for words( phrase ) 

word-i = word( phrase, i 
end 

Finally, an approach which  uses REXX parsing  is: 

/* try3 */ 
/* trace ?i */  /* turn on the  trace to see how this code works */ 
rest = phrase 
do i=1 while rest < >  IIII 

parse  var rest word1 rest 
end 

Of the 3 approaches shown above, the  second is clearly the  best  choice for separating a string into 
words. However, the second approach is specifically capable of accessing words, it is inadequate 
for other parsing tasks. The third approach is slightly more intricate than the  second, and is 
occasionally  preferrable.  All  that  can be said about the first approach is that it successfully obtains 
individual words, and the method used is familiar to those who have programmed with other 
languages;  though  the  subroutine  names are probably  different. 

Let REXX know what you mean 

Notice  that words within the phrase above are generically  captured by relative position into the set 
of word .i symbols. Now you will see how phrases can be parsed into  symbols which are 
syntactically  significant. 

For example,  we  can  divide  our  phrase  into  meaningful  constituents as follows: 

parse var phrase  precondition  consequence IC' qualifier '1' 

This  results  in the following  symbol  assignments: 
precondition "1 think Ii 
consequence  "therefore I am 
qualifier I think" 

[Please  observe  that  there  are  extra  spaces within the consequence and qualif  ier symbols]. 

Notice how easy it was to divide our phrase  with  the  parse  statement.. This partitioning can  not be 
done by modifying the try2 example shown earlier. The try1 example can be modified with 
considerable effort to extract the precondition, consequence, and qualifier symbols based on 
syntactic dividers. However, the resulting code  would be far more intricate than the simple parse 
statement above. Furthermore, revision of the  brute  force  method  requires similar complexity and 
effort as other  parsing  challenges  arise. 

B REXX language  parsing  capabilities 
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For a more  familiar  example  consider  the  following: 

parse  value "Sam likes  green chili pizzas" with subject verb entree 

The  result of this  parsing  operation  leads to the  following  symbol  assignments: 
subject S am" 
verb  lllikesll 
en tree "green  chili  pizzas" 

Syntactic elements are now associated with meaningful symbols, instead of generic symbols 
word. 1 ,  word.2, etc. 

How  does parsing work 

The REXX parse statement divides a source  string into constituent parts and assigns these to 
symbols as directed by the governing parsing template. The parse statement has the following 
general  form: 

parse2  [upper]  source - identification symbol - and - rule - template 

Where: 

upper 
This is an optional keyword. When it  is present, all values assigned to symbols are 
converted to upper  case. 

source  - i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  
This  identifies  where  the source  string for parsing is obtained. This  is  one  of  the 
following: 

0 ARG 

Example: parse  arg  al.1  a1  .rest , a2, a3.1 . , a4 

The ARG keyword  indicates  that  one or more  procedure arguments are to  be  processed 
as source strings. This is the only keyword which can have multiple source strings. 
Each argument passed  to an internal or external procedure corresponds to the clauses 
separated by commas in the  template  pattern  above.  However, only 1 argument string is 
available  for processing by  the topmost procedure level associated with  an EX 
command. 

In the example above, the first  word in the first argument string is assigned to symbol 
a l .  I and the remainder of the first argument string is assigned to  symbol al.rest . The 

2The PARSE  keyword itself is omitted in ARG  and  PULL  statements,  which are actually shorthand  forms  for 
PARSE UPPER  ARG ... and  PARSE UPPER PULL ... respectively. Both of these  forms assign uppercase values 
to  associated symbols. The  longer  forms  PARSE  ARG  and  PARSE  PULL  must be used when you want to preserve 
mixed case values  during  assignment. 

REXX language  parsing  capabilities B 
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entire second argument string is assigned to symbol a2 . The first word in the third 
argument string is assigned to symbol a3. I . The entire fourth argument string  is 
assigned  to  symbol a4. Additional  argument  strings are ignored. 

Empty strings [""I are assigned to all remaining symbols that appear in the template 
when  insufficient  source  argument  strings are available. 

0 LINEIN 

Example: parse  linein first-letter 2 o whole-line 

The LINEIN keyword indicates that  the source string is obtained by reading one line 
from  the  default  input  stream. 

In the example, the  first letter within  the line is assigned to symbol fimt_leffer and the 
entire line, including the first letter, is assigned to symbol whole-line . When an empty 
line is read,  then  the  empty  string "" is assigned  to fimt_letter. 

0 PULL 

Example: parse pull qline 

The  PULL keyword indicates that the source string is obtained by  extracting the 
topmost line from  the  external data queue. 

If there are NO lines within the queue a line is obtained  from the default input stream 
instead. This can be troublesome in numerous  ways. First. if your program uses other 
stream functions to process lines from the default input stream, it is easy to overlook 
lines  that are accidentally  acquired  by a PARSE  PULL or PULL request. 

Second, in many REXX environments,  there is no indication  that your REXX program 
is expecting input from the keyboard. This will cause  you  to MISTAKENLY believe 
that your session is HUNG ! Rather than automatically restarting your session, always 
try to type characters at the keyboard first. If you can type, your program is reading 
keyboard input. It is strongly recommended  that  you always precede keyboard input 
requests  with  prompt  messages. And, you  should assert that lines remain in the queue 
before perfonning PARSE  PULL  and  PULL  requests as follows: 

if queued0 = 0 
then 

if lines0 = 0 
then do 

say "No  more terminal input is available  for parsing" 
exit 86 

end 
else 

say a-meaningful-prompt-message 

parse pull keyboard-wdl etc 

Finally, when  end of file has already been reached in the default input stream, the 
source string for parsing is the empty string [""I. This assigns the empty string to all 
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symbols that appear in the  template. This can lead to unusual difficulties later during 
your program’s  execution. 

You should activate the trace facility when  you are developing programs that use the 
PARSE  PULL  and  PULL  statements, or perform  other  default  input  stream  operations. 
Then, a helpful trace message will let you know that your program is waiting for 
keyboard  input  to  complete. 

0 SOURCE 

Example: 

parse  source environment proc-kind src-f i l e  proc-name implementation 

The SOURCE  keyword  indicates  that  the source string is internally prepared by REXX 
with  information  describing  the  procedure’s  execution  environment. 

Within PortabldREXXTM the  following  symbol  assignments  can  be  expected: 
en vir0 nmen t PCDOS I PCWIN 
pr oc-k ind COMMAND [top  level  procedure] 

FUNCTION  [procedure  executing as function] 
SUBROUTINE  [procedure  was  invoked by CALL statement] 

CALLONTRAP  [procedure  servicing  CALL  ON  error  handler] 
src-f il e the  name  of  the  file  containing  procedure  source  statements 
pr oc-n  ame the current  procedure’s  name 
implementation PortabldREXX [always] 

0 VALUE expr WITH 

Example: parse value  getkey() with scan-code 2 key-code 

The ”VALUE expr WITH form establishes the  result of any REXX expression as the 
source string to parse. 

In the  example above, the  special  Portable/REXXTM Getkey built-in function is used  to 
obtain the double-byte code for a  keyboard input action. The parse template indicates 
that the first byte is assigned to symbol scm-code and  the  second  to  symbol key-code 
If the user had pressed function key ”FI” then scan-code would be ”3B”x and 
key-code would  be ”00”x. 
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0 VAR variable-name 

B 

Example: parse  var rest  wordl  rest 

The VAR  keyword  indicates  that  the  value of a symbol is the source string to  parse. 

In the example above, the source string is the value of symbol rest. The first word in 
this string is assigned to symbol wordl . The remainder of the string is reassigned to 
symbol rest. Thus, every time this statement is executed, the first word is extracted, 
and the number of words associated  with  symbol rest is reduced by one. 

0 VERSION 

Example: parse  version lang-ident  lang-level  release-date 

The  VERSION keyword indicates that the source string  is  internally prepared by 
REXX  with  information  which  distinguishes  the  language  implementation. 

Within PortabldREXXTM for MS-DOS@ the symbol assignments of the following 
form  can  be  expected: 

l a   n g i  dent REXX-KilowattSoftware-Portable-BV 1 12 [or later release] 
lan g l e  vel 4.00 [or higher] 
release-date 9 May  1991 [or later] 

symbol - and - rule - templa  te 

This is the template which specifies how to parse the source string, so that symbol values 
can be assigned.  The  template  can  be  omitted  from the parsing statement.  When the template 
is absent, the source string to parse is STILL prepared! This preparation may remove a line 
from the external data queue, perform a file  input operation, or compose associated values 
when PULL, LINEIN, and  VALUE are requested. 

REXX language  parsing  capabilities 
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The parsing template has the following general form. Some templates can be significantly 
different. For example, the leading item  can be a division specifier, and multiple division 
specifiers  can  appear  without an intervening  symbol  name. 

parse temDlate  form 

symbol- 1 division-specif i er- 1 symbol-2 division-specif i er-2 etc . . . 

The first character of each  parsing  template  element is sufficient to distinguish whether it is a 
symbol  name or a  division  specifier. The element is a symbol name, when the first character 
is  an eligible symbol name character. Division specifiers are one of the following, with 
examples of each  shown  underneath: 

0 space - delimiter 

Example: subject verb entree 

When spaces separate symbol  names  within  a  template,  then  each  word of the source is 
assigned to each corresponding symbol identified in the template. If there are more 
words in the source than there are names in the template, then the remainder of the 
source is assigned to the last symbol.  All spaces within the remaining portion of the 
source string are preserved in this  last  symbol's  value. If there are insufficient words in 
the source string for all template symbols, then words are assigned on a one-to-one 
basis to the leading symbols, and the empty string '"' is assigned to  all remaining 
template  symbols. 

Tabs are considered  equivalent to spaces  with  respect to the space-delimiter division 
specifier.  Tabs are preserved  by all other  division  specifiers. 

0 literal - pattern 

Example: II ,It consequence IC' qualifier '1' 

Literal patterns are quoted strings within the pattern. These strings usually contain a 
single character, but may include many characters as well as spaces. In the example 
above, these are separated from  other  template items by spaces. However, these  spaces 
are not  necessary.  Literal  patterns  can  be  immediately  adjacent to other terms, as in the 
following  example.  Presume: 

ti me0 15:27:  14 

Then 

parse value time0 with hour" :l'minutell:llsecond 

Causes the following symbol  assignments: 

B 

hour 15 
minute 27 
second 14 

R E M  language  parsing  capabilities B 
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The source string  is searched from  the current position until an exact match with the 
literal pattern is located. If the literal pattern is found within the source string, then the 
prior symbol is assigned all characters, including spaces, up to  the  last  character 
preceding the matching source position. The characters in the source which match the 
literal pattern are skipped. The next character to be assigned is that which immediately 
follows  the  last  character in the  source  string  that  matched  the  literal  pattern. 

0 variable - pattern 

Example: before (delim) after 

Variable patterns are very similar to literal patterns. The only difference is that the 
pattern  to  match is the  value of the  parenthesized  symbol  name. 

In the example, the value of symbol delim is used as a pattern. The part of the source 
string which precedes the pattern is assigned to symbol before, and the part which 
follows the pattern is assigned to symbol after. Presume the following: 

rel-da te  19  Dec  1990 

de l im  Dec 

Then 

parse var rel-date  before (delim) after 

Causes the following symbol  assignments: 

be  fore 19- 
after - 1990 

[The ’-’ characters above indicate  invisible spaces in assigned symbol values]. 

0 column# 

Examples: 

hour 3 4 minute 6 7 second 9 [parses:  12:44:37] 

first-letter =2 1 whole-line 

head =(offset)  tail 

Absolute  columns are distinguished as numbers  within the template,  numbers  preceded 
by an equals marker [=I, or a variable reference  which is also preceded by an equals 
marker. Absolute column 1 prepares for subsequent access to the  1st character in the 
source string, column 2 for the second character, etc. A column specification of 0, 
causes  the  1st character to be  accessed.  Column specifications which exceed the source 
string length are truncated to the  number of characters  within  the source string. 
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In the  first  example  above,  the  following  assignments  occur: 

hour 12 
minute 44 
second 37 

In the third example, the value of symbol offset identifies where the source string is 
partitioned  for  assignment to symbols  head  and  tail . 

0 relative - column 

Examples: 

hour +2 +I minute +2 +I second +2 [parses:  12:44: 371 

first-letter +I  0 whole-line 

item1 +(wid thl) item2 +(wid th2) item3 +(wid th3) 

Relative columns are distinguished as signed  numbers within the template, or variable 
references  preceded by plus  and  minus  signs.  Negative  relative  column  motions  can  not 
access character positions less than the first, and positive motions can  not access 
characters after the  last. 

In the  first  example  above,  the  following  assignments  occur: 

hour 12 
minute 44 
second 37 

In the last example, symbols item1 , item2 , and item3 receive values from  the source 
string according to  the  values  of  the  corresponding  width  variables. 

0 period 

Example: file-name . revision-date . 
Periods within the template act as placeholder symbol names. These absorb values 
which would have been  assigned to symbol names instead. A trailing period absorbs 
the  remainder of the  source  string. 

REXX language  parsing  capabilities 
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0 comma 

Example: argl-wdl  argl-wd2 ., arg2-wdl etc ... 
Commas within  the template are  only used when multiple argument strings are 
processed by internal and external procedures. Hence, these are only valid when the 
ARG source-identification keyword is in effect. Only one argument source string is 
available for the  topmost REXX procedure  level. A comma in the  template  indicates  that 
parsing of the current argument source string is to be discontinued, and processing 
ensues  from the beginning of the next  argument source string. 

The following  picture may help you to understand  how  parsing is performed. 

I Sam l ikes  green chi1 i pizzas I 

I Current end posi t ion 

Previous  start  posit ion 

While the tempZate is processed  from left to right, current positions in the source string are 
maintained. The motion of these positions is guided by the division specifiers within the 
template. This motion is toward  the  right,  except  when an absolute position or negative  relative 
motion is specified, The initial start position is position 1, which corresponds to the first 
character at the leftmost end of the source string. An absolute position less than  1 is revised to 
be 1, as are negative  relative  motions  which  would  precede  the first source character.  Likewise, 
the highest  end  position is the  rightmost  end of the  source  string. 

The above picture shows positions associated with the space-delimiter which separates the 
verb and object symbol names in the template. The previous start position locates the "1" in 
"likes". The current end position locates the space  between  "likes"  and  "green". The next start 
position locates the "g" in "green". With these positions established, the word "likes" is 
assigned to the symbol name  "verb". As only the object name remains in the template, the 
remainder of the source string from  the  next  start position is assigned to symbol name object. 
This is the phrase "green chili pizzas". If there had  been multiple spaces between the words 
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"likes" and "green" then the next start position would have located the second intervening 
space. 

Power parsing 

Now two common applications of parsing will be studied. The first shows how to meaningfully 
extract variable length text information from MS-DOS@ files. The second shows how  to extract 
fixed  length  information  from  files. 

Parsing  variable  width  text  fields 

Assume that you  want to analyze information in a name&address file. Each line of information 
contains multiple fields of varying length. The fields are separated by tab characters ["09"x]. The 
file could have been obtained by extracting rows from a database or spreadsheet program. 
Alternatively, it could  have  been  created by a REXX  program  which wrote lines with  the  following 
request. 

The parsing of input lines into meaningful fields has the same structure, and uses  the tab symbol 
as a variable  pattern  specification.  Fields  can be obtained as follows: 

parse value linein( IlnadlI ) with , 
fname (tab) mname (tab) lname (tab) company (tab) ad&-line1 (tab) ad&-line2 (tab), 
city (tab) state (tab)  zip  (tab) phoneno 

Fixed  width  binary data analysis 

Instead of a file containing variable width fields, suppose you have a file containing fixed width 
character fields and binary-encoded numbers This file could have been created by a  REXX 
program  which  wrote  lines  with  the  following  request. 

call  charout  Vranfile.db", , 
left( partno, 8 ) 11 left( serialno, 8 ) 11 d2c( unitgrice, 2 ) /I d2c( quantity, 2 ) 11 , 
d2c( subtotal, 4 ) 1) d2c( tax, 4 ) 1) d2c( total, 4 ) 

B REXX language  parsing  capabilities 
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The parsing of this information into meaningful  fields has a similar structure, with an extra step to 
convert each binary-encoded value to a corresponding decimal value. Fields can be obtained as 
follows: 

parse  value charin(  11tranfile.db1177 32 ) with , 
partno +8 serialno +8 unitgrice +2 quantity +2 subtotal +4 tax +4 total +4 

uni +price = c2d( unit-price ) 
quantity = c2d( quantity ) 
subtot a1 = czd( subtotal ) 
tax = c2d( tax ) 
t o  tal = c2d( total ) 

This concludes the description of  how to perform parsing operations in REXX. To fortify your 
understanding of parsing you should now try some experiments of your own choosing. You 
should also read the section titled ”Parsing for ARG, PARSE, and PULL” in ”The REXX 
Language”. 

This  paper is an excerpt  from: 
Learning  to  Program  with  Portable/REXXTM 

which  is  published by Kilowatt  Software at the  following  address: 

1945  Washington  St, #410 San  Francisco, CA 94109-2968 (415) 346-7353 
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Why? (IMHO) 

@ The programming  education 
community  needs: 

a  flexible,  interactive,  powerfrrl 
language  with  emphasis on 
basic  programming  concepts 

to separate programming 
instruction from "the 
language wars" 

@ Programming students need : 

a  meaningful  first  exposure to 
the elements and art of 
programming 

the positive  feedback of being 
able to write code  quickly and 
'batch it work' 

not to be  intimidated or bored 
by concepts  couched 
language  specifics 

in 
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Typical(?) Goals of a  Beginning 
Programming Course 

To teach  that programming can be 
fun and  something to take pride in 

@ To provide experience  with 
systematic  design processes 

To provide  early  experience  with 
program documentation 
development 

@ To provide a  knowledge  of general 
principles  applicable to many 
programming languages 

@ To provide experience  with softvvare 
tools 

@ To teach  attention to style 
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Typical Beginning Programming 
Course  Curriculum 

Smooth  transition  from  everyday 
planning experiences to formal 
design of  programs 

Early use of sufficiently  complex 
problems where algorithmic 
solutions  are  not  immediately 
obvious - motivates PDM 

Early treatment of issues arising from 
"large"  problems 

Logical  introduction to control 
structures  ("structured design") 

"Gentle"  introduction to data types, 
variables  and  parameters 

Discussion  of  data  structures  and  data 
abstraction 
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What REXX Has To Offer 

A n  "algorithmic"  language  "close"  to 
pseudocode 

Allows "self-documenting"  code 

@ Macro capability  allows  "getting 
something done fast" 

Modern  control  structures which  are 
customizable;  exceptions  allowed  in 
well-defined cases 

Genemlized  data types; undefined 
variables 

@ Generalizedhimplistic  data 
structures;  user-defined  data 
structures 
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What REXX Has To Offer 
(cont.) 

Generalized/simplistic  data 
abstractions 

Generalized 1 1 0  

Function  libraries 

T'race - for debugging  and  a  learning 
aid 

Sophisticated  featureskapabilities 
"under the covers" (e.g., hex 
manipulation,  recursion) 
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Teaching Data Structures 

Data  Structure concepts should go 
from the most  generalized (Le., a 
familar  analog) to the most specific 

Data  Structures  should be perceived 
as ;a viable  entity  which  can be easily 
taken  apart  and  manipulated 

"Algorithms + Data  Structures 
= Programs" 
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Records 

@ To the "layperson"  records  look  like 
lines in  an application form: 

To the "computer_person" records are 
'hlues of various  datatypes of 
differing  lengths  appended to one 
another in a specific order" 



\ 

REXX Knows Both Records 

"Layperson" Records asr 

parse var NameInfo.1  LastName U FirstName 21 

"Computer-person" Records as: 

NameInfo.l.LastName = ....... 
Name1nfo.l.FirstName = ........ 
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Data Abstraction 

@ There  is a Share  requirement fo: 

Allow an expressionkariable to be 
the  target of an assignment 
statement 

@ To the "layperson" this  is a 3 
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We Need To... 

@ Continue to develop the REXX 
language  following  its 
philosophical  tradition 

@ Develop major applications  using 
REXX 

43 Promote REXX as a mainstream 
programming language 

43 Insure the  availability  of REXX 
on as many computing 
platforms as possible 
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JEFF LANKFORD, NORTHRUP; SAM DRAKE, IBM; JONATHAN  JENKINS, AMDAHL; 
SCOTT OPHOF,  CONSULTANT; ALAN THEW, UNIVERSITY  OF  LIVERFOOL 
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REXX and UNIX Panel Discussion 
Moderator: Jeff Lankford 

Panel:  Sam  Drake,  Jonathan  Jenkins,  Scott  Ophof, Alan Thew 

Moderator’s  Note:  The  complete  session  was  taped,  but  the 
recordings  are  being  withheld  pending  filing  of  formal  charges. 
What  follows  is   a  collection of prepared  notes,  not  necessarily 
as   ful l  of wit  as the  delivered  presentations;  you  simply  had 
to  be there. 

Introduction 
Jeff Lankford 

Good  Afternoon,  Ladies  and  Gentlemen ... 
On  behalf of the  participants, welcome to  the  panel discus- 

sion  “REXX  and  the  UNIX  Environment”. We are  fortunate 
today  to have panelists  outstanding  in  their fields and  who 
have  occasionally  been  found  out  standing  in  other people’s 
fields. 

A  common  theme  is  addressed  by  all  the  panelists: why 
use  REXX  with  UNIX - and how to  do so effectively. The 
first  speaker,  Alan  Thew of the  University of Liverpool  Com- 
puter  Laboratory, will discuss  “REXX  and awk: how does 
REXX fit in  with  existing  programming  tools?”,  in which he 
compares  the  various  interpreted  languages  commonly used 
in  the  UNIX  environment  and  contrasts  their  capabilities 
with  those of REXX.  The  next  speaker,  Jonathan  Jenkins 
of Amdahl  Corporation will present a practical  perspective 
on  “UNI-REXX use a t  Amdahl”.  The  third  panelist,  Scott 
Ophof,  formerly of Delft  Hydraulics, will discuss  portability 
concerns  when  using  “REXX on any  System”.  The conclud- 
ing  speaker,  Sam  Drake of IBM  Research  in  San  Jose will 
raise  the  question  “REXX  and  UNIX ... what’s  the  point?”, 
and  examine  the  issue of finding  REXX’s  proper niche in  the 
UNIX  environment. 

Before  proceeding, I’d like to  exercise  my  prerogative  as 
moderator  to  discuss  something  completely  different, by rais- 
ing a perennial  question  that  has  converted  many  doctors of 
philosophy  into  cabbies  (and vice versa):  “What  am I doing 
here?”  The  special  case  is  clearly  more  interesting,  namely: 
“What  am I PERSONALLY  doing  here?” 

I am  neither a chronic  nor  habitual  user of REXX;  my 
use  is  best  characterized as recreational.  In  fact, I haven’t 
touched a piece of REXX  code  in  nearly  six  months; if I stay 
clean a whole  year,  the  doctors  tell  me I’ll be  cured. My 
first  experience  with  REXX  occurred a few years  ago  when 
I undertook a project  to  implement  international  standard 
networking  protocols  in  the  IBM  VM  environment.  Enter- 
ing  the  VM  environment  from a UNIX  background was trau- 
matic,  partly  due  to  the  paucity of convenient-to-use  program 
development  tools. 

I soon  learned of REXX  and  found  it  unlike  any  other 
standard  VM  utility:  it  was  easy  to  learn  and  to  use,  it 
supported  rapid  prototyping,  it  supported  personal  tailoring 

of the  system  command  language,  and  the  string  process- 
ing  functions  promoted  its  use as a macro  processor.  Using 
REXX,  in  about a month I built  the  core of a UNIX-like 
program  development  environment that  provided  networked 
hierarchical file reference,  compatible file, device  and  inter- 
job  I /O, asynchronous job  initiation,  and  implementation of 
nearly  one  hundred  UNIX-like  commands  front-ending  either 
VM  commands or custom  built  REXX  functions.  Without 
REXX,  program  development  in a heterogeneous  networked 
environment  targeting  applications  for  compilation  and ex- 
ecution  in  the  VM  environment  would  have  been  much  less 
productive. 

In his 1984 paper  published  in  the  IBM  Technical  Jour- 
nal,  Mike  Colishaw  succinctly  described  one of the  major  rea- 
sons for REXX’s  popularity  in  the  IBM  world:  “The  design 
of REXX  is  such  that  the  same  language  can  be effectively 
and efficiently  used for  many  different  applications  that  would 
otherwise  require  the  learning of several  languages.”  While 
certainly  true of many  IBM  environments,  this  is  less  true of 
the  UNIX  environment,  where  several  stream  editors,  com- 
mand  language  and  macro  processors offer complimentary 
and  compatible  features. 

Hence,  there  are  potential  barriers  to  acceptance of REXX 
in  the  UNIX  environment.  A  rudimentary  classification 
scheme  distinguishes  between  barriers of style  and  barriers 
of substance.  The  former  category  includes  the  stylistic dif- 
ference  between  the  UNIX  philosophy of making  each  tool 
do  one  thing well, together  with  the  anticipation  that  tools 
should  interact  via  “piped”  data  streams,  versus  the  typi- 
cal  VM  practice.  Substantive  barriers  include  differences be- 
tween  external 1/0 models,  for  example  between  the  UNIX 
system’s  three  distinct data  streams for input,   output,   and 
error  messages  versus  REXX’s  single-threaded d a t a  buffer 
chains or stacks.  Also,  the  lack of regular  expression  manip- 
ulation  built-in  functions as a standard  part of the  language 
could  be  considered a barrier  to  the  acceptance of REXX. 
Another  barrier  is  the  rudimentary  signaling  and  event  han- 
dling  mechanism.  Stylistic  barriers  can  be  addressed  by  ac- 
culturation of REXX  application  programmers  to  the  UNIX 
environment,  but  substantive  barriers  require  innovative  im- 
plementations or even  extensions  to  the  evolving  standard 
to  provide  REXX  program  accessibility  to  standard,  popular 
UNIX  features.  While  there  are  many  excellent  reasons  sup- 
porting  the use of REXX  in  the  UNIX  environment,  the  real 
challenge,  for you the  audience, as much as for  the  panelists, 
is  to seize this  opportunity  to  cooperate  in  the  uncovering of 
potential  barriers  and  to  begin  to  formulate  reasonable  solu- 
tions. 

On  behalf of the  sponsors of this  second  REXX  Symposium 
I want  to  thank  the  panelists  for  subjecting  themselves  to  the 
mercy of the  crowd  and  most  especially  to  thank  you,  the 
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crowd,  for  making  this session memorable. 

REXX and AWK/ksh - 
Can  the former learn  from  the  later? 

A. J. Thew 

I am  an  applications  programmer a t   the  University of 
Liverpool  Computer  Laboratory, U. K. We currently  run a 
VM/CMS service  for most  users  but  are  moving t o  Unix  and 
by  late  1993 will base  all our user  service  on  Unix. 

I have used REXX  for  about 5 years.  At  present  this 
is  primarily  in  conjunction  with  the  SQL/DS  RDBMS us- 
ing  RXSQL.  REXX  is used extensively  in  data  manipulation 
along  with  CMSPIPES (a major  contribution  to  REXX  on 
CMS).  This  represents  the  bulk of my  job. My Unix  expe- 
rience  started  about 2 years  ago  and now that  I’ve passed 
some of the  worst  part of the  learning  curve, my main  activi- 
ties  here  are  investigation of public  domain  (and  other)  tools, 
e.g. a n  e-mail for a new Unix  system  and  editors. I have  used 
all  major  shells  to  some  degree.  Some work with C has  been 
done  and  familiarity  with  other  tools  is  increasing. I have also 
used to  some  degree  all  major Unix’s (BSD,  SunOS,  HP-UX, 
System  V  Releases 2 and 3). 

I want  to  try  to say something  about  some  existing  tools 
on  Unix  and how they  might  relate to  REXX  and vice-versa. 
These  tools  are  the  other  interpreted  programming  languages. 
This  emphasis  partly reflects my  job  and  interests  at  this 
present  time. 

My  first  reactions on  seeing the  shells  from  the  program- 
ming  point of view was that  they  seemed very primitive  com- 
pared  to  REXX.  It was as if REXX was  removed from  CMS 
and  EXEC1 was the  command  interpreter  and  general pro- 
gramming  language. No free  format  and  plenty of chances for 
error. 

David  Korn (of AT&T) (1) and  Morris Bolsky  say “no 
unquoted  spaces or tabs  are allowed before  the ‘=’ or af- 
ter”.  Poor  manipulation of strings  and  almost  no  arithmetic 
were additional  first  impressions.  Others  coming  from a CMS 
background  around  the world felt  similarly  but were met  with 
unsympathetic  responses  such  as “sh does  all you need”  from 
the  existing  Unix  community.  The  obvious  “problems” were 
visibly  demonstrated by Neil Milsted (2)  during  last year’s 
symposium. 

Times  change  and I now feel I can  use vi faster  for  some 
operations  than XEDIT (I should  point  out  that  this  was 
partly  out of necessity). In  addition I have had  plenty of 
opportunity  to look at  what  interactive  programming  tools 
Unix  provides.  This  has  mainly  centered  on AWK abut  also 
the  Bourne Shell (sh) and  the  Korn  Shell (ksh). 

My  attention was grabbed by AWK since  on  face  value 
it offers a concise simple  syntax like C,  but  without  data- 
typing, semi-colons, memory  management,  pointers  but  with 
real  arrays, proper string  manipulation  functions,  arithmetic, 
simple  assignments  (no  dollar signs in  most  cases),  and  some 
ability  to  interact  with  Unix.  Arrays  are  associative  which 
seemed  similar  to  REXX  compound  variables.  It  seemed  to 
offer the  best of C  and shells without  any of the  pain  and 
with  functionality  that I’m  used to  with  REXX  on  CMS. 

I have  attempted  to  take a serious  look a t  shells,  and 
have  recently  standardised on the  Bourne  Shell,  in  partic- 
ular  the version dating  from  System V Release 3. Apart  from 

BSD  systems  and  older  System  V  releases,  this is reasonably 
widespread.  It offers more  compatibly  with  other  tools,  allows 
redirection  on  the  read  statement,  more  built-ins  for  better 
performance  and  improved  parameter  checking/substitution 
and  above all functions  (though not recursion  without  pain). 

In  addition  David  Korn  has  produced a shell  that  is  largely 
compatible  with  the  System V Release  3 sh but  enhanced a 
great  deal.  This offers: 

much  better  performance  than  existing  shells, 

greater  functionality, 

more  general  I/O, 

built  in  arithmetic, 

some  string  functions, 

local  variables  in  functions (i.e. recursion), 

limited  array  capabilities, 

co-processing  features, 

and  better  security. 

This  shell  is  gaining  in  popularity.  To  illustrate  its  capabil- 
ities,  Morris  and  Korn’s  book  present a powerful  subset of the 
Rand Mail message  handler.  This  is  not  the  “Word  processor 
in  FORTRAN”  type  application  but a realistic  project.  They 
even  claim  that  the show and next commands  are  faster 
than  the  C  equivalents.  However,  the  code  is  not  nice  to  look 
at in  my  opinion  (although  it is probably  easier  to  understand 
than  the  “real  thing”  in  C)  but  it’s  very  compact,  being  less 
than a 1000 lines of code  and  comments. 

AWK derives its name  from  its  designers  Alfred  Aho,  Brian 
Kernighan  and  Peter  Weinberger.  An  additional  interest was 
that  the Free  Software  Foundation  provided a version  that 
worked  on a P C  which  was  exactly  the  same  apart  from  pipe 
support  and  was  constrained by 640K.  This  is  also  available 
for  Unix  and  implements  all  the  latest  functionality. 

I should  stress  that  I’m  referring  to  what  is  commonly 
called  “new  AWK” or nawk and  references  to  AWK will  refer 
t o  nawk unless  stated.  This  version  has  been  available  since 
1985 and  is  available as standard  (with  the  old awk) from 
most  vendors. 

The  original  language  was  written  in 1977 and  its  basic 
action  was  to  “scan a set of input  lines  in  order,  searching 
for  lines  which  match a set of patterns  which  the user has 
specified”(3).  An  action  (code  section)  can  be  taken  when 
lines  match a pattern  (default  is  print).  The  “patterns  may 
be  more  general  than  those  in  grep,  and  the  actions allowed 
more  involved  than  merely  printing  the  line”.  The  language 
was  designed  for  ease of use  rather  than  speed. 

AWK  provides  implicit  and  explicit  data  input,  the  latter 
not  being  required  for a working  program  and  some  books  do 
not  present  any  treatment of the  explicit  input  until  toward 
the  end.  When  given a file to  read  as  an  argument AWK reads 
it  sequentially,  as  records  which  where  the  record  separator 
defaults  to a newline. The  original  was  designed  for  short 
programs of one or two  lines.  They  designers  “knew”  what 
the  language  was  designed  for  but  many  users,  often  first 
time  computer  users  found  that  the  ease of use  made  it a 
general  programming  language  and  used  instead of others. 
This  “shocked  and  amazed”  the  designers  who  assumed  that 
compiled  languages  (presumably)  would  be  used  for  anything 
longer  than a few lines.  Users  often  seem  willing to  sacrifice 
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performance  when  ease of use is available,  BASIC  was/is  an 
example of this. 

The  AWK  users  had  their  demands  met  and  the 1985 ver- 
sion  contained  dynamic  regular  expressions,  new  built  in vari- 
ables  and  functions,  multiple  input  streams  with  more  explicit 
I/O,  and  user  functions.  The  AT&T  System V Release 4 ver- 
sion  makes  some  additional  enhancements  in  the  spirit of the 
1985 release  but  not so numerous.  Function  libraries  do  not 
have  explicit  support  but  are  easy  to  implement. 

Examples of major  applications  which  use awk are a nroff 
type  text  formatter  (written  for  early  versions of Unix  which 
did  not  bundle nroff with  them)  and  small  Lisp  interpreter. 

It  is  interesting  that  Aho,  Kernigan  and  Weinberger  men- 
tion  REXX  in a discussion  about  “similar”  languages  (men- 
tioning  SNOBOL4  and  ICON) (4). This  statement  was a 
small  prod  for  my  topic, 1’11 have  to  admit. 

There  are  built  in  software  limitations (4) [to AWK]: 

0 1 open  pipe, 

0 15  open files, 

0 100 fields, 

0 3000 chars  per  input  record, 

0 and  1024  chars  per  field. 

These  were  designed  in or not  designed  out  since  the  perfor- 
mance  would  have  degraded  substantially  for  one  thing. But 
the  main  thing  that AWK users  miss/need  is  that  the  lack of 
any  debugging  facilities. nawk and  the  Free  Software  Foun- 
dation’s gawk give better  error  diagnostics  when  the  program 
fails  which  is  an  improvement  to  old AWK’s “bailing  out ...” 
error.  Debugging  has  to  be  done  on  the  lines of any  other 
language  without  built  in  tracing or a n  available  interactive 
debugger. 

The  Unix  shells  both  provide  builtin  tracing, ksh allows 
command  scanning  without  execution  and  something  like 
REXX’s TRACE R command  although  no  interactive  trac- 
ing.  AWK  is  poor  at  replacing  the  shell  command  interpreter 
functions  since  it’s  use of pipes is restricted  to  either  input 
or output  (remember  the  one  open  pipe  limit). It has  no 
interrupt  handling  facility  like  the [sh] trap command,  and 
there  are  other  limitations  but  this is not  “pushing”  the  lan- 
guage as much  as  abusing  it.  AWK’s  real  strength  is as a 
data  processing  language. 

AWK passes  arrays  to  functions  by  reference  and  not by 
value  and  scalars by reference. It is  possible t o  have  local 
variables by effectively hiding  them  on  the  function  line: 

function  fred(a, b, locl ,  loc2) 

Functions  can  be  recursive. 
Users  requiring  extra  performance  can  buy  the awkcc pro- 

gram  from  AT&T which converts  the  program  to C and  then 
compiles  it. awkcc does  not  come  with  any  vendor  versions 
of Unix  that I know of. A  company  even  provides a proper 
compiler  but  only  for  the  PC. 

The  design  goals [of REXX]  were/are  very  different.  They 
make  REXX a bigger  language  than  AWK,  the  latter  is  often 
referred  to as one of Unix ’s little  languages.  REXX  was 
“designed  for  generality” (5) which  makes  it  suitable  for  many 
tasks,  one of which  is a command  processor: 

readability, 

0 no  explicit  data-typing, 

good  diagnostics  via  limited  span  syntactic  units, 

0 low  astonishment  factor  (predictable  results  even  when 
features  accidentally  misused), 

0 language  kept  small  in  sense of number of commands, 

0 and  no defined  size or shape  limits. 

A  feature of REXX  that  has  always  impressed  me  as a user 
was  the  debugging  facilities,  just  add  the  required  trace com- 
mand  and go. 

Goal  was  to  have  good  performance as well. CMSPIPES 
as well as  performance  tips  has  enabled us to  double  perfor- 
mance of critical  execs  on  CMS. 

REXX 4.0 goals(2):  Still to  “keep  the  language  small”, 
enhancements  chosen  on  “high  power-to-complexity  ratio”. 
This  last  phrase  sums  up  REXX  for  me  in  that  it is small  in 
some  aspects  and  when  interpreted slow on very large  pro- 
grams  but  otherwise  without  limit. 

Some  additional  functions  are  required  by  REXX  to al- 
low it  to  communicate  in  the  most  basic way with  the  shell 
which exec’d it  and  pass  commands  to a shell  to  execute [on 
UNIX].  These were listed by Neil Milsted of the  Workstation 
Group  at  the  last  Symposium (2)  and  provide  enough, cwd, 
getenv/putenv, etc. 

One  missing  feature  is  currently  regular  expression  sup- 
port, a feature of many  Unix  tools  which  do  some  pattern 
matching.  This  allows  the  shells  to  have  some  ability  to  ma- 
nipulate  strings  without  any  inherent  string  functions.  This 
“lack”  is  not so apparently  bad  when  one  examines  the  wealth 
of functions  available  with  REXX,  many  more  than AWK. It 
was  an  interesting  exercise  to see which  functions  could  be 
implemented  as  user  functions  in  AWK.  Only JUSTIFY and 
VERIFY looked  hard.  REXX’s  parser  is  more  generalised 
than AWK’s but AWK’s  use of a simple  user  definable field 
separator  which  itself  can  be a regular  expression  should  not 
be  underrated.  AWK  has  math  functions  and  substitution 
functions  (type of line  edit)  that  REXX  does  not have al- 
though  only  the  math  functions  would  need a function pack- 
age  to  get  good  performance. 

Some  shell  features  are  missing  such as interrupt  handling 
and  some of the  advanced  features of the ksh but  these  could 
be  provided  possibly by function packages without  making 
the  core  language  on  Unix  non-standard  and  the  manuals 
twice  the size. REXX  is easily the  language  to  replace  some 
shell  programs  and  become a major  command  language  for  for 
Unix.  However,  if  REXX  becomes just another  language  for 
scripts  that  would  seem  rather  limiting  since  it was designed 
to   be a general  purpose  language. C and ksh (where avail- 
able)  can  do a better  job  in  some  cases,  although a REXX 
compiler  for  Unix  would  be very interesting. 

The  standard  should  prevent  REXX  becoming a mono- 
lithic  Unix  tool  which  could  be  tempting  but  dangerous  in my 
opinion  for  the  above  reasons  and  most  importantly  would go 
against  proven  design  objectives.  Unix  already has a public 
domain  tool  which  possibly  provides  this  monolithic  function- 
ality  in  Larry Wall’s PERL  but his  design  goals were different. 

AWK is a programming  language  in  its  own  right, even 
taught  on  some  software  engineering  courses  apparently.  It 
was  designed to  fit in  with  the  Unix  philosophy of being a 
tool  to  do a job, a tool of many. This  philosophy  lets  other 
languages  do  other  jobs  such as sorting, or better  handling 
of command  line  arguments  (shell  wrappers).  While  REXX 
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is  better  suited  to cover more  ground  than  AWK  and  “who  some of which I have  begun  to  write.  These  items  seem  to 
wants  to  learn  many  programming  languages  when  they  can  fall  into  three  separate  categories. 
learn  one?”,  REXX  could  be seen as providing  morelbetter 
facilities  rather  than  just a replacement  language  which ig- System  Monitoring 
nares as much of Unix as possible  and  re-invents  the  wheel  Periodic  checking of the  system.  Items  which  fall  into  this 
many  times.  category  are: 

References: 0 Checking  the  status of System  Accounting  processing. 
Bolsky, M. I. and D. G. Korn. T h e   K o r n   S h e l l  - Com-  
mand  and  Programming  Language, Prentice-Hall,  1989. 

Proceedings of the  1st  R E X X  Symposium  for   Deve lopers  
and  Users, SLAC, 1990. 

Aho, A. V., B. W.  Kernighan  and P. J. Weinburger. 
A W K  - A Pattern  Scanning  and  Programming  Language, 
Unix  Programmer’s  Manual, Vol. 2, 1978. 

Aho, A. V., B. W.  Kernighan  and P. J. Weinburger. T h e  
A W K  Programming  Language, Addison-Wesley, 1988. 

Colishaw, M. F. T h e  REXX language A pract ical   Ap-  
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Uses of REXX under  Unix at Amdahl’s 
Corporate  Computer  Center 

J. L. Jenkins 

Hi! My name  is  Jonathon  Jenkins  and I work  for  Amdahl 
Corporation. I’d like to  talk  to you today  about  some of the 
practical  applications  that we created  under our Unix  systems 
using  REXX.  Please feel free to  contact  me if you  have  further 
questions, or would like to  see  copies of this  code. 

Currently 43 uses have been  determined  for  REXX  under 
Unix.  Categories  include: 

0 System  Monitoring 

- Check for the  completion of system  accounting 

- Dump  Management 

- Checking console  logs  for system  and  device  errors 

- Daily  cleanup of temporary  filesystems 

- Continuous  montoring of permanent  filesystem us- 
age 

0 Security 

- Checking  for  unauthorized  superuser  access 

- Checking  for  incorrect  users  in  the  /etc/passwd file 

- Checking  for  unauthorized  members  in  system 
groups 

0 Disaster Recovery 

- Backing  up of critical  system files to  root  and /usr 

When I attended  the 1990 REXX  Symposium, I learned of 
a product, called Uni-REXX  that  is a REXX  interpreter  for 
Unix  systems.  After  returning  to  work I recommended  that 
we purchase  this  product. I was asked to  provide a justifica- 
tion as to  why we needed  this  product  and how we could  use 
it  on our UTS  systems  at  the  Corporate  Computer  Center. I 
began  to  make  a  list of ways to use REXX  under  UTS.  Since 
that  time,  the  list  has grown to  contain 43 separate  items, 

- 
System  accounting  generates  usage  reports  on  UTS  each 
night.  Sometimes  the  processing  software  encounters 
unrecoverable  errors.  Stewards  should  check  daily  to 
ensure  that all of the  accounting  data  from  the  previ- 
ous day  has  been  processed. If this  is  not  done,  critical 
charge-back d a t a  is  not  processed  to  bill  CCS  UTS cus- 
tomers. 

0 Check  for  successful  completion of accounting.  This  can 
be  automatically checked by a program  which  notifies 
the  system  steward  only if problems were detected. 

0 Dump  Management: 
The  /dump  and  /usr/amdahl/dump  filesystems  are  used 
t o  hold  the  current  dump file and  previous  system 
dumps.  When a UTS  system  panics  (abends),  an  image 
of system  storage  is  written  into a file named  dump  in 
the  /dump  directory.  Due  to  the  storage  sizes of some 
of the  UTS  systems,  this  filesystem  can  typically  hold 
only  one  dump  at a time.  Previous  system  dumps  are 
copied  into  the  /usr/amdahl/dump  filesystem  for  exami- 
nation.  Here  are  some of the  things  that  may  be checked 
automatically  using  REXX  are: 

- Make  sure  that a dump file is on  this  directory. 
Create  one  using  the makedump(ln1) command if 
dump  not  found. 

- Make  sure  that  the  dump file is  the  only file in  this 
directory.  All  other files associated  with  dumps 
should  be  placed  in  the  /usr/amdahl/dump  direc- 
tory.  Files  found  which  are  not  associated  with 
dumps  should  be  removed. 

- Check  the  %full  (blocks  and  inodes) of the filesys- 
tems. 

- Ensure  that  the  following  directory  scheme is 
adhered  to  for  each of the files found  in  the 
/usr/amdahl/dump  directory: a README file 
that  contains a description of why  the  system  was 
down,  the  dump file, a copy of the  related ker- 
nel  ( /uts  at   the  t ime of the  dump), a copy of the 
console  log (/usr/spool/console/<dump-date>), a 
copy of the  /etc/devicelist. 

Following  is an  example of how the  directory  structure  un- 
derneath  /usr/amdahl/cump  could  be  organized.  Note  that 
the ”0304” in  the  ”/dump0304”  represents  the  date of the 
dump  03/04 of the  current  year. 

0 Checking  console  logs for system  and  device  errors.  The 
system  console  log  contains  information  about  current 
and  significant  events  on  the  UTS  system.  Sometimes  it 
contains  sensitive  information  such as passwords,  admin- 
istrative  commands,  and  system  operation  information 
which  is  not  suitable  for  clients.  Some of the  important 
pieces of information  contained  in  the  console  process 
stack  error  messages,  unsuccessful  logon  attempts. 
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several  things  to  be checked daily,  concerning  these  di- 
rectories: /usr/amdahl/dump 

I 
+-------------------+-------------------+ - Remove  all files and  directories  older  than a pre- 

I I I determined  amount of time. 

I I I (blocks  and  inodes)  is  greater  than a predetermined 
/dump0201 /dump0304 /dump0310 - Warn  system  stewards  and  operators  when  %full 

+--+--+--+---+ +---+--+--+---+ +--+--+--+---+ threshold  and  again a t  90%. 
I I I I  I I I l l  I I I I I  I 

I I I I I I 
dump I uts I d e v l s t  dump I uts I d e v l s t  dump I u t s  I d e v l s t  

README console  README console  README console  

- When 90% full  (blocks  and  inodes)  and files greater 
than 3 days  old  have  been  removed,  remove  those 
over 2 days  and  then  those over 1 day  old. If it is 
still  full,  then  start  removing files in  reverse  time 
order. (1s -It ... older files first) 

- Unsuccessful login  attempts Continuous  montoring of permanent  filesystem  usage. 
From  time  to  time (at least  one  per  day),  filesystems 

- Device  Data  Checks,  Equipment  Checks,  and  Unit on UTS  run  out of blocks or inodes.  The  kernel  only 
Checks  places a message  on  the  console  once  the  filesystem is 

- Line  timeouts  and  restarts (PVM, 3274e) full.  Through  the  use of programs  and  the df(1m) com- 

- Missing Interrupts mand, we can  continually  monitor  the  usage of filesys- 
tems  and  alert  the  appropriate  personnel  when  they be- 

- Process  error messages (ie.  Stack  too  Large)  gan  to  become  full. 

- Tape  mount  request  information 

Following are  some  the  things  which  may  be checked au- Security 
tomatically  and  responded  to/reported  on  via  programs. 

- Permissions,  owners,  and  groups of files in  the 
/usr/spool/ directory.  These  files/directories  may 
be checked daily  and  may  correct  the  problem  as 
well as report  it  to  the  system  steward. 

- System Error Messages such  as  those  listed  be- 
low,  may  be  collected  and  delivered to  the  ap- 
propriate  groups.  Note  that  the  possible  groups 
are  listed  after  each message: Data  Checks 
(UTSISSS),  Unit  Checks  (UTS/SSS),  Equipment 
Checks  (UTS/SSS),  Unsuccessful  logon  attempts 
(Computer  Security),  RSCS  shutdown/restarts 
(UTSITSG), PVM shutdown/restarts 
(UTSITSG),  Line  timeouts  (UTS/TSG),  Process 
stack  too  large  (UTS/TSG),  Out of paging/swap 
space  (UTS/TSG,  UTS/SSS),  Ethernet  network 
unavailable  (UTS/TSG) 

- The console  log contains  information  about  tape 
mounts.  It shows when a mount  request  was re- 
ceived, when the  request was satisfied,  and  when 
the  tape user completed use of the  tape.  From  this 
information, we can  generate  the following types 
of reports: How many  tapes were requested  for 
the  day, How long  (including  average  times)  tapes 
were mounted, How many  tapes were mounted 
over 3 shifts  (grave,  day,  swing), How long it 
took  to  satisfy  mount  requests  (including  average 
mount  times),  Flagging of tape  mounts  which  take 
longer  than a predetermined  threshold  (currently 
10 min.). 

Daily  cleanup of temporary  filesystems  like  /tmp, 
/usr/tmp,  and /free. These  directories  are  used  to  hold 
temporary  information  on our UTS  systems. All users 
are  able  write  to  these  directories,  and don’t always re- 
move their  temporary files when  they  are  done.  Because 
of this,  these  directories  run  out of space. Following are 
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Checking  for  unauthorized  superuser  access.  On  UTS, 
the  super-user  account  has  complete  authority over the 
system.  This  user  can  read or write  any file on  the sys- 
tem,  it  can  change anyone’s password  without  security 
restrictions,  it  can kill any  process  on  the  system,  mod- 
ify the kernel  and  system  source  code,  and  write  directly 
to  any  device  on  the  system.  Each of these  priviledges 
is  something  that  should  only  be  available  to a select 
number of system  users,  therefore  access  to  super-user 
should  be  monitored  daily  to  make  sure  that  only  autho- 
rized  users  have  this  ability.  Information  about  super- 
user  access  is logged by  the  system.  It  is  possible  to 
check this  log for unauthorized  accesses  and  unsuccess- 
ful  attempts.  This  information  can  be  delivered  daily  to 
the  system  stewards  for  action. 

Checking for incorrect  users  in  the  /etc/passwd file. The  
/etc/passwd file contains a list of the  users  who  are valid 
to  UTS.  This file should  be checked for  inconsistancies 
and  potential  security holes. 

- Find  users  with  home  directories  and  .login,  .cshrc, 
and .profiles that   are accessible to  others. No- 
tify  these  users of the  problem,  and of the  poten- 
tial  problems of having  these files open  to  others. 
Change  these  settings  after  two  weeks/month of 
notification. 

- Make  sure  that  expired  users  have a login  shell of 
/usr/dirm/bin/bye 

- Check  users  no  passwords. 

Checking  for  unauthorized  members  in  system  groups. 
The  group  permissions of files play a large  part  in  deter- 
mining  who  can  access  them. It is   important  that   the 
permissions of these files are  set  correctly  and  that  the 
members of certain  groups  are checked regularly. 

- Valid  system  groups  and  users  kept  in  the  control 
file. 



- Groups  to check are:  bin,  mail,  adm,  oper,  sys, 
tape,  dev,  uidadm 

Disaster Recovery 
Backing  up of critical  system files to  root  and /us1 Due  to 

the  importance of some  system files, it  is necessary to  have 
a backup  online  in  case  the file is  inadvertantly  changed or 
destroyed.  It is possible to  have this  function  done  via a 
program  which  runs daily. These files should  be backed up 
onto  two  separate  disk  volumes  to  minimize  the  chances of 
both  copies  being  destroyed. 

Should  be  kept backed up  both  on  root  and USI volumes. 
(/.critsave  and /usr/dirm/tsg/.critsave) 

The  files to  be backed up  are  as follows: /etc/devicelist, 
Jetc  Jpasswd,  /etc/group,  /etc/identity, 
Jetc/identitydefs, 
/etc/inittab,  /etcJhosts,  /etcJservices,  /etc/netinfo.db, 
/etc/netstart,  Jetc/profile,  /etcJrc,  /etc/bcheckrc, 
JetcJbrc,  /etcJlocal.rc, Jusr/spool/cron/crontabs/root 

These  should  be  written  to  tape weekly. 

Examples 

I tmpfsc1n.rex I 
I I 
I C leans  up the1 
I temporary I 
I f i l e s y s t e m s .  I 
I I 

I daemonchk.rex I 
I I 
I Ensures   tha t  I 
I a l l  system I 
I daemons a r e  I 
I running.  I 

I su logchk.rex I 
I I 
I Checks f o r  I 
1 unauthor ized  I 
I super-user  I 
I a c c e s s .  I 
+--------------+ 

c r i t i c a l s a v  I I f  indem.rex 1 
I I t a p e i n f o . r e x  I 

Backs  up I I I 
c r i t i c a l  I I Finds mount I 
system f i l e s .  I I t imes of t a p e  I 

I I mounts. I 
I I  I 

The  next  example  demonstrates how the  system is put  to- 
gether.  These  routines  are  called  from  the cron(1m) com- 
mand.  They  are  executed  at  regular  intervals  and  typically 
produce  exception  reports. I have  included a copy of the 
source  code of the  daemonchk.rex  program  which  checks  to 
make  sure  that  all of the  system  daemons  listed  in  the  control 
file are  actually  running  on  the  system. I have  also  included 
the  lines  from  the  control file which  this  exec  uses to  initialize 
the  daemonlist  variable as well as a copy of the crontab file 
used to  automatically  execute  these execs. This  exec  demon- 
strates  the  power of using  the  functions of Unix  along  with 
the power of the REXX language. 

Sample  crontab file: 

# 
# min hour  day  month  day-of-week command 
# 
#(0-59)  (0-23)  (1-31)  (1-12)  (0-6 
# Sunday=O) 
# 
#----------------------------------------------------- 

# 
# System  Steward 
#----------------------------------------------------- 

# 
# -> Check d i s k   f u l l   p e r c e n t a g e s   a n d   n o t i f y   c o n t a c t s .  
0 6,16 * * 1-5  rexx /autoops/steuards/diskperc 
# 
# -> Check d i sk   fu l l   pe rcen tage   eve ry   hour   du r ing   day  
0 7-14 * * 1-5 rexx  /autoops/stewards/diskperc 
0 16-18 * * 1-5  rexx /autoops/stewards/diskperc 
# 
# Check d i s k   f u l l   p e r c e n t   e v e r y   h o u r   d u r i n g   o f f   s h i f t  
0 20.22 * * 1-5 rexx  /autoops/stewards/diskperc 
0 0 , 2 , 4  * * 1-5  rexx /autoops/stewards/diskperc 
# 
# -> Check t o  make s u r e  that  system  daemons are running  
# -> every 5  min.  during the day.  
0 ,5 ,10,15 6-18 * * 1-5 r e x x  /autoops/stewards/daemonchk 
20,25,30  6-18 * * 1-5 r e x x  /autoops/stenards/daemonchk 
35,40,45  6-18 * * 1-5 r e x x  /autoops/stewards/daemonchk 
50,55  6-18 * * 1-5 rexx  /autoops/stewards/daemonchk 
# 
# -> Check t o  make s u r e  that  system  daemons are running  
# -> every 15 min. d u r i n g   o f f   s h i f t .  
0,15,30,45  19-5 * * 1-5 rexx  /autoops/stewards/daemonchk 
# 
# Automated  Operations 
#------------------------------------------------------- 

0 0 * * 0-6 rexx  /autoops/tpmnts/findem 
# 
# S e c u r i t y  
#----------------------------------------------------- 

31  2 * * 1 rexx  /autoops/.security/passwdchk mail nomsg 
35 0 * * 1-5 rexx  /autoops/.security/criticalsav 
0 5 * * 0-6 rexx  /autoops/.security/grpchk 
#O 5 * * 0-6 rexx  /autoops/.security/tmpfscln 
#O 3 * * 0 ,3 ,5   r exx  /autoops/.security/sulogchk 

Control file lines: 

s t e w a r d   j l j 5 0  
daemon <swap> < i n i t >  <wss-dmn> <wss-steal> < f l u s h >  
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daemon <sys-O>  <sys-l>  <sys-2>  <sys-3)  osmcat 
daemon cron  nadaemon  admin802  tpdaemon 
daemon l p s c h e d   r e r e a d   s p l s  tdmr dbspvsr  
daemon portmap 
daemon adminllc ipadmin  tacomad  biod 
daemon mountd nfsd   sendmai l   ine td  sts 
daemon s l i n k  m r  dbcopyd  rscsd 
daemon errdemon 

DAEMONCHK.REX Program  Code: 

/* REXX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
* * 
* Name: daemonchk * 
* Date:  02/04/91 * 
* Time:  03:59:40 * 
* Auth:  Jonathon  Jenkins * 
* * 
* This   exec will check t o  make sure t h a t  a l l  * 
* of the system  daemons l i s t e d  in   the  c o n t r o l  * 
* f i l e  are running   on   the   sys tem.  It will * 
* p r i n t  them i f  more than 5 copies  a r e  running * 
* * 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
* Change His tory  * 
*------------+----------------------------------* 
* Date I D e s c r i p t i o n  of  Changes * *------------+----------------------------------* 
* * 
* * 
* * 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

addres s   un ix  
=x . 
found.=O 
daemonlis t=” 
control-file=’/autoops/control-file’ 

do  queued0 ; p u l l  ; end 
x=popen(’/bin/grep  system-daemons  ’control-file) 
do  while  queuedO>O 

p a r s e   p u l l  keyword . 1 r e s t - o f - l i n e  
if keyword=’system-daemons’ t h e n  do 

p a r s e   v a l u e   r e s t - o f - l i n e  with . daemons 
daemonlist=daemonlist  daemons 
end 

end 

do q u e u e d o  ; p u l l  ; end 
x=popen(’/bin/ps  -e I /bin/grep -v g e t t y ’ )  
do  while  queuedO>O 

p a r s e   p u l l  . . . daemon 
daemon=translate(daemon,’-’,’ ’) 
if wordpos(daemon,daemonlist)/=O t h e n  

found.daemon=found.daemon+i 
end 

do  count=l t o  nords(daemon1ist) 
daemon=word(daemonlist , count) 
if found.daemon=O t h e n  

say  ’daemonchk:  ’daemon’ was no t   found’ ,  
’ running  on  the  system.’  

i f  found.daemon>25 t h e n  
say  ’daemonchk:  ’found.daemon  daemon’ were’, 

found t o  be  running i n  the   sys t em.  ’ 
end 

e x i t  

My  management  is  currently  planning  to  purchase  the  Unix- 
REXX  product  from  Wrk/Grp  pending  the  availability of 
funds. I used a copy of the  product  that  was  used  to  port 
the  interpreter over to  UTS  to  test  this  code. 

REXX on any system 
F. S. Ophof 

I’m basically a CMS user on  the  systems  maintenance  side, 
trying  to  find  out  what UN’X means  (kicking  and  screaming 
all the way...). 

My introduction  to  REXX was on  an  IBM 4331 running 
CMS a few months  after  starting  to  program  in  EXECZ.  This 
was at  DELFT  HYDRAULICS,  my  employer at the  time. 
EXEC2  did  not really seem an  attractive  one  to  write  XEDIT 
macros  in, so I took  to  REXX  like a fish to  water  and  never 
looked  back. 

Personal  REXX  and  Kedit  made  the P C  a more  attractive 
tool  for  the  CMS users. This  led  to  problems  porting  applica- 
tions  from  CMS  to  the PC  and  more  people  were  using both 
versions of REXX,  one  on  the  mainframe,  the  other  on  their 
PC.  

A new  policy at DELFT  HYDRAULICS  dictated  that 
VMS,  CMS,  NOS-VE,  and  PCs were to  be  replaced  by  UN*X 
where possible. The  CMS  users wouldn’t really  be  happy 
with vi (which  they  spelled  Y-U-K). So from  the  user  sup- 
port  point of view I looked around for a UN*X  version of 
REXX  and XEDIT, mainly  via  e-mail. 

It was Alan  Thew  who  mentioned  uni-REXX  and  uni- 
XEDIT. My hope  was  the  implementors  hadn’t followed 
the  “include  everything  but  the kitchen-sink’’ philosophy. 
Well, the  Workstation  Group  was  distributing a very  clean, 
CMS-like  version of REXX  and  XEDIT.  Cleaner  than I first 
thought.  But  it wasn’t available  yet  for the HP 9000 series 
800, the  machine  in  use at DELFT  HYDRAULICS. 

In  the  meantime  Alan  and I were discussing REXX  (and 
XEDIT)  on  UN*X  with  Ed  Spire.  My  main  contention  was, 
and  still very much  is,  that  what  functionality  doesn’t  belong 
in a program  should  not  be  included.  This is in  line  with  the 
UN*X  philosophy of making  each  tool  do  its  own  thing well. 
I would  like to  add  “and only its  own  thing”. 

Uni-REXX  and  uni-XEDIT  for  the 800 model  arrived, were 
installed at  DELFT  HYDRAULICS,  and  have  been  in  use a 
couple of months.  The  last I heard  is  that  they  were  very 
happy  with  these  UN*X versions. 

REXX  on  any  system - What a wonderful  idea. 
REXX  has been implemented  on a respectable  number of 

operating  systems.  And  there is no  problem  using  REXX, as 
long  as  programs  built  for a specific operating  system  stay 
there. 

But  when  interoperability  is  needed ... 
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Each  operating  system  has  its  own  peculiarities. So each 
REXX  implementation  needs  to  be  adapted  to  that  environ- 
ment.  The  result  is  that  no  two  implementations  are  identical. 
The  main differences  are  in: 

0 1/0 models  (byte  streams  on  UN*X,  records  on  CMS), 

e file specification (/dir/subdir/partI.part2.etc on  UN*X, 
FILENAME FILETYPE FMD on  CMS), 

0 and  operating  system  philosophy  (filters  in  UN*X, eier- 
legende  MilchSau  in  CMS,  “hog  all  memory  and  do  it 
m y  way” in  DOS). 

So when an  application  is  copied  from  one  operating  system 
to  another, it comes  down to  virtually  rewriting  the  whole 
thing. 

This  is  not  my  idea of “REXX  on  any system’’ ... 
To be  able  to  have  interoperability  apply  to REXX, the 

following  might  need to   be done: 

0 Make  REXX  programs  completely  independent of oper- 
ating  systems. 

Modify REXX so it  can  recognize  for  which  opsys  the 
program  was  originally  written  and  interpret  accord- 
ingly. 

Opsys  independency - Beautiful!  Can  it  be  done? If so, 
what is needed?  Externalize  the 1/0 model?  Modify  the 1/0 
model so the  syntax is valid  for  any  conceivable  system? 

Would a complete  rewrite of REXX  be  necessary? Or could 
it  be  done  with a number of additions/extensions?  What 
about  current  users of REXX? 

A  lot of questions ... 
Recognize the opsys:  this could be  done  with  an  exter- 

nal  set of functions  and  procedures.  Con:  Each  new  imple- 
mentation of REXX would  create  the  need  for  new  sets of 
translators  (being  twice  the  number of already  existent  im- 
plementations). Pro: One  would  only  need  the  translation 
set(s)  for  those  opsyses  on  expects  to  translate  from. 

Any  change to  REXX  i tself   to achieve  this  would of course 
need to  be  independent of implementation,  since  one  cannot 
expect  the  user  to  buy a new  version of REXX  for  each  new 
implementation  to  become  available. 

A  logical  extension  would  be to  create a “neutral”  set of 
functions  and  procedures  to  bring  down  the  number of trans- 
lations  sets.  And so we are  just  about  back  at  the  first pos- 
sibility  (independency of opsys). 

As  to  the  Uni-REXX  implementation,  it’s  quite  “clean”  (in 
uni-REXX  the cd function  is  necessary).  Some of the  other 
implementations  could  use a bit of clean-up as to  modularity. 

Statements  and  functions  which  are  not  REXX specific 
should  be  relegated  to  external  programs [or] function  pack- 
ages. 

The  manuals  should  state  clearly  which  are  standard 
REXX  statements/functions,  which  are  implementation de- 
pendent,  and  which  are  add-ons  the  implementor offers. 

Examples: 

DIAG()  in  the  CMS  implementation. 

0 The whole  hardware  and  DOS  groups of functions  in 
Personal  REXX. 

Add-on  due  to  presentations  already  here: 
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UN*X  has  multi-tasking. How does  this affect the  SIG- 
NAL  statement? Would SIGNAL  need to  be  enhanced 
for  UN*X?  And, how does  this affect interoperability? 
Would  implementing  the  enhancements  in  UN*X  (even 
as NOP)  be a good idea  to copy to  other  implementa- 
tions? 

Replacing,  inserting,  deleting a line  within a CMS file 
is very easy  without  destroying  the  rest of the file. But  
using  LINEOUT() looses everything  after  the last line 
worked on. My reaction  was  major  panic. So on  the P C  
I use  EXECIO,  not  the  REXX 1/0 facilities. 

Since regular  expressions  are  dependent  on the  operating 
system, why include  it  in  REXX? It’s not  part of REXX 
itself. 

REXX on UNIX ... what’s the point? 
S. Drake 

Moderator’s  note:  Sam’s  well-groomed  slides  appear  sepa- 
rately in these  proceedings. 

Moderator’s  Note:  The poor was  opened for audience  com- 
ment,   and  a  l ively  discussion  ensued. A splendid  t ime  was 
had  by  all. 
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My Predjudices 

# Former "VM Bigot" 
4t Used REXX as programm ing 

language, macro language under 
XEDIT and other  programs 

# Couldn't survive without it 
# Now an "AIX Bigot" 

// 4t Tried to make a "clean break 
46 After  four  years, I still can't write a 

shell script 
# And I'm darned proud of 

IBM Almaden 
Research Center 

650 Harry Road 

REXX Symposium 

Sun Jose CA 951 20-6099 
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UNlX state-of-the-art 

# Two "classic" shell script languages 
* Bourne  Shell,  C-Shell 

language 
* AWK 

# One "classic" data manipulation 

# Two 'modern"  languages 
* Korn shell 
* Per1 

# No unified macro languages 
All are  powerful,  crypfic,  unfriendly 

IBM Almaden 
Research Center 

REXX Symposium 
650 Harry Road 

San Jose CA 951 20-6099 
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Korn shell example 

case $1 i n  
1) # keep  current 

pr int  -r - " $PwD " 
return 

n=x+${l}-1 type=2 
i f  ( (type<3) ) 
then x=4 
f i  

#default  

esac 

dir 

IBM Almaden 
Research  Center 

REXX Symposium 
650 Harry Road 

San Jose CA 951 20-6099 
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Per1 

# Relatively  new language 
# By Larry Wall 
# Implementation, documentation 

# Combines: 
publically  available 

4@ Good interpreted shell script 
language 

# Good data man 
# Excellen 

ipulation language 
t access to native UNlX 

facilities 
I can think  in REXX and write PERL!!!!!!!! 

IBM Almaden 
Research  Center 

REXX Symposium 
650 Harry Road 

Sun Jose CA 951 20-6099 
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Per1 Example (in REXXish Style) 

$name = 
while (<>) { 

\\ \\ 0 

I 

$line = $ - ; 
chop ($line) ; 
@words = split ($line) 0 

I 

$lastword = $words[$#words]; 
print "Last word = $lastword"; 

1 

IBM Almaden 
Research  Center 
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Why REXX in UNIX 

# Existing  shell sc r  
arcane 

'ipt languages  are  very 

# Port  existing REXX programs to UNIX 
# Universal macro language 1 1 1  a R€XX 

exclusive 

IBM Alrnaden 
Research  Cenfer 

REXX Symposium 
650 Harry Road 

San Jose CA 951 20-6099 
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Issues with REXX in UNIX 

# Existing  shell languages  are  rich, 

# REXX “looks foreign” in UNlX 
powerful, universal 

* The C  heritage of UNIX pervades 

4t REXX doesn’t  look  like C 
# EXECCOMM . . difficult!?!?!? 
# What  should the default 

# Access to UNlX built-in  features 

everything. 

subcommand  environment look like? 

IBM Almaden 
Research Center 

REXX Symposium 
650 Harry Road 

Sun Jose CA 951 20-6099 
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Summary 
~~ 

REXX in UNIX can play two key  roles: 
# Portable,  easy to use  shell script 

language 
# Common embedded 

language 
There is stiff competition 

macro 

for the former, 

REXX cou d dominate the latter, 

IBM Almaden 
Research  Center 

REXX Symposium 
650 Harry Road 

Sun Jose CA 951 20-6099 
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ANNOUNCING 

The REXX Symposium 
for Developers and Users 

Annapolis,  MD 
May 3-5, 1992 

0 Meet  the  developers of REXX implementations and  products 
0 Learn tips and techniques on  REXX usage 
0 Dine  with REXX pioneers and enthusiasts 
0 Enjoy  historic  Annapolis 

REXX classes  at  the  introductory and advanced  levels  will  be  offered 
prior to the  symposium. 

For further  information, or to participate  as  a  speaker or panelist, 
contact: 

Cathie Dager 

cathie@slacvm.sIac.stanford.edu 
(41 5) 926-2904 

FAX: (415) 926-3329 

or  

Bebo White 

bebo@slacvm.slac.stanford.edu 
(41 5) 926-2907 

FAX: (415) 926-3329 

For registration  and  travel  arrangements  contact: 

Village  Travel 
(800)  245-3260 
FAX (415) 326-0245 
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